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It is heartening to know that Veda Sastra Pandita Raksha Sabha, Mumbai is publishing 

Dr. W. R. Antarkar's book "Sankara Vijayas -A Critical Study". Dr. Antarkar is an acclaimed 

scholar who has done a lot of research and taken keen interest in the study on the Life 

and Works of Sri Adi Sankara and has written many books and contributed articles which 

have appeared in distinguished journals and prestigious institutions. Dr. Antarkar 

approaches his subject in an unbiased and critical manner. and this has earned him a 

special recognition in the literary field. 

Dr. Antarkar's books and articles have been found to be of important source materials 

for researchers and students who work on the philosophy advocated by the great teacher 

of Advaita. We hope that the present publication on the "Sankara Vijayas - A Critical 

Study" will be of great benefit to those who have interest in Sanatana Dharma. 

Our blessings to the author Dr. Antarkar and all those who have an opportunity to read 

this publication. 
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SAJiiKARA- VIJAYAS 

SYNOPSIS 

Title : Sailkara Vijayas • A Comparative and a critical Study 

The thesis has been entitled '$ankara Vijayas • A comparative and a Critical 

Study' being an exhaustive analytical examination of about fifteen biographies of 

Sankara, going under the name Sankara - Vijaya and the like. 

Chapter - I is introductory. After stating that comparatively little research 

work has been done on the life of $ankara so far, It shows what new work has been 

put in for the thesis, as also its nature and scope. 

Chapter - II deals with the data collected for the tj1esis, under three heads, with 

special reference to the biographies known as $ankara - Vijayas. 

Chapter • !II contains a theoretical discussion of the essentials and evaluation 

of a good biography, with particular regard to the subject of the thesis. 

Chapter • IV deals with the question of comparative chronology of the 

Sankara • Vijayas,. with approximation, as far as possible, to the dates of their 

composition and the question of their authoritativeness, individually and generally 

from the point of view of history. 

Chapter • V discusses the question of $ankara's date. After enumerating the 

various views expressed in the matter, four views have been selected for discussion 

and stated and examined in details. 

Chapter • VI starts discussion of Sailkara's life proper and deals with the 

background, birth and early years, upto the point of Sankara changing the course of 

the Curl)i river. 

Chapter • Vll deals with $ankara's apprenticeship under Govindamuni Jnd 

GauQapada and his final initiation, along with renovation of the Badari·-Narayal)a 

temple. 
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. Chapter - VII! is devoted to Sankara's last visit to his dying mother, then to 

his dying Guru Govindamuni and his acceptance of Sanandana as his second 

disciple, along with a few minor incidents like the revival of a dead boy. 

Chapter - IX deals with Sankara's encounter with Kumarila-Bhatta. In this 

connection, an important question as to who were Kumarila's true opponents 

Buddhists or Jains - has been discussed at some length. 

Chapter - X deals with the meeting of Sankara and Maodana-Misra. At the 

very outset, the question of Maoc;lana - Suresvara identity has been discussed at 

great length and the identity is attempted to be established. The chapter also 

discusses critically topics like the nature of the exact discussion between Sankara 

and Maoc;lana and Sankara's para-kaya-pravesa. 

Chatper- XI deals with Sankara's famous triumphant tour or Digvijaya-Yatra, 

with incidents like his encounter with the Bhairava, Kapalikas etc. At the end, the 

question of the validity of the Kaci Mutt, as the fifth mutt established by Sankara has 

been discussed in great detail and the validity is shown to be proved by evidence 

available so far. 

Chapter - XII deals with Sankara ascending the Sarvajiiapitha and his passing 

away. Questions about the location of the Sarvajiia-pltha and the place of his final 

exit from the world have been critically examined and new conclusions reached in 

regard to both. 

Chatper - XII! concludes the discussion in the preceeding chapter with a brief 

resume of Sankara's life and some remarks in general on the various life-accounts 

of Sankara. 

Chapter - XIV contains a very brief discussion of the works that can be 

attributed to Sankara. 

Three appendices have been added at the end. Appendix - A discusses briefly 

Sankara's Guru-pararhpara. Appendix - B deals with a minor poem and two 

biographies of Sankara, not incorporated in the thesis proper. Appendix - C 

contains a brief discussion of the principal tenets of Sankara's philosophy. 
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A complete bibliography has been added, showing all the works used and 

consulted for the thesis, with full details, where necessary, of their sources and 

present location, as far as they were available. 

As has been stated in the Introductory Chapter, the type of comparative and 

critical examination of Sankara's biographies, discussing each phase of it 

separately, has not been attempted by anyone so far. Besides, in addition to seven 

or eight altogether new biographies, brought to light for the first time, many 

questions have been discussed at great length and fresh conclusions have been 

drawn with the help of evidence and reasoning. The questions discussed are : 

1. Authenticity of the existence of Brhat Sankara-Vijaya of Citsukha and pracina 

Sankara Vljaya of Anandaglri. 

2. Validity of the quotations in Su11ama, a commentary on Gururatnamalika, a 

Kaiicl mutt publication. 

3. Discussion of Sailkara's date and criticisms of the post-Christian Date theory. 

4. The birth-place of Sankara. 

5. Who were the opponents of Kumarlla-Buddhists or Jalns? 

6. Mar;~c;lana - Suresvara identity - Mar;~c;lana's residence. 

7. The Sankara-Mar;~c;lana discussion and the incident of Para-kaya pravesa. 

8. Location of Sarvajiia pith a In Kasmira or at Kaci. 

9. Location of the place of Sankara's final disappearance In the Himalayas or at 

Kanci In the south. 

10. Discussion about Sailkara's authorship of the Glta Bhasya. 

It Is, therefore, submitted that the new material brought to light and the fresh· 

findings recorded constitute the contribution of the present thesis. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

1. Br.S.V. 'f.:IT. f.:t. Brhat-Sailkara Vijaya 

2. Pr.S.V. Jr. :IT. f.:t. Praclna Sailkara V!Jaya 

3. s.v. :IT. f.:t. Sankara Vijaya 

4. :IT.~. Sankarabhyudaya 

5. S.V. Jaya :IT. :IT. \if<!'. SankSepa-Sankara Jaya 

6. S.V. Vilasa :IT. f.:t. f.:t. Sankara Vljaya Vlli\sa 

7. m.te:.mc Sal'lkara-Digvijaya-S<ira 

8. :rtA.m. SMkara-Manda-Saurabha 

9. :IT .•. Sankaracarya-Mahima 

10. G.V.K. Guruvamsa • Kavya 

11. G.R.M. ~.liT. Guru-ratna-mala or malika 

12. Br. So i.~ Brahma-Sotra 

13. Br.So.Bh. i.~m. Brahma-Sotra Bha~ya 

14. Up. \N Upan!~ad or Upani$ads 

15. Br.Up. 'f.\N. Brhadaral)ya Upanl$ad 

16. Chh.Up m.>N. Chhimdogya Upanl$3d 

17. Taitt. up ~.\N. Taittlrlya Upan!~ad 

18. Alt. Up. Tt.\N. A!tareya Upan!~ad 

19. Alt. Ar. Tt. :an. Aitareya Ara uyaka 

20. Up. Sa >N.m. Upadesa Sahasrl 

21. Viveka Co ~. Vlveka-Cudamaui 

22. Br. SL i.fu. Brahma-Siddhi of Mao<;lana 

23. MBh. ~. Mahabhilrata 

24. Bhg. Bhagavad-Gita 

25. Cit. Cltsukha 
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26. Anand Anandagir! 

27. Anania Ananlanandaglrl 

28. Vya Vyasacala 

29. Cid Cldvilasa 

30. Govind N. Govlnda-Niitha 

31. T!ru.D. T!rumala Dixit 

32. Raja. D. u;;\.~. Rajacu9amaQI Dixit 

33. Mad. Madhavacarya 

34. Sad a Sadananda 

35. Bala Gopala Bala-Golpala-Yatl 

36. Br. Saras. Brahmananda Sarasvatl 

37. Param." Paramesvara Kavl Ka(lthlrava 

38. Nila. NilakaQtha 

39. Valli. Vallisahaya 

40. Gauda. Gau9apada 

41. Rama. Ramanujacarya 

42. Dr. Radha. Dr. S. RadhakrQ(lan 

43. B.O.R.I. Annals Annals of the Bhiindarkar Oriental 
Research Institute. 

44. I.A. or Ind. Ant. Indian Antiquary 

45. IHQ Indian Historical Quarterly 

46. J.A. Jain Ant!quary 

47. JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 

48. JBNRAS 0 e Journal of the Bombay Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society. 

49. Madhva. Madhvacarya 

50. Anania. Ananalanandaglri 

51. Ananda. Anandagirl 

52. San. Sankara/Sankaracarya 



THE ERA OF KING HARSA (VARDHANA) OF KANOJ 

by W.R. Anatarkar 

While discussing the date of Adi Sankaracarya in my thesis entitled Sankara-Vijayas; A 

comparative and a Critical Study,l had occasion to discuss an inscription of king Sivadeva 

Varma, the 27th king ofthe 5th (Suryavarhs!) dynasty of Nepal. This inscription is dated 11 9 

of Harsa Samvat. The discussion arises in the context of Sankara's date as follows: 

According to the Nepal Varhsavall Sankara visited Nepal during the reign of king Vrsadeva 

Varman, the 18th king of the 5th Suryavarhsl dynasty and the king named his own son 

Sankaradeva after Sankara, obviously In honour of Sankara's visit. According to the said 

Varhsaval!, this king Vrsadeva Varman preceeded by 15 0 years king Slvadeva Varman, the 

27th king ofthe same Suryavarhsl dynasty.ll, therefore, the time of king Sivadeva Varman's 

inscription referred to above, can be ascertained, the time of king Vrsadeva Varman and then 

that of Sankara's visit to Nepal can also be ascertalned.lt Is In this way that the identity oft he 

Harsa Sarhvat year 11 9 of which has been referred to in the Inscription above, become important. 

This Harsa Sarhvat has been interpreted in two different ways ; 

According to one view- we may call it the view of the tradltlonists- Harsa Sarhvat In the 

inscription means the Era started by Ha~a Vikramaditya (ofUjjaln) in 4 57 B.C. Han;a Sarhvat 

119m then give 3 3 8 B.C. as the year of king Siva Varman's inscription and as the time of the 

king himself also.l Calculating backwards from this date, the time of King Vrsadeva Varman 

comes to 488 B.C. (3 38 + 150), which then is also the yearofSarikara's visit to Nepal. 

Scholars like Dr. Buhler, however, who do not accept the historicity of either king 

V!kramad!tya or the Era said to have been started by him In 4 57 B.C. take Harsa Sarhvat in the 

inscription to mean the Era started in 6 0 617 A.D. by king Han;a Vardhana ofKanoj, the patron 

ofBaoabhatta. and then deduce 7 2 5 A.D. as the date ofthe inscription In question and also of 

king Srivadeva Varman.la According to this view, the year of Sankara' s visit to Nepal would be 

about 57 5 A.D. (7 2 5. 150: 57 5 A.D.), if the statement in the VarMavaliaboutthe said visit 

Is correct. This second view about the date of the Inscription and of king Sivadeva-Varman gives 

1. Vide (i) Chronology of Nepal history reconstructed by Sri Kota Venkatachalam, 1955, p.37; 
(ii) Age of Sankara by T.S. Narayana 5astri,, 2nd edn, 1971, p.2S 

(Foot-note 16, continued from p.27) 
2. For all this discussion, vide Indian Antiquary, Vol.l3, December 1884, pp.411- 428). 
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rise to a historical anomaly or discrepancy as follows: 

King Arhsuvarman has been mentioned in the Nepal Varhsavali as the first king of the 6th 
(Thakuril Dynasty (which naturaly follows i.e. comes after the 5th (Suryavamsil Dynasty of 
which king Sivadeva Varman was the 27th King. During his (i.e. Amsuvarman's) reign king 
Vikramaditya ofUjjain (who is different from king Harsa Vikramadaya mentioned above) is said 
to have visited Nepal and then started there his own Era, which he had started earlier at Ujjain in 
57 B.C. Dr.Buhler does not believe all this and identifies this king Amsuvarman with one king 
Amsu-fo-mo, mentioned by Hiean Tsang (also called Yuan Chwang), whose vlsitto Northern 
India most probably falls In the year 6 3 7 A.D. King Amsuvarman, who is the same as this king 

Amsu-fo-mo, must, therefore, have ruled, according to Dr. Buhler, in the first half of the 7th 
century A.D.' 

All this, however, means that king Sivadeva Varman, a king of an earlier i.e. 5th dynasty, 
who. as seen earlier, ruled, according to Buhler, in 7 2 5 A.D. actually came 1 0 0 years after 
Arhsuvarman, a king of the 6th (Thakuri) dynasty.!! is indeed surprising not only that Dr. Buhler 
has himself not noticed much less tried to explain- even like Weber in the case of Bhaskara 4

-

this discrepancy in his own calculation but also that even though this anomaly has been brought 
out years ago, no scholar has paid any attention to it nor tried to explain it so far. 

All this led me to examine, as far as I could the question of the identity and the genuineness 

of the Era attribued to king Harsavardhana of Kanoj, said to have been started by him in 6 0 6 
A.D. My submission is as follows: 

The first point about this Era is that history does not know such an Era as having been 
started in the name of or by king Harsa of Kanoj (in 6 0 6 - 7 A.D.) I have ascertained this form 
some eminent history scholars. Neither Banabhatta. the author of Harsa-Caritam nor the Chinese 
traveller, who is said to have come in contact with king Harsa of Kanoj, explicity (or implicity) 
mention anything like an Era started by Harsa. Dr. D.C. Sircar, in his book Indian Epigraphy 
discusses the time of Harsa's coming to the throne, then his defeating the enemies during the 
next 6 or 7 years and then his own statement to a Chinese traveller about his having ruled for 
about 3 0 years. All this brings us to about 6 4 2 A.D. There is also some discussion about the 
exact year of Harsa' s death but nowhere in the course of this discussion is there any reference to 
or even a suggestion about Harsa having started an Era of his own. Moreover, Dr. Sircar says 
clearly that "at his accession (to the throne) (i.e. about 6 0 6 - 7 A.D.), neither was Harsa 'a Lord 

of India' (Cakravartin or Sarvabhauma) nor did the Allahabad region, where Harsa's conversion 

with the Chinese pilgrim Is said to have taken place, form a part of his dominions." 4 With the 

death of his elder brother Rajyavardhana, only the small kingdom ofThanesar aboutthe eastern 

3. Ibid. p.420. 
4. Vide my article 'The Date of Sankaracarya' Journal of The Asiatic Society of Bora Bay, 1994 

pp.14 and 15. 
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part of Panjab, came into his possession. His conquest of Malwa and GauQ.a enemies came 6 

years later.ln these circumstances, it is not at all probable that he started an era of his own. right 

at the time of ascending the throne in 6 0 6 A.D. when he was just the chief of a small kingdom. 

And if. at all. he started an ear of his own. it was in 6 0 6 A.D. and that is why there Is no mention 

of any such new era either in Baoa's work (Harsa-carita) or in the Chinese traveller's accounts. 

Shankar Goyal says clearly that "the view that Harsa founded an era. the initial year of 

which was 6 0 6 A.D. rests on the testimony of Alberuni. 5 He then mentions 5 eras adopted by 

the people in the 11th century A.D .. viz .. Eras of Harsa. Vikrama. Saka, Vallabha and Gupta and 

then quotes Alberuni thus; "His (i.e Sri Harsa's) era is used in Mathura and the country ofKanoj. 

Between Sri Harsa arid VIkramaditya. there is an Interval of 400 years. as I have been told by the 

inhabitants of that region. However.! have read in the Kasmirian calendar that Sri Harsa was 

6 6 4 years later than Vikramaditya.ln the face of this discrepancy,! am in perfect uncertainty." 6 

Relying on Mathura and Kanoj tradition, Alberuni places the commencement of Harsa Era 4 0 0 

years before Vikramaditya i.e. in 4 57 B.C. The Era of Harsa. who according to the Kashmirian 

Calendar. comes 6 6 4 later than Vikramaditya, should be placed in 6 0 6 - 7 A.D. if at all there 

was any such Era in existence then (or even thereafter) According to Devahuti however, it was 

this Era (of 606- 7 A.D.) which was prevalent in Alberuni's time in Mathura and Kanoj.lt 

seems, according to Devahuti, that the inhabitants of that region deliberately misguided the 

Muslim scholar in order to impress him with the antiquity of the era they used. 8 He i.e. Alberuni 

has however preserved for us the valuable information he got from the Kashmir Calandar that Sri 

Harsa was 6 6 4 years posterior to Vikramaditea."' 

Now. how far the Kashmir calendar, which has not been seen by any one except Alberuni. 

is reliable is not at all known. Alberuni gives no indication whatever that the said calendar 

intended to suggest or did actually sugggest any Era by Harsa who is said to have come 6 6 4 B.C. 

But, then, are the modern scholars. headed by Furgusson, prepared to accept the historicity of 

any king Vikramaditya in the first century B.C. which. along with the Era said to have been 

started by him in 57 B.C. they have all along been denying vehemently? It is indeed surprising 

that such insufficient and even doubtful data should be used by scholars to decide such an 

important issue. Moreover. the idea of the inhabitants of the region (of Mathura and Kanoj) 

misguiding Alberuni almost presumes the existence of an Era in the name of Harsa dating from 

4 57 B.c. The idea of misguiding is again just a conjecture of Mr. Devahuti, who has 

5. Vide Indian Epigraphy by D.C. Sircar (First Edition, 1965). p.293. 
6. Vide History and Historiography of the Age ~f Har~a by Shankar Goyal 

(First Edition, 1992), p.306. 
7. Vide Alberuni's India, ed. by Sachau, Vol. U, Ch. XLIX, p.5. 29 (Annals Bori). 
8. Vide History and Historiography of the Age of Har~a by Shankar Goyal, p.307. 
9. lbid.,p.307. 
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cited no evidence in support of the same and is very much like other conjectures of foreign 

scholars (e.g. Max Muller's conjecture of the 4 strata of Vedic literature, each succeeding being 

removed from each preceding by a gap of 2 00 years, or the suggestion-cum-conjecture of Sir 

W. Jones that Megasthenes had by mistake or inattention only! mentioned Sol'!e and Erranaeboas 

as two distinct rivers when they represented one river only). The suggestion of Mr. Devahuti has, 

however, been accepted as the truth. It is also worth noting that Alberuni seems to have mentioned 

the 5 eras in their chronological order. The Har~a Era which precedes the Vikrama Era by 4 0 0 

yrs. can obviously not be the Era of Ha~a In 6 0 6 - 7 A.D. which has to come 6 6 4 years after the 

Vikrama or king Vlkramaditya and there is no second Har~a Era among the group of 5 eras. The 

greater probability is that there were two Har~as, viz., (i) Har~a, or Har~a Vikramaditya as he was 

called, who started his own era in 4 57 B.C. and (ii) Har~avardhana of Kanoja, who did not start 

nor has he been credited with having started any era of his own. This explains squarely both the 

statements viz., that the Har~a i.e. Har~a Vlkramaditya Era was started 4 0 0 years before 

Vikramaditya of 57 B.C. i.e. in 4 57 B.C. and that Har~avadhana of Kanoj was later than 

Vikramaditya of 57 B.C. by 6 6 4 years, i.e. he belonged to 6 0 6 - 7 A.D. though no era was 

started by him in that year. As said earlier, the Kashmir Calendar also makes no mention of era as 

having been started by this Har~a of Kanoj, much less in 6 0 6 - 7 A.D., which is the year of his 

routine accession to the throne after the death of his brother Rajyavardhana. Eras have generally 

been started to commemorate some outstanding event during.the reign of a king and not the 

simple accession to the throne of a petty kingdom as a matter of course. 

It has also to be noted that Alberuni does not refer to 4 57 B.C. Era of Har~a here only. He 

refers to it at another place also, where he refers to 4 or 5 eras and gives their computation of 

time in terms of 400 Yazdagird (I.e. 1031 A.D.J and he mentlonsHar~a's Era as 45 7 B.C. and 

Vikrama Era as 57 B.C. but does not mention any era of Har~a in 6 0 6 A.D. though he has 

mentioned there eras right up to 9 6 6 A.D. 10 

Lastly- and this is quite important -I have discussed already king Sivadeva Varman's 

inscription dated 11 9 of Har~a Sarhvat and also what happens If this Har~a Sam vat is taken to 

mean the Ha~a Era of 6 0 6 - 7 A.D. as done by Dr. Buhler. A king of an earlier dynasty comes to 

the throne about 12 0 years, after the first king of the next dynasty. And this is independent of 

whether or not Sankara visited Nepal. This last point also has been discussed by me at some 

length in my article on the date of Sankara. 

According to Dr. Sircar, the Chinese Pilgrim Hieun Tsang mentions Arhsuvarman as a 

past ruler In 6 3 7 A.D., while Dr. Shankar Goyal says that "even in 6 3 7 A.D. 11 when Yuan 

Chwang (same as Hieun Tsang) visited Vaisali, Arhsuvarman was already dead" 12 The Nepal 

10. Vide Alberuni's India, ed.by Sachau, p.7. 
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vamsavali says that in the time of Amsuvarman, king Vikramaditya of Ujjain went to Nepal and 

introduced his own Era (i.e. Vikrama Sam vat) there i.e. in Nepal. It has here been suggested that 

by Vikramaditya, chroniclers meant Har~a Siladitya as, at this period, there was no other Indian 

monarch capable of extending his influence in Nepal. It has also been said that this suggestion 

could be supported by the fact that in Indian tradition, Har~a Siladitya was persistently confused 

with the legendary Har~a Vikramaditya of Ujjaini, probably because Har~a was the founder of an 

Era even like the traditional origination of Har~a Samvat. Thus the Indian tradition seems to 

speak of Harsa indirectly as the founder of an era exactly as the celebrated Vikramaditya. 

Amsuvarman's inscriptions bear the dates (i.e. years) 3 4, 3 9 and 4 5 .If there are dated in the 

Harsa (Vardhana) Era of 6 0 6 A.D. Amsuvarman would be placed from 6 40 A.D. to 6 51 A.D. 

This does not tally with Yuan Chwang's statement that he was a past ruler in 6 3 7 A.D. Hence, 

according to Dr. Sircar, the records of Amsuvarman and his successors probably bear dates in 

the Sika Era minus 50 0, so that 50 1 is year 1 of Amsuvarman's regnal reckoning. The dates 

3 4, 3 9 and 4 5 would then come to 53 4 A.D. 53 9 A.D. and 54 5 A.D. Dr. Goyal, however, 

says that they are not dated in the Har~a Era but "in an Era, which may be called the Manadeva 

or Amsuvarman Era, the initial year of which is 57 6 A.D." He says further that "apparently, the 

former (i.e. here Amsuvarman) started the era but dated it from the accession of the first puppet 

king he had installed, 57 6, therefore also signified Amsuvarman's own rise to power." This, 

then, gives the three inscription dates as 610, 615 and 6 21 A.D. This means thatAmsuvarman 

must have died after 6 21 A.D. but before 6 3 7 A.D. the latter being thedate when he was said by 

Yuan Chwang to be dead already. Dr. Goyal however, does not agree with persons like Bhagawan 

Lallndraji and others who believe in the theory of Harsa's suzerainty over Nepal and also with 

the view that he visited Nepal and established his own Era there. 

Both Dr. Sircar and Dr. Goyal refer to the Nepal Vamsavali as recording that, before 

Amsuvarman came to the throne, Vikramaditya had reached Nepal and started his own Era (57 

B.C.l there. Dr. Goyal, however, remarks that the Nepal Vamsavali is of little historical value and 

Harsa is not known to have assumed the title Vikramaditya. His title was Siladitya. Dr. Sircar, on 

the contrary, tries, as stated a little earlier, to explain the confusion between Vikramaditya and 

Harsa Sukaditya created by the chroniclers as also the confusion in Indian tradition in the matter 

of Har~a starting his own Era like Vikramaditya starting his own Samvat. He, then, concludes 

that the Indian tradition seems to speak of Har~a indirectly as the founder of an Era of his own 

exactly like the celebrated Vikramaditya. 13 

A number of doubts require here to be cleared : 

1 1. Vide Indian Epigraphy \>y D.C. Sircar, p.297. 
12. Vide History of Historiography of the Age of Har1a by Shankar Goyal ( 1992). p.202). 
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1. Whereas Dr. Goyal does not assume or accept the visit to or conquest of Nepal by 
Har~a of Kanoj on the ground that he had never assumed the title Vikramaditya - it 
being Vikramaditya who was said to have visited Nepal and started his Era there - and 
had remained Siladitya. Dr. Sircar identifies Vikramaditya and Har~a Siladitya and 
thereby seems to accept the latter's visit to Nepal but under the mistaken name of 
Vikramaditya. Dr. Sircar then justifies this on the basis·of persistent confusion in the 
Indian tradition, which seem to him to identify the two persons and then he credits 
Har~a though indirectly, with the founding of his own Era. By saying that at that period 
i.e. about 6 0 6 A.D .. there was no other Indian king who could have exerted an influence 
in Nepal, he seems himself to imply that he established his own era also there. This, 
however, does not seem possible because if the inscription of Amsuvarman are to be 
accepted and their dates are to be taken to pertain to Saka reckoning, 50 1 A.D. is the 
first year of his reign and it must have extended upto 54 5 A.D. or a little more, which 
is very much anterior to 6 0 6 A.D. when Har~a is said to have ascended the throne at 
Thanesvar and the Era also is said to begin in that year. Then, how could he go to 

Nepal before Amsuvarman became the king in 50 1 A.D.? 

2. According to Dr. Goyal, if Amsuvarman's inscriptions are not dated in the Har~a Era, 
· "but in an era which may be called Manadeva or Amsuvarman Era, the initial year of 

which is 57 6 A.D .. what is the evidence for Amsuvarman's own Era, started by himself? 
Manadeva (Sivadeva Varman) also belong to the Suryavamsa dynasty (of which they 
were the 25th and the 27th kings) while Amsuvarman is hte first king of the following 
Thakur! dynasty and is removed from these two kings by an interval of 6 and 4 kings 
and by 2 50 yrs., and 15 0 yrs., respectively. The attribution of an Era to Amsuvarman 
seems to be merely conjectural and not at all factual- perhaps very much like the Har~a 
Era. As a matter of fact, all this reasoning of Dr. Goyal and Dr. Sircar in this particular 
regard is, in my humble opinion, a chain of what perhaps was considered by them to be 
"just reasoning and probable conjecture" (to borrow a phrase from Sir William Jones) 

but with any foundation of factual evidence. all this conjectural reasoning being with a 

persevering motive to establish somehow the Era of Har~avardhana of Kanoj which 

never came into being and then to discredit any statement tht may be found to be 

contrary thereto. 

All this is due to the refusal and unwillingness of these scholars to believe the Nepal 

Vamsavali which says that Vikramaditya of 57 B.C., vistied Nepal during- and not before- the 
reign of Amsuvarman which, according to the same Vamsavali, took place in 1 0 1 B.C. and 
continued upto 3 3 B.C. And, then, there is nothing inherently impossible in Vikramaditya's 

13. For all this discussion, vide Indian Epigrophy by D.C. Sircar, p. 297, and History and 
Histriography etc. by Shankar Goyal, pP.201 - 2). 
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establishing his own Vikram Sam vat 57 B.C., there I.e. in Nepal. Then, Har~a need not have 
assumed the title Vikramaditya and could very well have remained Siladitya and with that, the 

difficulty of there being no Indian monarch powerful enough at that time (I.e. 1st Century B.C.) 
to Influence and subdue Nepal also gets resolved. Lastly, the Inscriptions of Arhsuvarman need 

not be dated In the Har~a Era of 6 0 6 A.D. (which really did not exist at any time) nor in the Saka 
Era and not even In an Imagined Era of Arhsuvarman or Manadeva. The said inscriptions can 
easily be reckoned in terms of his own reignal period or in the Vikrama Samvat, said to have been 
established in Nepal by king Vikramaditya during his visit there. Then, Arhsuvarman being a 
past ruler in 6 3 7 A.D. can also be very reasonably explained. We need not even run back to the 
Har~a Vikramadltya Era of 4 57 B.C., which has been said by Dr. Sircar to be a fabricated one. 
For this purpose, however, the view that Har~a Siladltya of Kanoj possibly started an era of his 
own in 6 0 6 A.D. will have to be given up. But, then, an era called the Vikrama Sarhvat said to 
have been started by king Vikramadltya in 57 B.C. will have to be accepted. However, inspitte of 
a persistent Indian tradition in that regard, particularly found in Jain Prabandha works, which 
record various historical events in terms of Vlkrama Sarhvat of 57 B.C., and the opinion of 

scholars like Dr. Raj Bali Pandey and Dr. R.C. Majumdar that "Vikramadltya might be a historical. 
person," that "slowly but steadily, more and more scholars are coming forward to challenge the 
validity of the assumption that VIkramaditya is a myth" 14 and that "the negative evidence about 
the Vlkrama Era also cannot prove that it was not founded by Vikramaditya"1 5 (of course, in the 
1st century B.C.), Dr. Sircar holds that "the original Vikramaditya was Candragupta -II" (of the 

Gupta dynasty). Further, he is of the opinion that it was the Scytho-Parthian Era of the 1st 
Century B.C. that came to be associated with the name of King Vikramaditya only in the 8th 
century A.D.15 Surprisingly enough, Dr. Sircar states thatAlberuni learnt from the Kashmirian 
Calendars that the Sri Har~a Era from 4 57 B.C. in the Mathura and Kanoj regions. 16 Here, Dr. 
Sircar has almost definitely presumed thatthe passage fromAiberuni's book shows unquestionably 
that Alberuni knew of a Har~a Era starting from 6 0 6 A.D. or that Alberuni heard of another Har~a 
Era" (other than the Har~a Era in 4 57 B.C.) "having its epoch 6 6 4 years after the 
commencement of the Vikrama Samvat i.e. in 6 0 6 A.D. 17 Here, Dr. Slrcar has almost definitely 
presumed that the passage from Alberunl's book shows unquestionably that Alberuni knew of a 
Har~a Era starting from 6 0 6 A.D. or that alberuni heard of another Har~a Era" (other than the 
Har~a Era in 4 57 B.C.) "having its epoch 6 6 4 years after the commencement of the Vikrama 
Sarhvat i.e. in 6 0 6 A.D.'' 18 As a matter of fact, however, Alberuni's words are: "However, in the 
Kashmirian Calendar, I have read that Sri Har~a was 6 6 4 years later than Vikramaditya.'' 19 

How this statement can be construed to imply a Har~a Era 6 6 4 years after Vikramaditya passes 
one's understanding. There is not even a very Indirect or remote reference to a Har~a Era, 

14. Vide 'Vikramaditya of Ujjain' by Raj Bali Pandey (1951), Foreward by R.C. Majumdar; p.ii. 
15. Ibid., Foreward : p.v. 
16. Vide Indian Epigraphy by D.C. Sircar, p.251. 
17. Ibid., p. 324. 
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c'ommencing in 6 0 6 A.D.If the Nepal Varhsavali is historically valueless, what is the value of 
the Kashmirian Calendar, which has been seen by no one except Alberuni that the discrepancy
and such an important one- should be sought to be confidently explained on the hypothesis that 
the people of the place deliberately misinformed and I or misguided the Muslim scholar 20 or 
played a trick on the foreigner by giving him false lnformation? 21 1t is really surprising that clear 
references to eras like Har$a Era of 4 57 B.C. and Vikramaditya Era of 57 B.C. in Alberuni's 
work should be disbelieved and discredited as fabricated or be equated with a Scythe Parsian era 
and a Har$a Era of 6 0 6 A.D. should be sought to be proved with the help of a most conjectural 
reasoning and interpretation of Alberuni's statements, Dr. Sircar says, "the use of Har$a era of 
4 57 B.C. is unknown to Indian epigraphic and literary records but that its epoch is just 4 0 0 
years earlier than that of the Vikrama Sarhvat may suggest that this reasoning also was probably 
invented by astronomers for the purposes of calculation, although Alberuni's statement really 
appears to be based on wrong information. 22 But, then, what guarantee is there that the figure of 
6 6 4 years after Vikramaditya, found in the Kashmirian Calendar, was based on correct 
information? And exceptthis Kashmirian Calendar, what are the epigraphic or literary records 
that bear out the Har$a era of 6 0 6 A.D.? Moreover, that the figure 4 00 suggests thatthe reckoning 
is probably an invention of astronomers for purposes of calculation seems to be another probable 
conjecture only worth nothing more, unsupported as it is by any evidence or argument. Why 
should one era be called fabricated and another absolete. And when all this is set aside, we are 
left with the anomaly pointed out earlier, viz., Arhsuvarman, the first king of the 6th dynasty 
coming about 12 0 years earlier than Sivadeva Varman, a king ofthe 5th dynasty, as a result of 
applying the reckoning of Har$a era of 6 0 6 A.D. to Har$a Sarhvat 11 9 mentioned in the 
inscription of king Sivadeva Varman and the identification of Amchu-fo-mo with King 
Ansuvarman. As said earlier, this discrepancy has not been either noticed or attempted to be 
explained by any one so far, as far as I am aware. In a way, this particular case has a very close 
bearing on the date of Adi Sankaracarya and hence also this detailed discussion of the Har$a Era 
on which it hinges. The Har$a Era of 6 0 6 - 7 A.D. therefore, has to be set down as a mere 

conjecture without any foundation in fact whatsoever. 

18. Ibid., p. 295. 
19. Vide Alberuni's India, Part II, p.S. 
20. Vide History and Historiography ed. by Shankar Goyal. p.307. 
21. Vide Indian Epigraphy by D.C. Sircar, p.324. 
22. Ibid., p.238. 
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THEDATEOFSANKARACARYA 

W.R. ANTARKAR 

The date of Sailkaracarya is a very important question in his life, but it is equally 

complicated, controversial and finally undecided till today. A whole host of varying dates have 

been proposed for him and they range from about 3 0 00 B.C. (Sukranac;li places him 3 2 yrs. 

before Sri Krsna, a principal character in MBh. War, which is traditionally said to have taken 

place about 3 1 3 8 B. C), while the author of Dabistan brings him down to about 13 4 9 A.D. 
Between these two ends, various dates, many of them slightly different from one another, have 
been put forward for Sailkaracarya. All these can be broadly divided into two caregorles, viz., 

pre-Christian and post-Christian.ln the first, we have two dates in particular, viz., 509- 4 7 7 
B.C., based principally on the records Sailkaracarya's mutts at Dvaraka, Puri and Kailci which 

are more or less uniform in their reckoning and supported by Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry Shri V.G. 

Ramachandran (both no more alive), Shri Udaya Vira Shastri and Shri S.D. Kulkarni. The second 

viz., 1st century B.C. (44 B.C. to 12 B.C.) was the date formerly assigned to Sailkaracarya by 

Srilgeri Mutt, which was however given it up recently and shifted to 7 8 8 A.D. - 8 2 0 A.D. as the 

life-span of Sailkaracarya.ln the second category initially we have the date 7 8 8 A.D. to 8 2 0 
A.D. proposed by Shri K.B. Pathak on the basis of a three- page MS. procured by him from one 
Shri Govindabhatta Yerdekarfrom Belgaum 1 and accepted by many ofthe scholars working on 

this subject. Variations of this date were suggested by a number of scholars from Lok. Tilak, Shri 

Bhaushastri Vaze, Justice Telang and others down to Shri Raja Gopal Sharma, Prof. Hajime 

Nakamur, Shrl Tola and others,2 among whom is Prof. R.M. Umesh who has examined the 

subject in very great depth and at great length also and then the variations range from about 50 0 

A.D. to 7 50 A.D. 

Out of these, only two dates require to be noticed, viz., (i) 50 9 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C. and (ii) 

7 8 8 - 8 2 0 A.D. and I or its variations, as they continue to be the real contender even today. 
The first of these is an exact date while the secbnd is uniform only within a definite range, the 
7 8 8 - 8 2 0 A.D. date not being very much favoured by the most recent scholars, as there is a 

general tendency among them not to accept the validity of the three- page MS. of Shri Pathak, 

the author or the name of the book to which it belongs, not being known even today. 
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50 9 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C.:- The main support of this theory is the succession lists of the 

Acarya or the heads of the three mutts mentioned earlier, viz .. Dvaraka, Puri and Kailci. Out of 

these the first is found given in their own publication Vimarsa in Sanskrit said to have been 

written in about 18 9 8 A.D. by their Acarya, Sri Rajarajesvara Sailkara Svami. while that of the 
Kailci Mutt is found given in three works viz., Punya Sloka Maiijari, Guru Ratna Malika and 

Susama, the third being a commentary on the second. The lists of these two mutts given the 

regnal period of the different Acaryas and at the same time, give some information about 

Sailkaracarya in particular. They mention 50 9 B.C. and 4 7 7 B.C. as the years of Sailkaracarya's 

birth and passing away respectively! and 3 2 years as the total span of his life. 

The Puri Mutt list does not give the regnal periods of the various Acaryas but with more 

than 14 0 Acaryas, Sankaracarya is taken back to a pre-Christian period and is generally said to 
agree with 50 9 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C. as that period. It may further be noted that the same list gives 

4 8 4 B.C. as the years in which Sailkaracarya established that mutt. 2a 

The Jyotir Mutt is generally considered to be a defunct mutt but the recent i.e., the present 

reigning Acarya of the same gave me in 1 9 8 7 A.D. a list of about 8 2 Acaryas of the said mutt, 

without their regnal priods and this is said generally to agree with 50 9 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C. as the 

period of Sailkaracarya. 

The Sp\geri Mutt(Tuiiga) strikes a different note. Till about 3 0 years ago, it held 44 B.C. 

to 1 2 B.C. to be the period of Sankaracarya, Vikrama Sarhvat 14 being then given as the year of 

Sailkaracarya's bil'lh. Sufficient evidence has been adduced to show that the said mutt held this 

view at least formerly. Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry has tried to show 3 that this reckoning was 

according to the Jain Yudhisthira Saka, which Is short of the Yudhi. Saka of the Hindus or the 

Dharma Saka by 4 6 8 years.lfthese are added to 44 B.C .. it agrees, though with a slight difference, 
with 509 B.C. as the year ofSailkaracarya's birth. 

This is how the Mutt-tradition is said to give almost uniformly the 6th century B.C. (509 
B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C.l as the period of Sailkaracarya. To this we may add the references in the 

Pural)as to the 1st century B.C. as the age of Sailkaracarya generally. Even like the Srngeri 

tradition above it can be said to approximate to the 6th Century B.C. theory as per the Mutt 

tradition. 

One more point may be noted. According to Shrl K.K.Lele, the Sailkesvara Mutt, which is 
a branch of the Srilgeri Mutt, refers to 212 2 Yudhi, Saka, Sarvajit Sarhvat, Margasiras Suddha 

5th, as the date ofSankaracarya's birth.41f this is Yudhi. Saka according to the Jain reckoning, 
we get 509 or 510 B.C. as the year ofSailkaracarya's birth. This, then, is a confirmationofthe 
period of Sailkaracarya as per the lists of Acaryas of the principal mutts of Sailkaracarya. 

More specific and definite information about this 6th century B.C. theory by P:.M. and 
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Su$ama and by Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry, who (particularly the latter two) have called it from 

Brhat Sankara Vijaya, attributed by them to one called Citsukhacarya. He is said to have been 
contemporary disciple and a close associate of Sankaracarya for about 2 5 years. He belonged 

to Gokarna. his first name was Vi$nU Sarman and h~ was a co-student of Sankaracarya at the 

Gurukula. Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry tells us that thie Br.S.V. of Cit. was in three parts, viz., (i) 

'J:if'II'Wi'l~ 3 0 chapters, (ii) lli\i(l'il<fui'l~ 1 7 0 Chapters, and (iii) §'t'>4<1'11<fW'!'f 2 4 Chapters. The 

first dealt with the predecessors ofSankaracarya the second with the life of Sankaracarya himself 

and third with an account of Suresvara, the disciple of Sankaracarya Shri Sastry tells us that he 

had given a multi Ia ted copy of the second part, on the basis of which he has given in his own 

work an account of Sankaracarya's life, up to his meeting with Kumarila Bhatta and he has cited, 
from time to time quotations therefrom, mainly pertaining to the dates of important events in 

Sankaracarya' s life, a thing not done by any other work available to us so far, nor even by Susama, 
which gives as from that work (the~. i'I'Ti.e., the second part thereof) quotations pertaining to 

few events like the birth and passing away of Sankaracarya only. Shri Sastry gives some quotations 

from another work also viz., Pracina Sankara Vijaya attributed by him to Anandajriana alias 

Anandagiri, which also he seems to have had with him and Pr. S.V. agrees with the Br.S.V. 

particularly about the age of Sankaracarya. 

In addition to its own quotations from Br.S.V. and Pr.S.V .. Susama gives one set of 2 9 
stanzas as sf rom one work called Sankarendra Vilasa, attributed to Vakpati Bhatta and said to be 

a biography of Sri Abhinava Sankara, said to have been the 36th or 38th head of the Kai\ci 
Kamakoti Mutt. The stanzas quoted from this work, tell us that Abhi. Sankaracarya was born in 

7 8 8 A.D. If this is true, it will go a long way to support the 6th century B.C. theory about 

Sankaracarya' s period. 5 

Then, we have a number of stanzas in Sanskrit quoted by the Late Shri Appashastri 

Rashivadekar, a great Sanskrit scholar, in his Sanskrit Fortnightly, Sanskrit Candrika, as from 

some Jain works none of which has been named except one viz., Jina Vijaya. 6 These stanzas 
give the dates ofKumarila Bhatta's birth in 55 7 B.C. Sankaracarya's birth 48 years later in 509 
B.C. Kuma's meeting Sankaracarya and passing away also in 4 9 4 B.C. in his 6 3rd year. All 
these details confirm precisely! the 6th Century B.C. Theory. 

Vimarsa, Dvaraka Mutt publication, gives the full text of a coppoerplate inscription, dated 
in the year 2 6 6 3, Yudhi, Saka, said to have been issued by King Sudhanvan to Sankaracarya 

himself and this again points to the 6th century B.C. for Sankaracarya. The original copperplate 

has, however, not been traced or seen by anyone so far. 

Then again, we have a reference in the Nepala Rajavarhsavali to Sankaracarya's visit to 

Nepal, in the reign of King Vrsadevavarman, the 18th king of the Suryavarhsa dynasty of Nepal. 
According to one inscription of King Sivadevavarman, the 27th King of the same dynasty, this 
king was coronated in the year 11 9 of Har$a Sarhvat, which is said to give us 3 3 8 B.C. 7 This 
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king is said to be removed from king Vr~adevavarman by 15 0 years., thus giving his years as 
48 8 B.C., which Is also given in the Varilsavali as the year ofSankaracarya's visit to Nepal. 

Lastly, when I visited Purl in 1 9 58 A.D. and met the pontiff of the Govardhan Mutt, I was 
told by the pontiff that the Mutt, which I had visited, was not the original site of the same established 

by Sankaracarya. The original site was inside the Jagannatha' s temple, from where it was shifted 
to the present site about 11 50 years ago and that it was long after Sankaracarya' s time. This 
seems to square with 4 8 4 B.C. mentioned in the list of the Mutt's Acaryas as the year of the 
establishment of the Mutt by SaiJkaracarya. 

All these pieces of evidence seem to prove that Sankaracarya was born in 50 9 B.C. and 
died in 4 7 7 I 6 B.C., or that his period was from 5 1 0 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C. This is many times 
called the 6th Century B.C. theory. There are, however, many and very serious objections to this 
theory and they have been put forward, particularly by the native scholars like Shri K.R. 

Venkataraman, Shri Raja Go pal Sharma and Prof. R.M. Umesh as also some other scholars who 
have tried to tackle the issue of Sankaracarya's date. Prof. Umesh has in particular tried to 
expose the utter unreliability of all the Mutt records, which point to this theory and then tried to 
show by independent evidence and arguments based thereon that Sankaracarya will have to be 
placed somewhere in the second half of the 7th century A.D. only. 

The various objections to this theory are: 

( 1) The authorities like Br. S.V., Pr.S.V., San. Vii. and the Jain work referred to and quoted 

from by Su~ama, Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry, and Shri Rashivadekar are not available 

anywhere so far. Even San.Vil. which is said to give 7 8 8 A.D. as the date of birth of Sri 

Abhi. Sankaracarya8, the 36th or 38th head ofthe Kaiici Kamakoti Mutt is not available 

anywhere. 

For about 4 0 years l have been trying to get one or more of these works throughout 

India and yet, l have failed to trace them- even one. l have, however, strong grounds 
for holding that they existed till very recently! and possibly exist even today. The 
Advaita Rajya Lak~mi, a commentary on the Sank~epa Sankara Jaya of Madhava 

as well as Su~ama quote profusely from both these works. More than this, the late 
Shri T.S.N. Sastry, a Madras High Court Advocate, has stated in no uncertain terms 

that he had wiih him a copy of the second part of Br.S.V. of Cit. and from his book, 

he also seems to have had with him some other books also like Gauc;la. Ullasa, 

San.Vil. which seem to have been utilised by him at first hand while writing his 

book. 

One great scholar from Nagpur, the late Shri Bala Shastri Haradas told me personally that 
the late Kaiici Paramacarya had placed before him a huge palm-leafMS. which was said to be 
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Pr.S.V. but thinking that was in Telugu language, which he couldnot read, he did not take it. 

One Court Pandit (Asthana Vidvan) of the Kaiici Mutt, the late Shri Venkata Dixltar, 
Bombay also had told me personally that as far as he knew, the three works, Br. S.V., Pr. S.V. and 
Sail.Vil, did exist in MS. form in the Kaiici, Mutt Library. He had promised me to try to get them 
for me but he died even before going to Kaiici and the matter ended there only. 

Lastly Shri R.G. Sharma has said specifically and clearlly that the second part of Br.S.V. 
viz., ~~~1'114+it'N, died exist in MS. form in the Dvaraka Mutt Library' and though he says tht if this 
work is what it is claimed to be, a biography of Sailkaracarya by his contemporary and disciple, 
it will have to be considered to be authoritative, 10 he has made no effort to bring it to light. And, 
yet, he chooses to describe it as 'unknown and untraced' (amRaffi:~. 

Even about San.Vil. by Vakpati Bhatta, Shri R.G. Sharma had told me personally that a 
MS. of the same did exist then ( 1 9 61) in the Lahore Oriental Library (Now Punjab University 
Library) and that he had procured from them two paper- MSS. ofthe said work.lnspite of my 
repeated requests to him, he has not obliged me with even one of the two copies he had. I tried 
my best to contact the said Library personally, through the J.N. Library, Bombay I.C.H.R., New 
Delhi and even at the highest Central Govt., level, but have not succeeded in getting even a 
formal acknowledgement from the said Library. 

One Swami Sakhyananda from Trichur, Kerala State, has also written to me that he had 
seen and gone through the San.Vil. about 4 0 years ago and he has given a detailed account of 
the life of Abhi. Sailkaracarya on the basis of the same, in his book in Malayalam Arsabharata 
Paramparyam. His account confirms what Shri T.S.N. Sastry has said about the mixing up of the 
life-accounts, of Adi Sailkara and Abhi. Sankara. 

My point in dilating upon these three works in particular is only to show thatthese works, 
which are said to give some very different chronological information about Sailkaracarya are not 
mere names nor is it necessary to say that all the stanzas quoted in Sus am a or by Shri Sastry are 
their own concoction only. Even then it will have to be admitted that till these works become 
available to scholars for their inspection and critical study, no definite theory can be based on 
nor any definite conclusion be drawn from the quoted stanzas. At the most, the quotations can 
have only a tentative value as suggesting somewhat uniformly one theory about Sailkaracarya's 
life span, for whatever it may be worth. Those who, on the basis of these works and hte other Mutt 
records, take Sankaracarya's life-span 50 9 B.C. to 4 7 7 B.C. as conclusively proved or settled 

are only begging the question. 

Regarding Jina Vijaya and the Jain works from which stanzas have been quoted in 

San.Can. we have first to remember that the person who quoted them for the first time was a 

very responsible person and a great Sanskrit scholar and had no particular interest in proving 
any particular theory about the chronology of any person. Yet, it is very unfortunate that he has 
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given no further details about the sources of the stanzas quoted by him. 12 

I have personally tried to ascertain the identity of 'Jina Vijaya' from Jain sadhus as well as 
Jain scholars all of whom told me that Jina V. was the name of a person only and not the name 

of any work in Jain literature. The maximum I was able to gather about 'Jina' was thatthe stanzas 
as from 'Jina' were likely to have been from a magazine (or a fortnight) called Jina Vijaya which 

used to be published from Sangli from 190 2 to 1911 A.D. (Shri Appashastri Rashivadekar 

died in 1 91 3 A.D.) to be merged later into only one called Pragati and then jointly called 
'Pragati and Jinavijaya' .I have contacted personally the Sangli headquarters of the magazine 
but with no success. 

As for the Jain works (Granthas) mentioned and quoted from by Shastri beyond the 

statement in the Bharatiya Pracina Aitihasika Kosa by Shri R.B. Godbole (Modern Period -

Arvacina KhaDda) that the Jain works were likely to be the Prabandha works in Jain literature, no 

further information was available. At the instance of the great Jain scholar. Dr. H.C. Bhayani I 

went through a number of Prabandha works 13 but all to no purpose. And, once again, till the 

original sources of these stanzas become available to us, no definite theory can be based on 

them. At the most, they may be said to corroborate independently the 6th century B.C. theory 
based on the Mutt-records. 

Regarding King Sudhanvan's Copperplate also the same has not come to light so far. I had 
approached Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru for help in my research and at his instance, the then 

Central Education Ministry had instructed the Bombay Govt., to do the needful in the matter. As, 

however. I was unable to furnish to them any further details than that the said coppoerplate was 

then said to be in the possession of the Bombay Govt., they expressed their inability to help me 

in the matter. Later, i.e. in 1 9 61 A.D. I tried to get the details from Shri Manjulal Sevaklal Dave, 

the Dvaraka Mutt advocate who while giving them wrote! to me to say that "The copperplate 
inscription might have been destroyed by the Court as the party producing it had not taken (it) 
away during the prescribed time or it was not produced at all (which seems to be true from 
reading the papers preserved)." At his instance only I referred to 11 Bomay Law Reporter. 
Vol.lX, pp.58 to 68, wherein the plaintiff (Madhava-tirta) was said to have produced 
Mathamnaya only and nothing else to prove his title, there being no reference to Sudhanva's 
grant or to any other grant being produced in the Court. 

Prof. Venkatachalam of Vikram University, Ujjain wrote! some years ago a very learned 

and critical article bearing on this copperplate. 14 He argued therein that if the copperplate really 

belonged to the 5th century B.C., it must have been written in pre-ASokan Brahmi script. This 
script was first deciphered in 18 3 7 A.D. -only 6 0 years before the publication ofVimarsa. in 
which it was given in full On Devanagari script). He then wonders as to who could have read and 

explained the text to the Swamiji, who wrote Vimarsa about 18 9 8 A.D. The Swamiji is silent 
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about the script, which itself should have decided the real antiquity or otherwise of the plate. If 
the plate is in pre-ASokan Brahmi script of 5th century B.C. it will have claim to antiquity. II it is 

not, the 5th or 6th century B.C. date for Sailkaracarya has no solid foundation. 14' 

Regarding Sailkaracarya's visit to Nepal, Prof. Umesh has analysed the contents,15 
chronological as well as factual, of the Nepali Vamsavali and has concluded that though the 

same can at its best and in its later portions be used for listing the names of kings, it is completely 

unreliable for assigning dates and describing events and hence to use it to fix the date of 

Sailkaracarya is wholly unjustifiable. He has also produced atthe end of his book a letter (xerox 

copy) from the Govt., of Nepal stating thatthey have no record showing the visit ofSailkaracarya 

to Nepal during 4 0 0 - 50 0 B.C. Without any desire to attempt any justification of the Nepal a 

Vamsavali,l wish to make the following observations: 

i. If the Nepal Govt. has officially denied having any record of Sailkaracarya's visit to 

Nepal, no other argument was required to be advanced. at least so far as the question of 

deciding Sailkaracarya's age on the basis of the Vamsavali was concerned. The denial 

itself nips the whole issue in the bud at least with regard to the Vamsavali. 

ii. Shri Bhagwanlal lndraji or Dr. Buhler has mentioned in clear language that according 

to the Nepala Vamsavali only, Sailkaracarya visited Nepal during the reign of King 

Vrsadevavarman, whose time in history is then sought to be determined with reference 

to the inscriptions of king Sivadevavarman of the same dynasty as Vrsa. Either the 

Nepal Govt. records are deficient or the second statement is wrong I false. 

iii. Prof. Umesh, who analyses ~o critically the contents of the Vamsavali, does not say a 
word about the manner in which the Vamsavali is sought to be interpreted and then 

used by Dr. Buhler. A couple of examples may be noted: 

a) He disbelieves the number of 1118 years allotted to the 2 9 kings of the Kirata 

dynasty on the basis of "Statistical tables of the life insurance companies" (of the 

19th century), when Arrian & Megasthenes and even V. Smith testify to Indians 

living long lives of 1 0 0 and more years in those ancient times. 

b) King Amsuvarman, the 1st king of the 6th Thakuri dynasty has been identified with 

King Amshu-fo-mo. mentioned by Hieun Tsang whose "visit to Northern India 
most probably falls in the year 6 3 7 A.D." From this it follows, according to Dr. 

Buhler. that king Amsu must have reigned in the first half of the 7th century of our 

era. 

Now, an inscription of King Sivadevavarman, the 27th king of the 5th Suryavarhsl dynasty 

bears the date 11 9 Harsa Sam vat. Dr. Buhler identified this Harsa Sam vat with the one started 
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in 6 0 6 A.D. by king Har~avardhana of Kanoj, the hero of Bana's Akhyayika Har~acarita. This 

gives 7 2 5 A.D. as the date of King Sivadevavarman. 

This means that a king of an earlier dynasty comes nearly a 1 0 0 years after a king of the 

following dynasty. Secondly, history knows no era founded by King Har~avardhana of Kanoj 

and I have ascertained this from some eminent history scholars. A person, who is otherwise very 

critical about others, is expected to have said at least something aboutthese points.16 

A very important objection to the 6th century B.C. theory is that if Sankaracarya is placed 

so early, the dates of many of his predecessors and successors in time, e.g. Kumarila, Mar;c;lana 

I Sure., Buddha Dharmakirti, Dinnaga, Aka lanka, Samantabhadra and many others become 

completly upset and at least as far as the present state of scholarship is concerned, these writers 

cannot be assigned to any B.C. period, in fact to any period before the 5th century A.D. 

Sat\karacarya's date, therefore, depends upon the dates of so many Hindu, Jain and Buddhist 

writers. Prof. R.M. Umesh has tried to examine and abalyse, -apart from other topics like the 

Mutt-records, date of ASoka and Buddha, the Purar;as and the Guptas and so on- the relationship 

between the predecessors and successors of Sat\karacarya by having course to their works and 

has come to the following conclusions.'' 

1. Gauc;la, the grant preceptor of Sat\karacarya certainlly came after Naga. (not earlier 

than the 1st century B.C.l, Asat\ga (not later than the 3rd Century A.D.), Yesomitra, the 

commentator of Vasubandhu's Abhidharma Kosa (about 5th century A.D.) and 

Santark~ita (about the middle of the 8th century A.D.). Hence, Gauc;la is definitely not 

earlier than the 6th century A.D. possibly between 52 5 A.D. and 7 2 5 A.D. 

2. Kuma said to have been a senior contemporary of Sankaracarya attacks Samanta. (not 

earlier than the first century A.D.), quotes from Bhartrhari (not earlier than 5th century 

A.D.), attacks and is attacked by Dharma. (and so-contemporaries) and hence neither 

is earlier than the second half ofthe 6th century A.D. is attacked by Santa. (middle of 

the 8th Century A.D.) and by Akalanka (middle ofthe 8th century A.D.l. Hence Kuma, 

is not earlier than the 5th century A.D. (Bhartr) and not later than the middle of the 8th 

century A.D. Then, again, Kuma, and Prabhakara were contemporaries. Prabha refers 

to Bhartr (5th century A.D.) and knew Dharma. (6th century A.D.) and so both Kuma, 

and Prabha are not earlier than 6th century A.D. 

3. Sure, attacks Dharma. and quotes from the work of Kuma and hence he must have 

come after the 7th century A.D. He was also a senior contemporary of Sankaracarya. 

4. Sat\karacarya himself attacks Dharma. (6th century A.D.) and refers to Dinnaga (6th 

century A.D.) and hence has to be placed after the 6th century A.D. 
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5. Sarvajiiatman, said to be the disciple of Sure. and also one of the pontiffs of the Kaiicl. 
Mutt, refers to his Guru Parampara as~ (:p;), ~ (~) and~ (q<I<'P@) 

which is entirely dillerentfrom ~-~.-•ilfli""-1f.\ as claimed by the said Mutt. 

6. Anandajiiana, said to be the 6th pontiff of the Kaiicl. Mutt refers to a commentary 
Prakatartha on the BSBH. afid this commentary refers to Udayana who lived in the 
1Oth century A.D. 

Both Sarva. and Ananda, must therefore have lived alter thte 5th or 6th century the 
latter even alter the 1Oth century A.D. as against the very early B.C. dates (3 3 8 B.C. 
and 55 B.C.) assigned to them in the list of the Kaiici. Mutt. 

The ultimate conclusion of Prof. Umesh is that In view of the evidence put forward by him, 

Sankaracarya has to be placed In the A.D. period only and not at all in any B.C. period. He 
disposes of the two A.D. theories viz., 7 8 8 A.D. and 8 0 5 A.D. as being untenable and gives it as 
his (personal) opinion that Sankaracarya could not hae flourished later than the 7th or the end 
of the 7th century A.D. He should have flourished in the 7th century A.D. 

In connection with this same topic viz., Sankaracarya's date, Prof. Umesh has discussed 
the dates of ASoka, the Gupta Kings and Buddha and Mahavira and tried to show that a revision 
of these dates as proposed by some recent native scholars is not borne out by evidence and 

hence do not need to be upset. In the case of Buddha and Maha, he maintains that they were 
contemporaries beyond doubt and though Buddha's date may be 100 years here and there, it 

can certainly not be as early as the 19th century B.C. as said by these native scholars. 

Prof. H. Nakamura has made a similar attempt to arrive at the date of Sankaracarya by 
correlating it to the dates i.e., possible or probable periods of philosophers before and alter 
Sankaracarya.18 His arguments in brief are: 

Firstlly, Prof. Nakamura discusses the earlier theories about Sankaracarya's date, such as 
7 8 8 A.D .. two Kerala theories 4 0 0 A.D., and 8 0 5 A.D., middle of the 7th century A.D. as 
based on the Nepala Vamsavali one pertaining to king Manukuladitya mentioned in Sank~epa 
Sari. because the identity of the king is doubtful and the one based on certain names of persons 

like Pun;~avarman, Balavarman and cities like Srughna, Pataliputra, Mathura, etc., and sets 

them aside as inconclusive. 

i. Then he first considers post-Sankaracarya philosophers. Thus, Vacaspati attacks 
Bhaskara who attacks Sankaracarya: One Sri Vatsanka is said to lie between 

Sankaracarya and Bha. Vacas wrote his Nyayasuci in 8 41 A.D. Hence, Bha. was earlier 

and Sankaracarya still earlier Sankaracarya can then be put between 7 0 0 - 7 50 A.D. 

ii. Sure. is quoted by Vidyananda who is mentioned by Jinasena and Prabhacandra. Jina. 
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wrote his Harivarhsa Purana in 7 8 3 A.D. and refers to Prabha. who is then his senior 

contemporary. So Vidya. can be placed in 7 50 - 8 0 0 and Sure. about 7 50 A.D. 

Sat\karacarya is then placed in the first half ofthe 8th century A.D. 

Sat\karacarya refers to Dharma whose active period is from 6 3 4 A.D. to 6 7 3 A.D. 

Sat\karacarya therefore, comes later. 

Kuma, cites Kalidasa, who belongs to 400- 460 A.D. or 410-4 7 0 A.D. Hence, Kuma. 

is later than 50 0 A.D. Similarly Kuma. quotes from Vakyapadiya of Bhartr., who lived between 

4 50 - 50 0 A.D. Hence, Kuma. can roughly be placed in the middle of the 7th century A.D. 

Then, we find stanzas frm Sloka-Vartika of Kuma. quoted by Sure. Vidya., Prabha., Santa., 

Kamalasila, disciple of Santa. who died about 7 50 A.D. and hence, Santa. came before 7 4 0 

A.D. Hence Kuma. could not be prior to 7 2 0 A.D. Kuma. can be placed between 6 50 A.D. and 

700A.D. 

Lastly, Sure. came after Mal)dana, who can be placed from 6 7 0 A.D. to 7 2 0 A.D. Sure. 

being earlier can, therefore, be placed about 7 1 0 - 7 7 0 A.D. and Sat\karacarya coming one 

generation earlier can be placed about 7 0 0 - 7 50 A.D. 

The conclusion of Shri Nakamura is that Sat\karacarya must have been active in the early 

part ofthe 8th century A.D. 

I feel constrained to remark that some points at least in the reasoning of Shri Nakamura 

leave room for sufficient doubt, but he is in general agreement with Prof. Umesh and others, 

who hold with certainty that Sat\karacarya did not belong to any B.C. period, that he cannot 

be placed before 50 0 A.D. in any case and that he can be reasonably placed somewhere 

between 6 50 A.D. and 7 50 A.D. The textual evidence from the works of a number of writers, 

which include Jain and Buddhists on a large scale, is quite strong, almost massive and 

unless and until it is answered satisfactorily point by point, it will be next to impossible to 

maintain a very early date for Sat\karacarya particularly in the B.C. period. The Mutt records, 

which are the mainstay of B.C. theory have been shown to be utterly unreliable and the 

protagonists of that theory, though aware of the criticism. have offered no satisfactory argu

ments to prove the records. To take for granted, therefore, that 509 - 4 7 7 B.C. date for 

Sat\karacarya is conclusively proved is begging the question. Similarly, the voluminous evi

dence of the predecessors and successors ofSat\karacarya which has been adduced by scholars, 

has been sought to be negatived by ante-dating King Asoka or Candragupta Maurya by about a 

thousand years, Lord Buddha and even maha. by about 1300 years and then fixing the dates of 

these predecessors and successors on the basis of their revised dates, but except the evidence of 
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Kalhana's Rajatarailginl and the various Purat:~as which do not at all give a consistent record of 

earlier kings and events, nothing has been brought forward to upset the existing chronology. 

Very strong evidence will be required for the purpose. In spite of all this, I wish to place the 

following few points before scholars for their serious consideration. 

The whole discussion about the ancient Indian chronology centres round the identity of 

Sandrakottus and Candra. Maurya, first proposed by Sir William Jones and accepted by Max 

Muller as the sheet-anchor of Indian history. All the ancient Indian chronology was then arranged 

accordingly and that has affected the modern Indian chronology also. This identity has been 

questioned ever since its inception by persons like M. Troyer, but the points raised against it 

have not been seriously considered, examined and I or attempted to be answered by stude,rrts of 

history. Shri Shriram Sathe has very recently advanced a number of arguments against thte 

theory as follows: 19 

1. Greek accounts mention three names, viz., Xandrames or Agrammes, Sandrakottus 

and Sandracyptus, as three successive kings. If so, the first and the third names should 

refer to Candra's predecessor and successor. According to known history, the pred

ecessor of Candra. Maurya was Dhanananda of the Nanda dynasty, while the succes

sor of Candra. Maurya was Bindusara. Now, neither Dhanananda nor Bindusara tallies 

with Xandrames or Sandracyptus respectively. M. Muller has, however, suggested the 

first identity and proposed the second. 

On the contrary, Xandrames tallies far better with Candramas, the predecessor of Gupta 

Candra., while Sandracyptus or Amitrochades, as this name has been given alterna

tively, tallies better with Samudragupta, the successor of Gupta Candra than with 

Hindusara. 

2. Sandra is said to have married the Greek princes, Selukus Nikator's daughter and 

entered into a treaty with him. He is also said by the Greek accounts to have intimate 

relations with the then Magadha queen and then to have killed the previous king viz., 

Candramas and become the king of Magadha. All this accords with the Indian account 

of Gupta Candra. and not with Maurya Candra. 

3. If Sandra. of Me gas. is Candra. Maurya, it is surprising that Megas. makes no reference 

whatsoever to the predecessor Nandas, their general Raksasa or even to 

CaQakya, the architect of Candra.'s accession to the throne. Similarly, there is not only 

no reference in Megas. to Kautilya's Arthasastra, but Otto Stem has shown a number of · 

points of difference between Kautilya and Megas. 

4. Then, again it is surprising that, if Candra. Maury a were the contemporary of Alexan- · 
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der, the Nandas and even Candra. with the vast and very powerful army both are said to 

have possessed should have kept quiet or remain unnoticed by Alex. or Me gas. or 

other historians like Plutarch. It is also surprising that so astute a politician should 

have ignored the threat to the country and should have concentrated on internecine 

feuds and personal revenges at the cost of country's freedom. On the contrary when 

Alex. heard about the terrifically vast army of the kings of Gangaridae and Prassians, 

his army was in no mood to light and Alex. had to return. 

5. Shri Pandit Bhagavadatta has tried and tried well to show how the equation of Palibothra 

in Megas. with Pataliputra (Modern Patl)a) by Sir William Jones, is also not correct. 

According to him, it agrees better with an ancient Indian Kingdom called Prabhadra, 

Prabhadraka or Paribhadra, near that of the Paricalas and which like Pali. of Me gas. 

has Yamuna flowing through it than with Pataliputra but to justify the identity, Jones 

has to identify the river Sol)a with Eranaoboas and say that Megas. has mentioned 

these two rivers separately through mistake or inattention. 

The date of ASoka Maury a, the grandson of Candra. Maury a, has been fixed with refer

ence to that of the latter. Regarding this ASoka, we lind that apart from other persons 

like Kalasoka, Vita~oka and Can<;lasoka we have Moka Maurya and ASoka in Kalhal)a' s 

Raja. Modern historians have identified the last two, while Kalhal)a seems to hold that 

they are distinct. The historians give their time as 2 7 2 B.C. on the basis of this 

identification. Prof. Umesh has upheld this date of ASoka as the correct one. However, 

the following points deserve to be noted in this connection. 

i. The traditional date of ASoka Maurya as per the Pl!ral)ic accounts is the 1 5th century 

B.C. while Kalhal)a gives the date of Kasmira ASoka as 118 2 B.C. 

ii. The antecedents ofK. ASoka and his progeny are quite different from those of ASoka 

M. Relying on the writing of Padmamihira, based on chronicles of Helaraja, K. 

ASoka is said to be the son of Sanicara, the last of the 8 kings. ASoka's son was 

Jalauka whose son was Damodara II. On the contrary, Asoka M.is said to have been 

the son of Bindusara, while his own son is said to be Tivara by the second queen 

Caruvaki or a son Mahendra and a daughter Sanghamitra or a son Kul)ala by 

Asandhimitra. 

iii. ASoka M. belonged to Magadha, while K. ASoka belonged to Kasmira. It is worth 

nothing that the extensive Rock and Pillar edicts of ASoka M. make not the slightest 

reference to Kasmira or the Kasmira kingdom, while Kalhal)a's work makes no 

mention of K. Asoka's connection with Magadha or any Indian territory. 
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A lot of discussion centres round the five kings mentioned In Asoka's Rock edict 

No.13 in particular. Western scholars have identified them with Greek kings from 

2 8 5 B.C. to 2 4 4 B.C. ASoka's date is then automatically settled. These kings are 

said to be reigning about 600 Yojanas (every Yojana about 8 miles) and the king is 

said in the edict to open medical centres for human beings and animals in the 

kingdoms of those kings. In this connection some points have been raised as 

follows. 20 

a) In the first place, the names of all the kings as identified with the Greek kings are 

not beyond doubt. The identity of Turamiiya with Ptolemy is an instance in 

point. Buhler himself doubts the identity of Amtikona with Antigonus. 

b) No Greek historian connects these names with Candra. or Asoka. 

c) History does not bear out the spread of Buddhists to Greek regions nor that the 

Christian emissaries had to encounter the Buddhists in Greem and Roman coun

tries. 

d) Indian or Ceylonese tradition does not say that ASoka had sent his emissaries to 

Greek or Roman (Egypt) countries. Personally I have gave doubts whether ASoka 

had so much influence with such very far off countries as to be able to open such 

centres of medical help. Maybe, as argued by Prof. Umesh that there is no evidence 

that kings mentioned in the edict did really rule the territories like Abhisiira etc., 

the distance of 6 0 0 Yojanas mentioned in the edict does not at all apply to these 

territories. Yet the points made out above also deserve some attention. 

Shri T.S. Narayan Sastry has also discussed the identity of Sandra. and Candra. Maurya, 

which he calls "The Mistaken Greek Synchronism of Indian History" (of which it has been 

called by Max Muller "the sheet-anchor") and has brought forward a number of objections 

against its acceptance. None of these objections has so far been answered satisfactorily by any 

scholar. Western or Indian, as far as I am aware. 

Shri Sastry has discussed at great length another topic, which he calls the Persian 

Synchronism, which has a great bearing on ancient Indian Chronology. Therin he seems to have 

proved almost conclusively that expressions like~.~ I~~~ I ')Oqfu'!>IO! or WI'! 

even or m occurring often in ancient Indian literature cannot be identified with Saliviihana 

Saka, but has to be construed to mean the Saka Era, started by the Persian King Cyrus the Great, 

to commemorate his victory over the Medes, in which he was greatly assisted by the Hindu King 

with both "men and money". This Era was then adopted and used by the Indians also for recording 

their own events in history.lt was, however, wrongly! identified by the then Orientalists with the 
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Sali. S., which resulted in interpreting all Saka reckonings of~ etc., in terms of the Sali. S., 

thereby post-dating many events in Indian history by about 6 2 8 years. He points out two or 

three cases of this type as follows: 

1) Varahamihira, the great astronomer, gives 4 2 7 of~as the year ofthe com-

position of his work ~00. This comes to 1 2 3 B.C. if~- 55 0 B.C. but to 50 5 A.D. 

if~- Sali, S. (- 7 8 A.D.). Similarly!, Varaha.'s death Is said to have taken place in 50 9 of 

~.which comes to 41 B.C. if~= 550 B.C., but to 58 7 A.D.if~-Sali.S. 

Now Bhattotpala, the commentator of ~.it. says at the end of his commentary of 

Varaha.'s ~@llill'llthat the same was written in*** 8 8 8, which comes to 3 3 8 A.D. if~- 5 50 
B.C, but to 9 6 6 A.D. ifm;- Sali.S.In the latter case, however, the other particular viz., Wf" of~ 
(of 8 8 8) do nottally, but they tally with 3 3 8 A.D. If now the commentary on Varaha.'swork was 

written in 3 3 8 A.D., the work itself must have existed prior to it and then Varaha., the author, 

could not have written 'Pifu.<!T. in 50 5 A.D. or continued to live up to 58 7 A.D. This means that 

~must be taken to mean~- 55 0 B.C. only and not Sali.S. 

To avoid this conclusion, Shri Sudhakara Dwivedi alters the stanza so as to suitthe Sali.S. 

reckoning, but elsewhere he mentions, though grudgingly the very same particulars as in the 

earlier version of the stanza. 

2) One Bhaskara. son of one Mahadeva and author of a work~~ says that 

he was born in m<!i' 10 3 6 orof~l'li'tlfil\1~~. that he completed ftr.fu. inm<!i' 107 2 andftr.fu 1105. 
Now, these three figures will come to 48 6 A.D., 52 2 A.D. and 55 5 A.D. respectively!, ifm<!i'= 

~- 55 0 B.c .. but to 1114 A.D., 115 0 A.D. mentions Bhaskara and says that his 'li1:"T\iR 

(i.e. 'li\0 1RI~HI) was known in the country in 8 9 9 A.D. 

Weber admits clearly that he cannot solve this riddle and then says that Albe.'s Bhaskara 

must be different from the other Bhaskara, both sons ofMahadeva, but first the author of'li\•i!U~i'il 

and the second (of Albe.) the author of'li\"1\i'R. He does not at all bother to consider or show even 

prima facie, if there were two such Bhaskara with father having the same name and two works 

'li\01 Rl~i'il and 'li1:"T\IR. Further comment is needless. 

Shri Sastry has similarlly discussed at great length the famous Aihole Inscription of 

Pulakesin II, Calukya, and shown how the two stanzas"~~ . .'' upto "~i'lil'li~l1 ~·can 

be interpreted correctly only by taking the reference in the second stanza pertaining to the Saka 

Era of 55 0 B.C. and not to Sali.S. and how the expression \1~10<:31<ij'ii\j in the second line of the 

first stanza has been deliberately altered to \181;e:~l<i:Jlffi.jso as to conform to the Sali.S. reckoning. 

Finally, Shri Sastry refers to the admission of Shri V. Go pal a Aiyer that the ~must be 

placed at least 5 centuries before Christ, but then suggests that the ~in the famous verse of 
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~in Kalhana's Raja. must be a mistake by Kalhal)a fonll¥1'!il0, which probably denoted the 

passing away of~i.e., ~Even like Weber's suggestion mentioned earlier in the case of 

Bhargava, this suggestion also deserves no better consideration. Both disclose a mainfestly 

persevering motive and attempt to preserve and maintain a particular theory at any cost, whatever 

the evidence to the contrary. 20
' 

Lastly,( wish to point out that Megas.'s lndika mentions two names, viz., Mandan is and 

Kalynos, not once but a number of times. 21 These two have been mentioned as philosophers at 

the time of Alex. Out of these, Kalynos is said to have burnt himself on a funeral pile and that the 

people saw him burnt. 22 The reference to Mandanis as a philosopher is clearer still. If Sandra. 

can be philologically equated with Candra., we have to explain these two names also, occurring 

in the work of the same author. 

I wish to refer to one more point only. Prof. Umesh has stated that Harisvamin in his 

commentary on the Satapatha Brahmal)a explicitly refers to Prabha. who, according to Prof. 

Umesh. is a contemporary of Kuma. For determining the date of Hari, he quotes one stanza 23 

from his Bha~ya saying that he completed the same when 3 7 4 0 years fo the Kali Age had 
elapsed i.e., in 6 3 8 A.D. Shri Udayavir Shastri has, however, pointed out that the stanza can be 

interpreted in a different way also, so as to give 304 7 years ofthe Kali Age elapsed- 55 B.C. 

( 3 1 0 2 - 3 0 4 7 ' 55 B.C.). To determine which ofthe two interpretations is correct, he quotes 

another stanza occurring at the beginning of his Bhasya 24 which says tht he was the 

Dharmadhyak~a in the kingdom of king Vikramarka, king of Ujjain. Shastri argues that we have 

no trace of any king Vikramarka at Ujjain in 6 3 8 A.D. Obviously this is a reference to Vikramarka 

of Vikrama Sarhvat of 57 B.C.If now Hari belongs to the first century B.C., Prabha. will have to 

be earlier- how much, it cannot be said. 

Concluding Remarks: The treatment of the subject is not claimed to be exhaustive. The 

topic is vast and so is the evidence voluminous.( have just presented, as objectively as I could, 

salient points in the evidence and arguments pertaining to the pre-Christian date for Sarikaracarya 

(specifically 50 9 - 4 7 7 B.C.) and the post- Christian date for Sarikaracarya ranging from 55 0 
or 6 0 0 A.D. to 7 50 A.D. The traditionists hold with some kind of vehemence the first theory, 

while the modern scholars favour the second. Unless and until the pivotal dates in ancient 

Indian history such as the dates of Candra. Maurya, Asoka and Buddha and Maha., as per the 

traditionists, cannot be proved with more conclusive evidence than has been adduced so far, 

Sarikaracarya will continue to be assigned to some date from 6 0 0 A.D. to 7 50 A.D. At !_east 

works like Br.S.V. of Cit., Pr.S.V. of Anandajiiana and San.Vil. of Vakpatl Bhatta must come to 

light. 

The root of all this controversy seems to lie in the tendency of the early Western scholars, 
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whom the Native scholars also follow. What, at one time, was considered to be just an emotional 

and nationalistic outlook on the aprt of the traditionists, now seems to have some kernel of truth. 

It has been shown and is being shown with increasing force that in the early stages of the study of 

Indian history, the Western scholars were actuated by a strong desire to bring down the antiquity 

of India's past and consequently, their approach was more religion-oriented than academically 

oriented. Thus, these scholars had been taught that the whole creation was started In about 

4 0 04 B.C. 25 and hence could not accept that Indian history extends far beyond that limit. Max 

Muller, writing to his wife, says tht his writing and translation of the Veda is going to have great 

impact on the future of India. Veda is the root of the Hindu religion and to show how that root is 

perverted is the only way of destroying their ancient religion ( 1 8 6 6). In 1 8 6 8, he writes to the 

Duke of Argoil, the then Indian minister, to the effect that "this is the time for Christianity to step 

in. If it does not, whose fault will it be?" 26 Lastlly, when the identity of Sandra. and Candra. 

Maurya was advanced by Jones and was objected to by M. Troyer, he says, "We shall see that the 

evidence in favour of the Identity of Candra. (of course) and Sandra. is such as to admit of no 

reasonable doubt."27 Whenever there is a variety of dates, their tendency is to accept lowest i.e., 

the latest date possible. There may be variations In the computation of time as per the Pural)as, 

but how injustice has been done to old dynasties ( 1118 years for 2 9 kings) has been Indicated 

laready. As said by a very great lndologist of India, the new theories e.g., identity of Sandra. with 

Gupta Candra. may not have solved all the problems of India's past history, but new problems 

started by these theories are also not solved byte old presumptions. New research is challenging 

the old theories like the word 'Arya' meaning a race 28 and the Aryan Invasion theories and 

people have said that in saying that Arya denoted a race, Max Muller was motivated politically 

rather than academically. 29 It is high time, therefore, that the leading historians sit together and 

try an onjective reappraisal of ancient Indian history. Till then, the present state of indecision 

and vontroversy will continue. 

Abbreviations (arranged In English Alphabetical order) 

1. Abhi.Sar\. 'Abhinava Sar\kara 

1 a. Albe. 'Alberuni 

2. Alex. 'Alexander 

2a. Arhsu., Arhsuvarman 
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3. Anand a= Anandajiiana Anandagiri 

3a. ASoka M. = ASoka Maurya 

4. Bhartr = Bhartrhari 

5. Bhartr = Bhaskara 

6. Br.S.V.- Brhat Sankara Vijaya 

7. BSBH. = Brahma Sutra Bhasya 

8. Candra = Candragupta 

9. Cit. = Citsukhacarya 

10. Dva. = Dvaraka; 

11. Dharma = Dharmakirti 

12. Gauc,la = Gauc,lapada 

13. G.R.M. =Guru Ratnas Malika 

14. Gov.= Govindamuni 

15. Hari. = Harisvami 

16. Jina = Jinasena 

17. Jlna V. = Jina Vijaya 

18. K. Asoka = Kasmira ASoka 

19. Kaiici. Mutt= Kaiici Kamakoti Mutt 

20. Kuma= Kumarila Bhatta 

21. Maha = Mahavira 

22. Mbh. = Mahabharata 

23. Megas. = Megasthenes 

24. Naga = Nagarjuna 

25. Patan. = Pataiijali 

26. Pall.= Palibothra 

27. Prabha = Prabhakara I Prabhacandra 

28. Pr.S.V. = Pracina Sankara Vijaya 

29. P.S.M. = Pul)ya S!oka Maiijari 

30. Raj.= Rajatarangil)i (of Kalhal)a) 

31. San.= Sankaracarya 

3 2. San. Vii.= Sankarendra Vila sa. 

32a. Sali.S. :SalivahanaSaka 



3 3. Santa. = Santarak~ita 

3 4. Srri. = Srt\geri 

3 5. S.V. = Sat\kara Vijaya 

3 6. Samanta. = Samantabhadra 

3 7. San. Can. =Sanskrit Candrika 
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3 8. Sat\k~epa Sari = Sat\k~epa Sariraka 

3 9. Sat\. Sat\. Jaya = Sat\k~epa Sat\kara Jay a 

4 0. Sandra. = Sandrakottus 

40a. Sarva. = Sarvajiiatman 

41. Sure.= Suresvara 

41 a. Varaha. = Varaha-Mihira 

42. Vasu. = Vasubandhu 

4 3. Vacas. = Vacaspati 

4 4. Vakya. = Vakyapadiya 

4 5. Vidya = Bidyananda 

46. Vya = Vyasacala 

4 7. Yudhi.Saka = Yudhisthira Saka 

48. *** = *** 

4 9. *** = *** 

Notes and References 

1. Vide 1 A. UndianAntiquary)Voi.IX. 1880 

2. For these, see- 1. Gita-Rahasya by Tilak. 

2. Article in Marathi Monthly Sahyadri. Dec. 4 6, Vaze. 

26 
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3. I.A.- Voi.XIII- Date ofSan.by K.T. Telang. 

4. JSMV- Jagadguru Sankara Mutt Vimar5a by Shri Raja Sharma and 

also by him 'K.K. Mutt, a muth.' 

5. A History of Early Vedanta Philosophy by Hajime Nakamura, pp. 

48to89. 

6. B.O.R.l. Annals- Vol. lXX- Fernanda To Ia- pp. 3 7 to 4 6. 

7. Sankara's Date by Prof. R.M. Umesh. 

2a. Read ~'W"IIWl~li!:~flml'l"'"~l 
~mrrw~m ... hiPmrAAu ~'--11 

3. VIde his book "Age of Sankara" by T.S. Narayan Sastry. 

4. Vide the Marathi fortnightly Acarya dt.l3.5.1916, p.l5. 

5. Shri S.D. Kulkarni quotes in his Marathi book ''l'r.l'~~ one stanza as from S.V. of 

Vya., IV: 21, giving 50 8 - 50 9 B.C. as the year of Sankaracarya's birth. The stanza is : 

~:~1~~~01(¥'1'~1 
oofli4'1~1RP>IilfMo(l<tl'll '!i't~~~~ 

However, this stanza is not found in the edition of Vya.' s S.V. printed by the Govt. Oriental 

MSS. Library, Madras, which had prepared the edition by collating 6 MSS. from different 
places. 

6. Vide Sans. Candrika- Vol. V: 2, p. 6. 

7. Alberuni has converted every era into Yazdajird era of Persians with reference to the year 

4 0 0 Yazdajird' 1 0 3 1 A.D. and then given 1 0 31 'Sri Har~a Era' 14 8 8 '4 57 B.C. 

8. The stanza quoted as from San. Vii. Vakpati Bhatta is: 

~'l'f.!>lir~ lllifi'~a.wfl~~>il"l 
ffif"' ~~11'10'l'f I fiR l!?i!J~tile flfim II 

9. Vide R.G. Sharma'sJSMV- p. 246. 

10. Ibid. p. 145 and yet he says that the work is unknown and not available Vide Ibid. p. 114. 

11. In spite of all this, Shri Sharma says that this work is not available anywhere. Vide JSMV, 
p.257. 

12. The earliest trace of these stanzas from Jain literature is to be found in R.B. Godbold's 
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~ ~t ... koJ<l~i ~i'fi~-~~. But beyond saying that they belong to Jain Prabhandhas. 
he gives no further particulars. 

13. The works consulted by me were: 

i) ~. (ii) ~. (iii) ~ (~). (iv) i'fi<li'hl~i~i'fi"'' (liT.) - flf.f~ 
(v) JP11'i'fi"1fl:d (!<~1"1"1':\I[{) (vi)~~(~). (vii) ~!F'rn'IT. (viii) "''tJ*<'ii'fi~~lf':d14M. 

14. Vide Sri Suresvaracarya Adhisthana Jirl)oddharal)a Kumbhabhisekam: Srngeri Souvenir 

10.5.1970. 

14a. The learned professor's remark, however, that the 5th century B.C. date for Sailkaracarya 
and the evidence of this plate have been upheld by me and incorporated in my thesis and 

approved by a reputed University like the University of Poona, presided over by eminent 
lndologists is both malicious and far from truth (Vide his footnote on p.1 0 3). I have 

nowhere upheld the said date nor the evidence of the plate. I have only stated it as one of 

the pieces of evidence, put forward by those who uphold the 6th century B.C. as the date 

of Sankaracarya which also has only been stated by me as one of the dates proposed for 

Sailkaracarya and which required to be stated and I or discussed at length. Obviously, the 
professor has made the remark without himself going through my thesis in the original. 

15. Vide Sailkara's Date by Prof. R.M. Umesh 4:2 pp.11 9 to 131 

16. For all this discussion, vide I.A. Vol.13 Dec. 18 8 4 pp. 411 to 4 2 8. 

1 7. For all the following discussion by Prof.R.M. Umesh, vide his book Sailkar!l's Date. 

18. ForShri Nakamura's arguments, vide his book "A History of Early Vedanta Philosophy" 

pp.48 to 89. 

1 9. Vide book: "Is Sandrakottus Candragupta Maurya?" by Shri Shriram Sathe. 

20. These points have been taken by me from Shri S.D. Kulkarni's book in Marathi "~'«'~'~ 

~.pp. 218,219. 

2 Oa. All the discussion above pertaining to the two Synchronisms has been taken from Shri 

T.S. Narayan Sastry's book. "The Mistaken Greek Synchronism in Indian History" available 
in National Library, Belvedere, Calcutta- 7 • 

21. Bide "Ancient India as described by Megas and Arrian" Trans. by J.W. Mckrindle, pp. 

106/7,116/7,123/4,127-129. 

2 2. Ibid. p. 13 8 and the long footnote on the same page. 
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2 3. The stanza is 

2 4. The stanza is 
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'feyS~~S~: W fli~I'#<IIFt~ I 

'<IMifl:~i\"'\i~I~I'"H+<IilJ ~~'l:_ll 

~~f?l>t>~l<lif'11!%: I 
'11!l'~~O<II("41~i§I<IY<ff ~II 

2 5. Lord Elphinstone in his book, "History of India" says that to take the history of ancient 

India prior to the time calculation given in the Bible (4004 B.C.) is to accept that the Bible 

is wrong. We have, therefore, to bring down the Indian historical calculation so as to be 

more consistent with our notions. Voi.IV. Ch. 3. 

26. Theletterwasdated 16.12.1868. 

2 7. Vide History of ancient Sanskrit (Indian) Literature, by Max Muller, p. 14 5. 

2 8. Vide Organiser, Republic Day Special, Jan. 2 3, 1 9 9 4. "It was politics then, it is politics 

now' by Dr. N.S. Rajaram, pp.1 9 - 2 2. 
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SANKARA'S AUTHORSHIP OF THE GiTA BHA~YA (GBH.) 

Very recently, my attention was drawn to three articles blearing on the authorship of 
the GBh.l All the three are agreed that Sankaracarya was thte author of the GBh. though all 
of them have applied different tests to arrive at the same conclusion. The three articles may 
be noted briefly as follows : 

1. The assignment of Mr. Paul Hacker is : 

All the works attributed to Sat'lkaracarya could not have been written by him. Many of 
them were possibly written by the heads of the mutts established by him and who bore the 
title Sankaracarya. Some of these heads distinguish their own works from that of 
Bha~yakara Sankaracarya but others did not do so. And then, if the doctrines ptopounded 
by such other Sankaracarya's verse found similar to those of Bha~ya. Sankaracarya the 
works of the former were attributed to the latter. Mr. Hacker then applies the test of 
appellations applied to Bha~ya Sat'lkaracarya by different persons to determine which works 
can be ad milled to have been written by him. 

Mr. Hacker finds that Sat'lkaracarya has been referred to as (!) Bhawakara or 
Bhagavan Bha~yakara (Padmapada) (ii) Bhagavan Bha~yakara <Padma; Vacaspati and 
Anandagiri, Oil) Bhagavan and Bhagavatpada (Suresvara), (iv) Bhagavaipadacarya, 
Bhagavat-Pujyapadacarya or Acarya <commentator of Suresvara's Naiskarmya siddhi), (v) 
Bhagavatpad, (commentator of Totaka's Srutisarasamuddharana) and 
(vi) Sankaracarya only, sometimes alternating with these titles. Now, though ~and 
Wl'l?{,_"'lYIO: are found sometimes applied to Govindamuni ('1"1.~, fli!!'flk~'f. (~ and 
fli!!'fli<~{'s Guru (ll'f.~, Sankaracarya is~ or (ll'f.~ par excellence and is often 
so called along with the name Sat'lkaracarya in unambiguous context. 

Colophones at the end of mss of writings ascribed to Sankaracarya do seem to 
maintain a tradition in many cases but they have copied mechanically from generation to 
generation, with passage of time, ~or (ll'f.~) was dropped and the title Sankara 
only, with Acarya added thereto, was used to designate the works of Sarikaracarya then 
defents the object of finding out form the colophons whether they attribute the works to 
Sat'lkaracarya (only) or to ~· As such, they do not help much in deciding 
Sankaracarya's authorship of specific works with certainty. 
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Mr. Hacker's conclusion Is that Sailkaracarya's contemporaries called him ~ 
~or ('ll'T.~. The BSBh., which definitely comes from his pen, has been attributed to 
(Sankaracarya with, these titles and hence we can say tht those works which have been so 
ascribed to him are from him while those ascribed to ~lt\1114 (only) are of doubtful 
authorship. From the point of view, his Bha~yas on the ~t<ll1~~ can be safely ascribed to 
(Adi) Sankaracarya. The ~t<111~q includes the Bhg. and hence the GBh. also can be said to 
have been written by him. 

2. Mr. Daniel H.H. Ingalls, while trying to study Sankaracarya and his works, 
proposes three methods of approach to the subject, viz., (i) the traditional (II) the 
philosophical and (ill) the historical Mr. Ingalls is Interested In the last method and hence 
passes over the first two methods with only a bried comment on their nature but does not 
attempt to apply either of them to te matter in hand, viz., the works of Sankaracarya. He 
stresses the historical method, which he tries to apply to Sankaracarya's works. Then he 
says that 4 texts, viz., Sankaracarya's Bha~yas on Br.Sutra, Br. Up-Ta!tt!-Up and Upa-Saha 
are definitely his works, and this is "on the evidence of men living In his own life time". He 
then lays down a test tht if any theory, not discussed in these four Bha~yas, is found in any 
work other than these four, that work can be dismissed as not being his work. 

About Sailkaracarya's authorship of the GBh .. Ingalls has no doubt. He does note that 
in the GBh, there is rather an Un - Sankaran usage of the word Maya In the sense of a 
cosmic power rather than a psychological force but he attribute this difference to his 
following an earlier commentator. For, he observes that "we must realise that of all that 
Sankara wrote only a part was his original contribution, though that part may have been 
very original indeed." 

Then again, In the controversial passages, Ingalls finds hardly any argument which Is 
not formed in any of the 4 works. His conclusion, therefore, that the GBh. was definitely 
written by Sankaracarya. 

2) Mr. Sangaku Mayada also holds that Sankaracarya was the author of the 
GBh. and he seeks to establish it by using two methods as follows : 

i) Comparison of the GBh. with the BSBH of Sankaracarya. 

ill Reference to the GBh. in the works of other writers. In this respect, Mr. Mayura 
does not expect vverbatim quotations from the GBh. (they were found In the case 
of Upasaha) as it is a prose work. 

Under the first head, Mr. Mayeda examines the use of the words ~~ lfi'IT, ~. 

~'OR, ~. f.'r<f<f and O!ffif. Out of these, he examines the use of words and ~~ ~. at a 
considerable length. 

1) ~:rr is conosidered under the follow!n heads : 
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il Definition of Avidya (ii) Powers similar to Avidya. 

(iii) ;;lf<l'.mw and "1~11~~1( 

(iv) Function of Avidya 

(v) The traditional attributor of Avidya. 

2. ~is said to have been used in different senses: 

(i) ~as the primary national cause of the world; 

(ii) ~as the phenominal world Itself; 

(iii) Juxtaposition of world factors like~ & 'f'lf 

(iv) "11141~'11 as modifying~ 

( v) ~ & ;;Wt>.rr 

(vi)~&~>« 

32 

3. (i) I!PlT is less frequently used in the BSBh that in the GBh, though in both the BSBh 

and GBh, olf<l'.rr Is far was frequently used. 

(ii) Maya as 'fraud' 

(iii) Maya as magic; 

(iv) Maya as an object of comparison; 

(v) Maya as the miraculous power of God; 

Regarding the use of these three words, Mr. Mayada finds that Avidya is a word of 

most frequent occurrence, I!PlT of less frequent and ~ of least frequent occurrence in 

both BSBh and GBh. 

Secondly the connotation of these words agrees in both the Bhasyas very eminently 

while in the case of the word ~the maya is one disagrees more than agrees with that in 

the GBh. 

Thirdly, he also shows the close relationship between and even identification of the 

three concepts of 'llW-IT, I!PlT and ~. In the GBh. in particular, even ••• has been 

identified with Maya. 

Even in case of the other words, Mr. Mayada show how they are used in both the 

BSBH & GBh. almost in the same sense, in subotance where not literally. 

Regarding comparison of quotation from previous works, both the BSBh and the 
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GBh. show a higher regard for the Br.Up than for any other while both ells the Bhg. 

frequently though the GBh. being a commentary on the BSBh. 

All this isM. Mayud's Internal ebidence, Intended to show that both the BSBh & the 
GBh. are from the same p.a. of Ad! Sailkara. The difference that appears to exist may be 

explained by the different nature of the texts on which he has been commenting on the two 

Bha~yas. 

Under the second head, Mr. Mayeda shows that Bhatta Bha~kara, a known critic of 

Sailkaracarya's philosophy, attacks his ~ of di1'h4€!);'1~ though he does not mention 
Sailkaracarya by name or the exact source. The contents however, are as very identical with 

GBh. only. Therein, he refers! to 'your teaching quoting half a stanza from Upa. Grantha, 

which is first Upa-Saha I: 18,2 2 2. This reference by Bhaskara to GBh. seems to be strong 

evidence for the authenticity of the GBh. 

Secondly, Sailkaracarya authorship of works is borne out by commentaries thereon 
(by Sure and Anand.) the whole of the GBh. has been commented upon by Ananda. and 
hence the same must be regarded as being as genuine as Sailkaracarya's commentaries on 

the chan.Upa. and Brha. Upa. 

Lastly, following Mr. Hacker, Mr. Mayada also holds that Bha~yas ascribed is 

Bhagavat or Bhagavan or Bha~yakara are genuine works of Sailkaracarya while the 

authorship of works attributed to Sailkaracarya (only) Is doubtful. Anand's attributing the 

GBh to ll'ffi'I, lll"l'if>K is, therefore, is favour of Sailkaracarya's leadership of the same. 

All this is Mr. Mayeda's external evidence in favour of Sailkaraciirya's authorship of 
the GBh. His conclusion is therefore positive that the GBh must have been written by 
Sailkaracarya only! 

In the case of all these articles It is possible and likely that there are some differences 
in the Interpretations of some passages but that need not affect the main thesis about the 
genuineness of Sailkaracarya's authorship of the GBh. A more detailed discussion of the 

three articles is beyond the scope of this note nor is it, in my humble opinion, so very 
necessary for the matter in hand. 

Foot Notes: 

1.The three articles are : 

i) Sail. and Sailkara Bhagavatpada' by Paul Hacker, New I.a. 19 4 7, pp.1 7 5 - 18 6. 

II) 'The study of Sankariicarya' by Daniel H.H. Ingalls, B.O.R.J. Annals, Vo!.3 3, 
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1952, pp. 1- 14. 

Iii) 'The authenticity of the Bhg.Bh. ascribed to Sankaracarya by Sanguku Mayeda, 
Wiener zeitschrift for die Kunde, Sud. Und Ostac!ans, Vol.IX, 1 9 6 5, pp.15 5 -
187. 

A copy of Mr. Mayeda's article(!!!) In English only was very kindly sent to me by 
Prof. Jonnthan Bader, the Autotration, University, Australia. 

Mr. Mayeda, refers at the beginning of the article, to another articles on 

Sankaracarya's GBh. by B. Faddegon, Amsterdam, 1906, who also holds the 

same view as Mr. Mayed but on some different grounds. (Vide Mr. Mayeda's F. 

Note No.3, p. 155) I have not been able to see this article. 

2. Mr. Mayeda has proved In a similar way Sarikaracarya's authorship of Upa.Saha. and 
once again, he is in agreement with Mr. P. Hacker & Mr. Ingalls. I have not seen this 
article also. 
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THE CANDALA INCIDENT IN THE . . 
LIFEOFSANKARACARYA 

by W.H. ANTAHKAH 

This Is one of the incidents considered to be the prominent as well as important in the life 

of Adi Sankaracarya. It has been a topic of much discussion on account of its connection with a 

Cal)<jala or untouchabvle and is generally used or understood to suggest that even In the eyes of 

Lord Siva untouchability is untenable both in theory and practice. 

The incident generally finds a mention in most of the recent biographes of Sankaracarya, 

written in English and In vernacular like Marathi. In the recent film in Sanskrit by Sri G.V. Iyer on 

the life of Sat\karacarya, this incident has been depicted with quite some importance and 

prominence accorded to it. It is however, surprising that out of 1 7 biographies in Sanskrit of 

Sankaracarya, that are available to day and which are really the principal source-material of 

these recent biographies in different languages, only about six narrate this incident. They are: 

i) Sal)karabhyudaya by Tirumala Dik~ita 

ii) Sank~epa- Sankara-digvijaya by Madhavacarya 

iii) Sankara-digvljaya-sara by sadananda 

iv) Sankarabhaudaya by Nilakantha Dlksita Hrom Hospet) 

v) Sankara-mandara-saurabha by N. Dlksita 

vi) Sri-bhagavat-padabhyudaya by M.M. Mahakavi Lak~mal)a Surin.l 

Susama, a commentarv attributed to Atmabodha, on Guru-ratna-malika of Kanchi 

Kamakoti Matha, attributed to one Sadasiva Brahman quotes, while commenting on st. 2 0 of 

Guru-ratna-malika, 2 8 stazas as from Vyasacaliya I.e. Sankara-vijaya by Vyasacala, dealing 

with this incident. Note even one of these stanzas is, however, to be found in the printed edition 

of this work, published manuscripts, two of which were supplied by the Kane! Kamako!i Matha2. 

We, therefore, can not take Vyasacala as biographer ofSankaracarya, who narrates this incident. 

We are thus left with only five biographers and six biographies which describe this incident. The 
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Incident has been narrated almost uniformly In these six biographies a follows. 

At the instance of his Guru (Spiritual preceptor) Govinda Munl, Sankaracarya went to Kasl 

for the purpose of writing a commentary on the Brahma-sutras of Badarayana. After goint to 

Kasi, he got his first discriple Sanandana, whom he initiated Into Sannyasa. Others also soon 

became his disciples. 
• 

One day, thereafter, Sankaracarya was golntto the river Gages or Manikarnika for bath, 

along with his disciples, when he came across on the way aSvapaca orCandala accompanied by 

four ferocious dogs. Lest the Svapaca should pollute him, Sankaracarya asked him to step aside. 

Thereupon a dialogue ensued between the two. The candala asked him whether he was 

addressing the body or the soul.lf the body, it was just non-different from the body of Sankaracarya, 

the bodies of both being material (annamaya) only while if it were the soul, the Upanisads 

declared with one voice the identity of the souls in all the living beings. Sankaracarya is said to 

have seen immediately the force of his argument and said that anyone, who had so realised the 

identity of the soul, was his Guru, whether he was aSvapacaor a Brahmin and that he would give 

up the sense of difference thereafter. As soon as he said so, he saw before him not the candala but 

Lord Siva Himself in His full divine form. Sankaracarya fell prostrate before Him and praised 

Him Lord Siva then lifted him up and bade him write a commentary on the Brahma-sutras of 

Vyasa and spread the Advaita philosophy on the earth. The Lord then disappeared from vision. 

This Is the version of Tirumala diksita, Sadananda and Madhavacarya. According to 

Nilakantha, the Candala asked Sankaracarya as to how he made such distinction between a pure 

Brahmin and an impure Candala when the Upanlsads declared the identity of the soul in all the 

beings and when Sankaracarya himself had been explaining to his disciples the same principle 

of identiy. Sankaracarya is said to have admitted his contention and said that he had himself 

realised in experience this identity through the grace of this Guru Govindanatha but that he was 

just observing the rules of his Asrama, so as to make his disciples- followers practise the way of 

the scriptures by his own example. He, then, implored hsi pardon, saying that anyone,. be he a 

candala or a Brahmin, who had realised the identiy, was his Guru. And then, Immediately, the 

Sivapaca disappeared and Lord Siva appeared before him and so on. 

Barring the few points of difference In the stroy, there seems to be general agreement as to 

the main substance of the same.lt appears that the biographers also suggest or forescast in a way 
the occurence in that Govinda Muni, his Guru, tells Sankaracarya that at Kasl, the First Deity 
(Adya-Devata) I.e. Lord Siva would shower His grace would favour him with Darsana In bodily 
form ('f'<fWftR: ~if~) or that he should write a commentary on the Brahma-siitras 
getting a mandate to that effect from Lord Siva (Nilakal)tha -In both his works). Actually, how

ever, when Sat\karacarya received the mandate, he, according to Madhavacarya, Nilankal)tha 
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and Lak~mal)a Siirln, went to Badarl for doing so 3 while T!rumala Dlksita only says that he 

wrote the commentary as well as his other works In Kasl only.4 

Two Important points deserve to be noted here viz. (!) the obvious intention of the 

biographers to secure divine sanction forSankaracarya on the Brahma-siitras in particular and 
(i!) the question of untouchability vis-a-vis Sailkaracarya. The first point does not need any 

discussion but about the second, the following points may be noted. 

How and when the practice of untouchability started in India is still not known with any 
degree of certainty. Similarly, Sankaracarya's deale is also still a matter of dispute. Taking, 

however, the latest date for him, viz 7 8 8 A.D. to 8 2 0 A.D. generally accepted by scholarsS and 
also by the other people in general.. it is pretty clear that we are dealing with a period about 

12 0 0 years earlierfrom today. Considering how strictly !twas practised In society even about a 

hundred years ago, it is had to believe that a candala or Svapaca would make bold to come up 

before a Sannyasi and behave and talke to him theway he has been described to be doing In this 

incident. In the first place he would hardly be seen on the public city, roads -particularly on a 

highly sacred place like Kasi- and secondly, even if, were to have been seen elsewhere, he 
would on his won move out o Sankaracarya's path and himself avoid any kind of an encounter. 

His challenging argument Is simply unthinkable and hence out of the question. 

Secondly, the Svapaca's knowledge of the very highly philosophical teaching of the 
Upanisads aboutthe identity ofthe soul in all the living beings is also something very difficult to 

understand and or to explain. When none but the first three only out of the four Varnas were 
allowed to study the vedas, how did a Candala come to possess the knowledge of that teaching? 

Thirdly, with regard to Nilakantha's version of the story, if that Is true, how did the Candala 

come to know what Sankaracarya taught his disciples without being present at the sessions of 

instructions, which must have been of a strictly private character and hence admission to which 
must have been quite limited? And if he was present, how did he get access to those sessions 
and, then how did Sankaracarya not recognise him at the time of the Incident at least as a familiar 

figure? 

This point, as also the other two points, viz (i) Sankaracarya's declaring himself to be a 
self-realised person and (ii) his explanation as to why he yet distinguished between a Brahmin 

and a Candala, are not found In the version of T!rumala Diksita, Madhavacarya and Laksmana 
Surln. Obviously, Nilakantha seems to have tried to tender some kind of a justification for the 

(apparent) contradiction between what Sankaracarya preached and practised. 

Lastly, even accepting that it was a real Candala but L?rd Siva Himself (the modern critic 
may not accept this), it is not understood how Sankaracarya who has been depicted by all his 
biographers as a God-realised person (wm) and who himself also says In so many words that 
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he has realised in direct experience the supreme identity of the soul, did not realise- at least 
suspect the real identity of the Candala, particularly when the latter talks about the highest 

principles of the Upanisads, quite inconsistent with his social status as a Candala. The biographers 
do not seem to realise or notice how they have compromised the character of Sankaracarya by 
depicting his in colour that do little or no credit to him and have thereby contradicted themselves 
after describing him as a Brahma-Jfiani- nay even as Lord Siva in human form. This is, however, 
not the only place where they have done so. 

When we add to these considereations the point already made out ivz. that only five out of 
the sixteen biographers- twoofthem of the 19th Century A.D.,- give this story, one of them

Madhavacarya - being just a copy of another one (Tirumala Diksita), the genuineness of the 

incident becomes highly suspect and the incident difficult to be accepted as a real part of 
Sankaracarya's life. 

Footnotes 

1. Vide Iii iirumaia Dilita's Snilkarabhyudaya -chap.!! 1 stt. 6 4-8 5 

liil Madhavaciirya's Sanksepa-Sailkari 1-jaya -chap. IV sti 2 1-5 2 

liiil NilakaQtha's Sankarabhyudaya -chap, ill stt. 1 0-2 4 

(vii Nnakantha's Saka.ra-mandara-saurabha -chap. ill stt. 12-31 

(v) Laksmana Surin's Sri bhagavat-padabhyudya- chap. IV sit. 5 2-7 0 

(vii Sadananda's Sankara- digvijaya-siira-chap. IV sit. 13-:.4 

2. These very stanzas have led Mr. R.G. Sarma to advocate the hypothesis in his book Jagadguru
Sailkara-Matha-VimarSa that the so-called Vyasacaliya is nothing but the Sanksepa-Sailkara-jaya of 
Madhavacarya, with some additions and changes here and there- he calls them~. 

3, Vide Iii Madhavacarya's Sanksepa- Sankara-jaya -chap,!V sit. S4-S9 

Iii) Nilakantha's Sailkarabhyudaya -chap, ill stt. 2 5 -.59 

(iii) Nilakantha's Sankara- mandara-saurabha- chap. ill sit, 3 0.31 etc. 

(iv) Laksmana Surin's Bhagavatpadabhyudaya-chap. IV sit, 7 0-7 6. 

4. Vide Tirumala Dilita's Sankarabhyudaya -chap. ill sit. 8 6-8 9, 

5. Mr. R.G. Sarma and Prof. P .M- UmeSa have tried to shift thio date earlier by about a hundred years 
-Vide their book jagadguru-Sankara-Matha-Vimarsa and Sankara's date respectively. 

6. it may here be noted that a beautiful philosophical composition in 5 sit. in Sarduiavikridita metre, 

called~. beginning with "'mR"1~\!'!fti1~etc, and attributed to Sankaracarya in connection 
with this Candaia incident, has not been given -not even hinted at -in any of these six biographies, 
which narrate this incidmt except. Bhagavatpadabhyudaya by M-M. Laksmana Surin the latest biog
raphy of Sankaracarya available so far. which alone gives it in full in the body of ihe text between 
stanzas 56 and 57 but with a separate numbering for its stanzas. 
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KALIDASA IN U.S.S.R. WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE 
ABHIJNANA-SAKUNTALAM* 

by SA. UPADHYAYA 

At this Kalidasa Samaroha in Ujjaln, Ratha has brought us together to enable me to take 
you on a shortyatra with Sakuntala in Russia. 

The recent Soviet archaeological discovery has revealed the contracts between Russia 
and ancient India as far back as the period of Harrappan civilization. India is reffered to as a 
country of wealth, wisdom and wonders. However, this Image was mainly based on literary 
tradition. 

The earliest direct contract Is traced to Afanasy Nikitin's journey to India during 14 7 1-
14 7 4. His travelogue published In Sofiskaya Chronicle urged to Russians to trun to India. 

Armenian trading posts are found In India. Our Pancatantra was the talk of the twon of the 
ancient Georgia. Indian pilgrims flocked at the Indian temple built near Baku (at present, capital 
of Azerbaijan). The Georgian Rafail Danibegashvili irequently travelled to India. The linguistic 
affinity between the Ossetlans and lndo-Aryans Is well established. The culture of Buryatla can 
be understood better In the light of India thought. 

During 1 7th to 1 91th centurels, colony oflndian traders was existing In Astrakhan (In the 
Volga region). Ukraine popularised Indian stories and motifs In Russia. 

The beginning of Indo logy in Russia can be traced to the first Russian translation of the 
Bhagavad-gita, published In 17 8 8. (i.e. 2 04 years ago from to-day), by the University Press o 
!Nikolai Novikov, who had a lively Interest in India. The title page reads: 

Beguat-geta or conversations of Krishna with Arjuna with Commentary. 

Languages, called Sanskrit Into English and Hence Into the Russian Language. 

Exactly 2 0 0 years ago, In 1 7 9 2, the outstanding Russian historian and writer Nikolai 
Karamzin published translation by G. Forster, in the Moskovsky Zhurnal (pt. 6 books 2, 3, pp. 
12 5-15 6, 2 9 4-2 3 3). With the divine sound of the Bhagavad-gita In front, and with the 
auspicious foot-steps of Sakuntala following, the path of lndology in Russia was well carved out 
with firmness, fertility and fragrance. 

Extracts from this pager were read at the Symposium at the Kalidas Samaroha at Ujjain., November 7-12-
,1992 
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Sri Saitkaradirya Authorship of 

THEGITA-BHASYA 

ByW.R.ANTARKAR 

Tradition, over a period of more than one thousand years, Is almost unanimous, on the 

point that Sri Sankaracarya wrote a commentary on the Bgg. just as he did in the case of the 

principal Upani~ads and the Brahma Sutras. Some critically minded people raised a doubt abut 

the correctness of this tradition and Mr. Kr~t:tamurti Sarma wrote an article1 about 2 5 years ago, 

which seemed to have proved conclusively that Sailkara was, In fact, the author of the Gita

Bha~ya. Recently, however, Prin. R.D.Karmarkar has made a fresh attempt2 to show thatSankara 

could not possibly have written the said commentary and this article Is Intended to examine the 

Issue once more. 

Mr. Sarma has put forward two main auguments in supportofSailkara's authorship of the 

Gita-Bha~ya. They are: 

( 1) There are many close correspondences between the statements In the Gita-

Bhawa and the Brahma-Sutra-Bha~ya. Fifteen such passages from each of the two commentaries 

have been cited to show how close the resemblance is and how the thoughts in the latter are 

already foreshadowed in the former. The difference in the maturity of style is said to be due to the 

factthat Gita-Bha~ya was one ofthe earliest works ofSankara a~d the Brahma Sutra Bha~ya the 
last and the best. 

Note : Shortforms have been used for authors or standard works as under : 
1. Rama- Ramanuja, 9. Br. SO. - Brahma-Sutra 

2. Ved. Des. - Vedanta Desika or 10. Bh. - Bhii~ya 
Venkatanatha, comm. of Rama 11. Up. Upal\iliadas 

3. Jaya.- Jayatirtha, 12. Taitti.- Taittiriya 
4. Madhu. Saras. - Madhusudana Sarasvatl 13. Chh. - Chhandogya 
5. Venk. - Vefikatanatha, author of 14. B.r. - Brhadaral)yaka. 

Brahmiinanda Giri Vyakhya. 1. Vide his article in B.O.R.I Annals - Vol. 
6. G.Bh. - Gita-Bhii~ya XIV, pp. 39 to 60 

7. Bhg. - Bhagavad Gita 2. Vide his article in B.O.R. Annals - Vol. 
8. M.Bh. - Mahabhiirata XXXIX, pp.365 to 371 
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(21 Later commentators of the Gita, like Bhaskara and Abhinavagupta, Ramanuja and 

Madhva, particularly the latter two, have criticised Sankara's interpretations of Gila-passages 

and the commentators Vedantadesika and Jayatirtha, of Ramanuja and Madhva respectively 

have in many places identified Sankara by name as the person intended to be criticised. Only 
important passages - not all - have been cited as evidence. Even as they are, they are quite 

numerous and appear to be conclusive proof of Sankara' s authorship of the Gita-Bhawa. 

The same writer has proved the unity of authorship of the Gita-Bhasya by citing three 

instances for the same. 

Prin. Karmarkar has ignored the arguments of Mr. Sarma and put forth his own 

independently as follows: 

( 1) The most important argument is that "Sailkara time and again swears by Srutl." 
Sailkara's references to the Bhg. are so varied that he does not seem to be sure of the 
name he should give to ft. The name lsvara-Gita, given by him to the Bhg. at one 
place, 3 is also found applied to a Gila from Kurii.rma-puraJ;~a.ln such circumstances, it 

seems impossible thatSankara undertook to write a commentary on such an anomalous 

work. 

( 2) The extant G.Bh. refers at the beginning to previous comentaries on the Bhg. but not 

even one is available today. Bhaskara's time is unknown. It, therefore, appears that the 

Glta first acquired importance as a work of the Bhagavata school and then someAdvaitin 

thought of writing an Advaitic commentary thereon and that was the G.Bh., which was 

later attributed to Sankara. 

(3 I The reference in the G.Bh. to an alternative interpretation of Bhg. XIII- 13 by 
splitting up "~'Rffl" as <~and l!?1i:;IT;f seems to refer to RamaJ;~uja' s comments on Br. 
Su.Bh. on 1:1:1 and as such the G.Bh. must have come after Ramanuja. 

(4 I The description of the Lord as NarayaJ;~a Visl;IU and the reference to his six-fold 

splendour and Vaisnavi Maya "does not appear quite in the line of Sailkara as an Advait!n. The 
passage looks apt more in the mouth of a Vaisnavite or some follower of the Bhakti-school 

proper. 

( 5) In the Introductory protion of the G.Bh., Sailkara refers to himself in the first 
person singular' whereas, he has always used the first person plural in his commentaries on the 

Upanisads and the brahma-Sutras. 

3. Vide Br. su.Bh. on II: 1:14 - Refr. to @~vndl twice. 

4. Read : (i) .... :3\t .... ~: ffi<:ot ijif{<qjfli I 

(iii .... o!df<l~\;1 '<Of: ~l!'lT 1-~ 
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( 6) The G.Bh.Ignores altogether the first chapter and the first ten stanzas of chapter 

II of the Bhg. which is contrary to Sailkara's practice of Introducing even the $mall stories 

(akhyayikas) of the Upani~ads. 

( 7) In the G.Bh., Sankara refers to Veda-Vyasa as Sarvajiia and Bhagavan. Sankara 

always refers to 'Badarayana Vyasa as Acarya, scarcely as Bhagavan. The epithet Bhagavan, 

applied to Badarayana Vyasa as at Br. Su.IV: 4:2 2 appears to be an addition by some copyist. 

Sailkara treats Badarayal)a and Jaimlni on the same level. To him, Upavar~a alone is Bhagvan. 

( 8) lf tradition Is to be believed, the Br. Su. Bh. was written by Sailkara at 16 years 

and even conceding that G.Bh. was his earliest work, the gap of time between the two Is not 

sufficient to account for "the complete change o(style, manner and content." 

(9) The G.Bh. cheaply disposes of the reference to Sukla-Kr~ila Galls at Bhg. Vlll: 

2 6 while Sailkara make an elaborate reference to them in his commentary on the Br. Su. at IV: 

2: 2 0 I 2 1, which also shows his scant respect for the Bhg. 

( 1 0) There is a clear variation between Sankara's explanation of the Asvattha tree, as 

described in the Kathopanl~ad and that In the G.Bh. This variation militates against common 

authorship. 

(11) Sankara, while explaining the Br. Su. II: 3: 45, simply refers to Bhg. XV: 7 

without any explanation of the word arhsa, which was already explained at Br. Su. II: 3:43. 

G.Bh. on Bhg. XV : 7, however, explains the word arhsa by citing Instances of Jalasuryaka 

(~)and ghatadyupadhl (~).The reference to Jalasuryaka Is evidently taken from br. 

Su. Bh. on II:3:5 0, where It is quite pertinent In the context of the Bhg. however the reference to 

Jalasuryaka does not appear to be quite relevant. Moreover, Sailkara generally uses the 

illustrations of mirage and rope-snake and Upadhis. The comment In the G.Bh. was bodily 

taken from Br. Su.Bh., which the writer of the G.Bh. had before him. 

( 12) The Interpretation in the G.Bh. of Bhg. XIII: 4 Is unsatisfactory. In the Vedas, 

Vasi~tha has not referred to the point in question. At best, it is a reference to Yogavasi~tha, which 

deals with the point exhaustively. Ramal)uja renders the word rsbhih by 'parasaradibhi~' 

(q\1~1\il~fir:) and Br. Sutras bySariraka-Sutras. Some writer, therefore, who knew the Yogavasi~tha 
but did not favour Ramanuja' s Interpretation of the word~. was the author of the G.Bh. 

For these reasons, Prin. Karmarkar concludes "there is" ground to doubt the authenticity 

ofSailkara's authorship of theG.Bh. 

It is difficult to agree with these arguments lnvidividually or collectively. My reasons are: 
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( 1) The argument seems to be thatSarikara attached importance to Srutls and that 
he never considered that the Bhg. was worthy of any commentary on It from him. It is undeniable 
that Sarikara does, now and again, swear by Sruti but that is becuase he Is dealing with Sruti Itself. 
Thus, while commenting on the Upanisads, he Is dealing with Srutl texts direct. In his commentary 
on the Br. Sii.s, he is once again dealing with Sruti texts, though a little indirectly, for the Sutras 
were nothing but a concordance of the Srutl texts. It is, therefore, not at all surprising that he 
swears by Sruti, In this connection, it becomes important to note that Sailkara quotes from the 
Bhg. to support his Interpretations of theSruti-passages. Thus, in his commentary on the Br.Su.s, 
he quotes from the Bhg. about 4 2 passages and refers to the work as Bhagvad-Gita and isvara
Gita in the plural4 times each. In 3 3 cases, he refers to it as Smrtl. In his commentary on the Br. 
Up. alone, be cites the Bhg. 15 times, referring to it as Gitasu and Smrmti six times each, as the 
statement ofVyasa twice and as the statement of the Lord once. In his commentary on the Chh. 
Up., he refers to and quotes the Bhg. as Smrti, four times. He has cited the Bhg. as Smrti in his 
commentaries on the other Upanisads also like the Taittlrita and Ken a {Pada-Bhasya). All this 
only serves to show the importance Sailkara must have been attaching to the Bhg. 

Re :Sankara not being sure of the name of the Bhg., We find that in most of the cases, he 
refers to the work either as Gila or as Smrti. Bhagavan or isvara makes no difference, for the two 
words are just a paraphrase of each other. It is clear that he refers to the work either as Gila, which 
is its (short) name or as Smrti, which, technically is Its standard of authority. Sankara has referred 
to M.Bh. also by name as well as by the words 'Smrmti' and 'Smara!)a' butthls does not mean that 
he is not sure of the name he should give to the M.Bh. The G.Bh. itself contains varied references 
to the Bhg. itself.' as (i) previous mantra Iii) statement (iii) Gila (ivl Smrtl and (v) statement of the 
Lord Hsvara).lf, the G.Bh. was written long afterSailkara, when it had "become firmly established 
as an important work of the Bhagavata school, "the vagueness in its reference cannot be properly 
explained. On the contrary, it agrees far better with its authorship by Sankara, who makes similar 
refrences to the work in his other commentaries. 

Still more important is the fact that the Brahma Sutras themselves cite the authority of the 
Bhg. as a Smrmti no less than seven times' and these citations show that even in the time of the 
Sutrakara, the Bhg. had attained such an important that it should be cited to support interpretations 
ofSrutl passages also. 

5. Read : lil ~. ~ "ffi <it 'I~:" (II:19) \flr WT l!'ilvr 'i!1'f ~: I G.Bh. - II : 20 

(li) 1f"f~ "ffi<it'f~:" (II:19) \flr~l G.Bh.II:21 

(lii) 0\'11<%''"~' ~~<if f.1if'f<it >fl<rrg ... l G.Bh. III- Intro. 

(iv) ~-"~ j!l'flf, ...... " ~: I G. Bh. XIII :2 ~ ~-1~1f<:M•I<i ~: ~ : I 
G.Bh.XIII: 17 

(v) ...... '1'11ft«ilf'I!Jol"'l( (Bhg. XIII:31) \<i-,._,.1'11~ 1 
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If Sankara's contemporary biographer Citsukha Is to be believed, 7* the Bhg. 

Visnusahasranama, Sanatsujata, Anugita, and Utara-gita were among the portions of the M.Bh. 

that formed the Smrti-prasthana in his times. Gau9apada had already commented on the last 

two works and hence Sankara commented upon the first three. The G.Bh., according to Citsukha, 

was one of Sankara's earliest works and was written by him during the period of his four years' 

training under Gau9apada. 8 * 

( 2) The reference in the introductory commentary on the Bhg., to previous 

commentaries thereon cannot be brushed aside on the sole ground that none of them is available 

today. Sankara refers in his Br. Su.Bh. alone to so many previous views and it is believed that 

they were embodied in differentcommentries on the Br.Su.s. extant inSankara's time. In fact, 

the Br.Su.s. themselves refer to so many persons likeAu9ulomi, Aswarathya, Kasakrtsna, and so 

on, holding different views on different topics of philosophy. It is common knowledge that none 

of the commentaries or works of any of these persons is available today and yet no one has 

questioned the possibility of their existence inSankara's time. On the same analogy, it is possible 

that the commentaries on the Bhg., referred to by Sankara but not available today, did exist in his 

own time and that again shows that the Bhg. was, even before Sankara's time, considered so 

important as to inspire so many commentries thereon. 

Vedanta-Desika, commentator of Rama's GBh, hac ~numerated at the end of his own 

commentary, a~ Bhg. Ch. XVIII, previous comme.:ldors on the same' and it is clear from his 

manner of reference io them that he is mentioning. their names in their oder of time, Previous to 

Sankara, he mentions three commentarors viz., Pisaca, Rantideva and Gupta. Out of these 

three, Pisaca and Hanuman, who wrote a comemntary on the Bhg. and the said commentary 

was called Paisaca-Bhasya. Even ifthe first part of the tradition may not be believed, it is generally 

agreed that the commentary is the smae as the one available today under that name, perhaps 

written by some person called Hanuman. Tradition further holds that this commentary formed 

the basis of Sankara's G.Bh. Some scholards doubt the possibility. A comparative examination, 

however, of the two commentaries seems to show clearly that there is a marked agreement 

between them and that the Palsaca-Bh. is the shorter of the two. Sankara's commentary or the 

G.Bh. adds a good deal to the interprettions of the P.Bh., particularly to refute theJiiana-karman

Samuccaya theory of the Mimathsakas, which, in fact that the P.Bh. is, as said before, mentioned 

earlier seems to show that possibly, tradition is correct in looking upon the P. Bh., as an earlier 

and the G.Bh. as a later commentary. Rantldeva and Gupta are the other two previous 

6. Vide Br. SUtras- 1:2:6, 1:3; 23, TI:3:45, ill:2:17, IV:l:lO, IV; 2:21, IV:4:20. 
7, The question of the authority of Citsukha and his biography of Sankara has been discussed in 

my thesis Sankara-Vijayas - A comparative and a cirtical study', submitted to the Poona 
University. 

S. Vide T.S. Naraya~a Sastri's Age of Sankara' - p.67 
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commentators of the Bhg. 10 All this goes to show that the Bhg. must have attained sufficient 

importance before Sar'!kara and people must have written commentaries on the same. This 

conclusion is all the more irresistible for those who believe that Sar'lkara lived in the 8th and 9th 

centuries A.D. This also disposes of the argument that the G.Bh. in question was written later 

when it acquired Importance as a work of the Bhagavata school. 

( 3) The argument based on the alternative splitting up of~and WI, as ~and 

lli'R is also without much point. Rama!)uja only came at the head of a movement which was 

going on for a long time. Prior to Rama there were as many as 12 Alvars or Vais!)avite saints and 

six Acaryas, advocating the doctrine of Bhakti. As such, the mere reference to an alternative 

interpretation is not enough to prove that the G.Bh. is posterior in time of Rama. 

The discussion of Asti and Nastils quite like to have been taken from the Vrttl of Bochayana, 

whom, Rama, explicitly says, he has followed in writing his Sri-Bhasya and whom Sar'lkara, 

according to his commentators, has criticised In his Br. Sii. Bh. 11 

( 4) Regarding the description of the Lord as Naraya!)a and so on atthe beginning of 

the G.Bh., it is not correct to supporse thatSankara as an Advaitin was not or could not have a 

Bhakta or A Vaisnava. There is no such contradiction between Jiiiina or Advaita and Bhakti.ln 

fact, only a trueJiianin can become a true Bhakta. A Bhakta Is one who Is not Vibhakta from God 

and a Jiianin alone can become such a Bhakta. Sar'!kara has defined Bhakti in similar terms. 12 

The Bhg. also describes four kinds of Bhaktas and refers to the Jiianins as the best of the four. 

Many beautiful hymns like theSatpadl, H rim ide and Krsniistaka are generally admitted to have 

come from Sankara's pen and they testify to his having been such a Bhakta. All these three 

humns, again, refer to the Vis!)U aspect of the Lord. There are many passages in his commentaries 

on the Br. Sii.s and the Up.s where he refers to Vis!)U by way of illustration and not to any other 

deity. Nearly 16 biographers ofSankara tell us that his mother was a life-long devotee of Krs!)a. 

All this shows very clearly that Sankara was a Valsnava first and everything else- if anything at all 

-afterwards. There is, therefore, no contradiction in the description of the Lord as Naraya!)a. 

If, however, such a contradiction Is admitted to exist, we shall have to say that the 

description in question did not form part of the orlgnal G.Bh. and was inserted afterwards by 

some person of Vais!)avite leanings but no such claim or suggestions of interpolation or dual 

authorship has been made. 

On the other hand, it is possible to show that the entire G.Bh. as available today Is by one 

person. The question of the unity of authorship ofthe G.Bh. has been discussed atthe end ofthis 

article. 

9. Read : IWR-~·!l\f. mR-'11<('1'"'111-lllm-~-'m'!Tflr-ll'[fltflr: ...... ~ q~•Ji\l<i'ls'l~<t m<Jll: 1 
Bhg. XVITI:66 

10. Their works have still not been traced. 
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( 5) Sailkara' s reference to himself In the first person singular Is very easily explained. 

In the G,Bh., It occurs only twice. According to all the biographers ofSankara, the G.Bh. was one 

of his very early works and that is precisely whe he uses the first person singular. There are 

similar references in the stanzas at the beginning of this commentary on the Mal)<;lukya Up. and 

Gau<;lapada's Karikas and Talttiriya Up. But these stanzas have been easily disposed of as 

suspicious, as If such saluations were inherently inconsistent with Sankara. Even if, however, 

we concede that these two cases are really suspicious, the two solitary references in the G.Bh. 

need not lead us to doubtSankara's authorship of the same. In as many as 12 other places in the 

G.Bh. itself, the first person plural has been used just as in the commentaries on the Br. Su.s and 

the Up.s. 13 

( 6 ) Regarding the omission to comment on the first chapter and a portion of the second. 

Sailkara is not the only person to do so. Madhva has done the same thing and his commentator 

Jayatirtha has actually tried to explain away the omission by saying that the portion omitted was 

very easy lnd needed no comment. 14 Rami\ also has done scant justice to this portion and has 

added almost nothing to point out the bearing of the same on the teaching of the Bhg. It is, 

therefore, not correct to say that "no other commentator has so completely ignored this." I tis 

indeed interesting to note that in one place, the author of the G. Bh. is criticised for giving puerile 
explanations of certain words and in another, he Is criticised for omitting a portion which was 

too easy to need explanation. The bear-ing of the portion on the eentral teaching of the Bhg., 

given at tbe beginning of tte commentary on Bhg. II: It is quite sufficient and to the point. In 

11. Read : ~ fu<il"lhi\l(ltfil ~: ~: I 

o"'O!j\IR'I ~ "11\«il\'1~ I Sri Bhi\~ya - Opening Sentence. 

12. Read: ~~~~~.st. 

13. I) 'Nl~:l'Wm:~<l'f<l'f~: Bhg.ll.IO 

2) t'l'fl'll~Adl~ll~ 311(11~1"1'!4d: ~ I{'{I:S(il<fil( ~ Cl"5f cr:; G'iF\tiG:i('ll~I'1~"A¥il ~: I 

... ~ s Wll'f: Bhg. n. 21 

3) <ro" "111l'mf1srofi<: ., IBhg. ill. 18 

4) fu<w.i" 'l'llvf: ~<:;l"l'll<!);iMii"'!i~'\ ~f.io"41l\M.-111" I Bhg. VIm. 

5) <ro<l'f<l'f'><<ct'm~ (2.19) ............... ~""'""'""""lflr: 1 ~"~~: 
Bhg. Xlll.2 

6) ~:;mJlf, ~"''I ~Wwr 11'l'l'( (18:11) ~~.~"I Bhg. XVlll.2 

7) <f<f'l<II~MlAiflr: ·~~1Ri11~14' (11:21) ~ ~.~"I Bhg. XVIIT.3 

81 \[""~, ..... uo .,.,~~'"'f'\,rffi~rofi<, 1"""''"'l'IR->'' Bhg. XVIIT.17 

9) 'N1 ~ '!Pl'<lT ~~I Bhg. XVlli.l7 

10) ~~RH1""~' ~ fu<iw: II Bhg. XV.7 
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reading the G. Bh. it has to be remembered that It has been written principally to refute the theory 

of Jiiima·karman-Samuccaya of the Mimarhsakas and the autbor has commented at length only 

where points relating to this refutation are involved. The rest of the Bhg. portion bas been dealt 

with briefly. This sufficiently explains why the first portion of the Bhg. has not been commented 

upon. 

( 7) ThaltSailkara does not apply tbe epithet Bhagavan to anyone except Upavarsa 

is not at all correct. He has applied it twice to Badarayapa Vyasa 15
, once to Vasudeva in his Br. 

So.. Bh. 16 and once to Veda Vyasa In his lsa Up. Bh. 17 If, in the case of Badarayana Vyasa, itis to 

be regarded as an addition by some later copyist, there is no reason why the same rule, should 

not be applied to the case of Upavar~a also. There is no better evidence to say that the prefix 

Bhagavan applied to Upavar~a is from ,Sankara's pen only. 

( 8 ) Regarding the difference in the styles of the G. Bh. and the Br. So.. Bh., it is 

indeed difficult to see "the complete change of style, of manner and content." In fact, it will be 

very difficult to show the change in content. On the contrary, a comparative study of the G. Bh. 

and Br. So.. Bh., will show that the G. Bh. foreshadowed many an idea in the latter and thus lead 

any honest critic to conclude that the same genius was at work in the two Bha~yas. The passages 

cited by Mr. B. N. Kr~JJamurli Sarma from the two commentaries are sufficient to prove the truth 

of this statement. Even the style of the G. Bh. so very closely resembles that of the later Bha~yas, 

including the Br. So.. Bh. that no particular period of time is required to have elapsed between the 

writing of the two. 

( 9 ) In view of what has been said regarding the nature of G. Bh., the brief treatment 

of the Sukla and Kr~l)a gat is need not at all surprise us.ln the case of the Br. So..s, there is the 

question of the comparative authority of the Bhg. as Smrti and Sruti relating to a self-realised 

person. When Sat\kara dismisses Sruti Itself as valueless after self-realisation, there is nothing 

to wonder about if he attaches scant importance to the Smrti on the same level. 

( 1 0 ) Regarding the descriptions of the Asvattba tree, the explanation in the G. Bh. 

gives more hetus or reasons for calling It O.rdhvamO.la (~)while the Katha Up. Bh. gives less. 

(1) -ro# •ftol"'l\."11'11'1\1~ J!lit ''l1fi\if' (1.1) ~ '~ "i''1lihlfi I (II.JJ) ~: :m!i'Wf ll"lt'! 

"IRI(ifl<oloi<'<l<(~-<rilfu' I Jaya. in Madhva's G. Bh. on II. ll II. 

(2) (0 .... ~ 'Pll1f it•T•<IHI<!"'I\'1 ~ ftMir II iT.~ 111.4:8 

('\) .... ~ ~ <T<:<l'I"T "lR!'f "''t '!Oft111 Ibid. N. 4. 22 

(3) ~ "~ '<l'l~f11~ & etc." ~'[it 'I'm'{, ~: ... ~Jibid. ill. 4. 51 

(4) "~ 'l'lit ~ ~:' ~ ~ e f.i~o!J'ii "'1if.r ~ ffl\11 II Up. Bh. St. 2 
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Similarly the explanation of'>1~1<J:i~ll<.~ In the G. Bh. refers to the cause-stat!e (<f;l("l'€'~•1 ~)for 
Mahat, Ahankara etc. are the Initial subtle causes, of which Svarga, Naraka etc. are the effects In 

the long run. The second description, therefore, is from the point of view of the expanse of the 

Initial cause. There Is, therefore, neither difference nor variation as such between the two. 

( 1 1 ) The word ArMa is naturally not dilated upon In the Br. So. Bh. because, as has 

been pointed out in the article itself, 18 the idea has been explained by Sankara already at Br. So. 

II: 3 : 43. Equally naturally, he explains it in the Bhg. In some details by citing certain illustrations 

because in the work, it appears for the flrsttime.lt may be pointed outthatthe explanation in the: 

Br. So. Bh. Is an amplification of the reference in the G.Bh. rather than vice versa and it only 

shows that at the time of writing the G.Bh. he had the idea already In his mind. 

Regarding the !llustrations of mirage etc. it Is to be noted that Sankara gives them when 

dealing with the relation of the world to Reality whereas, here the relation of the individual souls 

to Reality has to be explained and hence he has used the illustrations of JalasOryaka and Ghatadi 

Upadhis, perhaps taking his clue for the first from the Br. So.s themselves. He gives the same 

JalasOryaka illustration in a similar context In his commentary on the Chhandogya Up. 1 9 The 

reference, therefore in the G. Bh. is neither irrelevant nor borrowed from another commentary. 

( 12 ) .Regarding the reference to Vasl~thaat G. Bh. XIII: 4, the date of the Yogavas!~ta 

Is still not finally decided. Dr. Sahasrabudhe has shown that It Is possible that the original portion 

of the same was older than Sankara .In that case, the reference In the G. Bh. need not necessarily 

be construed to mean that the G. Bh. was posterior to Sankara. 

It will thus be seen that the arguments advanced against Sailkara 's authorship ofthe G. Bh. 

do not, at all, supportthe thesis they are Intended to. Interpretations of passages always admit of 

arguments on either side but when any unanimous tradition has to be challenged, clear 

contradictions 1 have to be established to prove difference In authorship. Minor additions and 

omissions or even variations cannot be considered sufficient for the purpose. 

Sankara 's autborsh!p oft he G. Bh., however, does not depend upon a mere refutation of 

the arguments against it. It Is also proved by other findings of a positive nature. These findings 

are: 

( 1 ) Ten biographers of Sailkara. 2 0 Including Cltsukha, Sailkara's contemporary 

and disciple, tell us thatSankara wrote a commentary on the Bhg. as he did on the Up.s and the 

Br. So.s and that this G. Bh. was one of his earliest Bha~yas. 

( 2) There are about 3 2 commentaries on the Bhg. Nineteen of these have been 

published In two volumes by the Gujerati Printlng.Press, Bombay. The testimony of some of 

IS. Vide ABORI - Vol. XXXIX-p. 370 
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these Is very important from the point of view of Sarikara 's authorship of the G. Bh. It is as 

follows: 

( il Anandagiri, the disciple of Suddhananda, has generally written commentaries 

on Sarikara 's Bha~yas. After Bhaskara, Ramanuja is the earliest known critic of Sarikara. If 
Anandagiri had been aware ofthese criticisms, he would certainly have tried to defend Sarikara 

against them. According to Vedanta Desika and Jayatirtha, commentators of Rama and is no 

attempt on the part of Anandagiri to defend Sarikara or the G. Bb. This, clearly shows that he 

must have preceded Ram a and has to be placed before the 11 th century A. D. ( Rama' s time is 

101 7 A. D. to 113 8 A.D.). Traditionally,Anandagiriis regarded as tbe 7thAcarya fromSarikara 

and with the latest date for Sarikara, viz. 7 8 8 A.D. to 8 2 0 A.D., Anandgiri is easily placed 

before the 11 th cent. A.D. In view of this close proximity in time to Sarikara, the existence of his 

commentary on a Bha~ya which he ascribes to Sarikara can be taken to be good proof of Sailkara's 

authorship of the same. 

Anandagiri has written a commentary on the G. Bh., from the beginning to the end. In his 

own commentary, he ascribes In clear terms, the G. Bh. to Bhagavan Bha~yakara, 21 which term 

he has applied to Sarikara, the author of Bha~yas on Up.s and Br. Su.s. The colophons also to 

his commentary (except on the first chapter) refer to the same as an explanation of Sarikara 

Bha~ya on the Bhg. 2 2 In the last salutation stanza at the end of his cofflmcntary on the G. Bh., 

he refers to his commentary, which is said to follow in the footsteps ofthe prior Acarya-pada. 2 3 

All this clearly shows that according to Anandagiri, the G. Bh. was written by the same Sarikara 

who wrote the other Bhasyas on the Up.s and the Br. Su.s. 

ii) Next to the evidence of Anandagiri, that of Vedimta-Desika and Jayatirtha, the 

commentators of Rama, and Madhva respectively, as that of Sarikara's opponents, is very 

important. Among these two commentators. Jayathirta i.e. Madhva refers to and criticises Rama's 

interpretations of Gila-passages but Vedanta-Desika makes no attempt either to criticise Madhva 

or to defend Rama, against Madhva. It, therefore, seems that Ved. Des. stands midway between 

Rama, and Madhva i.e. between 1140 AD and 12 50 A.D. 

According to Ved. Des. and Jaya., their respective masters Ram a, and Madhva, criticise 

and discard Sarikara's interpretations of the Gila-passages., Neither Rama, nor Madhva mentions 

Sarikara by name anywhere but their, commentators, particularly Ved. Des. do mention his 

name as Sailkara. Mr. Sarma has pointed out some of these references, to which many more can 

be added. The following are some of the aggregate: 

II. W ft: "fTif ~~I~:, W ~ l!Wr: l'i'lfilf.i"': 

~<'lfe:i'l• 'f ~II \IT.'>. VI. 3.2. 
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(lJ U;.- .... <!t<IR'l~~~~l«'lq~~ll\"~l<lj;44": ..... ~~ ...... ll~ofRama 

. ( 2) "~'f. - m: 't"'II'@W*'f'K'Ilfuw.rr: ~•1Ri~1~ ...... I Ibid ' 

(3) "~'f.- ~~~1~1<;1'( ~~W'Iilt~'ll<:f'l5'RTf.r'~~~~ ~II 
Bhg. II: II; The words. 'W'Iilt & etc.' are taken from the G. Bh. on II: II 

(4) ~.~. -'~(TheWordlntheG.Bh.is~ 
~~ 1Ts~' ~~~-'ll~li%1>Ri II Bhg. II: 12 

'l&.PIIt'ti<4'11t1'1~'l ~RiW<II, iliff'l"~~sfil~: !Ibid' 

<1<1~ ...... ~~lt<I{Hi ... f.'rwlflf-Wf!: ..... ~- f.i<'ll1if11RI !Ibid' 

S'f: fij~l<lilf¥iH ~~t~ot<ih~~llj;44i"!~ ~-~!Ibid' 

<S> "~'f.- '3NWffil1~4m<~1~w•1 '*~Ri41R(isfil~~"s~~' l1f'l••w:!'<~{l{ 
!Ibid 

Both Rama. & Madhva believe in plurality of souls as ultimate reals and hence 

criticise Sankara who says tbat ultimately ;;;ft<ij-~1l'R: II 

(6) ~.~.- ~~~~~i<{h'iR41filll!Ti!T~~It\l:t'f'l-~~;;;:~'i"'110S<;I\114 ~l~i~IO<:Jq~l~
Mi II: 14 

(7) "~'f.- '~f'llriT~l!Ti!T~R<Iifill' ~ ''H<.Oili1~\1(1 Both Rama and Madhva disagree 

with Sankara' s interpretation of the word Matra. 

(8) ~.~. -1/}1"~, <1><\i<lt<~~lliRI ~~f~'\fi~q~~~~'i,i Bhg. II: 16 

( 9 > "~'f.- '>l~<l~l<"~~'i f.l<'l«i!liRI ¢IT' ~s~-wit' ~~141~1Rofl ~f.ro:<tll'ffit 
II Bhg. II: 2 6 Sankara introduces st. 2 6 by the words 3ll<"'1": ~ & c 

(10) ta; .. ll}'[q;{tei'"ll<l41~4'!"111'"11<~1'1~11 Bhg.11:29 

( 11) ~.~. - ~lt\I'I~IO<J.(<IISif~"''f~q\1"<11 ~lt\"ll¥11 «<f<l~'i(ill Bbg. II: 4 6 

(12> "~'f.- 'l'lfss~m:-·~~a$~' ~ii<:\1AA~- ~II Bhg. 

II: 54 

( 13) ~.~. -~ ~lt\l:l;'\fi~'lil\f.i\l'!i\011 ~~: II Bhg. III 

20. The biographers are; 

<o f'i'l!'-""'4 <"-l ~ <~l •nfll'""'" <~l ~ <{tftl<r <"-l ~ <~l ~ <"l m1t "~'~'"""1 
<~ 'lil"l') (c) Wtffi i!illii!i•<ll" (\) •"''"'*'""•1 <H ~ 

21. .... ~ ~ ~: .. l!l'iiffi"i W'!R'I'!, .. I Introductory Comm. ' 
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(14) "f'f. -~ ''l1'h\0 1~\i'il ~ll<'ffi't~ ..... .' *'I'~IR(II Bhg.lll: 4. Vide G. Bh. on ch.lll 

introductory comm. 

( 15) "f'f.- ~1'1\ft\l('hli'«il1 1~'ll~<'ll~'~'f\i~fii1 1"'0§R\' (H'<') ~~~iflf '~i<ll'hl$'11i 'f~ 
'h~~"''il· ~"'K"'I'1~\1RRI W~IJi'h~l<"l>f~l~- 'f~ll Bhg.lll: 5 

(16) ~.<;.- ~:' "iftt ~lf\11<::'1~'til~n1'116\'i"<l~~~'11t~: I Bhg. Ill: 10 

< 1 7) U;.- ~1!11~"11•o.<iH';;,•ml<'lf'l~1ij11 ~I*"'"'K"'ISfit"'ifii<<'T-~1 Bhg.lll: 15; 

( 18) "f'f.- 'filf~~~ll'fiWl' ~'<W"'K"11'1~11RRI mt.rrs,..'!iiffii-1 Bhg.lll: 15; The 

words of the G. Bh. are: "'fill'~~~: \1~: 'f'R'lt~: W<m'filf~OI'I'A'l'(ll" 

< 19) "f'f. '~ ~'~~:, "1~\l<'l~i'\l'n ;;mit• ~Wt"11<."11'1~11RR1l~Wrrs,..-al'IR"ftftfl 1 
Ibid 

( 2 0) "f'f. - ~111'liR111,g~l'~i'\l~loki'li"l, ~wm~«~il~~i<ll(1<::'4"1~1 ~~'l~l'<::"l ~ 
~il<.fitS"I~II~I~fli<'ll~- iflf.t~ I Ibid -It Is to be noted that Jay a. generally quotes tbe 

statements of G. Bh. only in substance. 

(21) "f'f. -'fillf'<'f(~)~~:~~"ifttm(~I*"I{Hi)~~ -if~ I Bbg. Ill 

:37 

< 2 2) U;. - ''IF'<llT:' ~ '~: '~ ~ ~ll(l!lqsMIR ~ 11'11"1'hi<11"4 ~ 1 

Bbg. IV: 0 

(2 3) "f'f. -JW.wrr: fli'41i<lli<li~fs~R"'K"'i ~<'11\."'IRill Bhg. IV: 13. The G. Bh. says: ~! ~ 
11,g<i'o>i'"l\11l'R: 'filfor: $l(~~. am'f'i'i"~: f.t<'h'l\1'1Ril ~- ~~111\1«1'1 ... ~1 
m~~llt'R1ll'fu: ~~I IV: 13 

( 2 4) "'!"{, - il'lf'if ''fiW$mf<"'i>t' ~"11<."11'1~\iRf<l ~I Bhg. V 

< 2 5 l U;. - l{'l~"''l~~~<'l1~11li111'R<'t'l<.<lfJif<T: ~ ~i'\111oi:.1 ~"iftt~~~ Bhg. V: 6 

(26) U:.-~:'11\<liQif\~l:~~-'f~IBhg.V: 16 

(2 7) U;.- '~lfsM~I~01{\'11'('~'if~ll Bbg. VI: 11 

(28) U;.-"lif:~,~~~,·~~IIBbg.VI: 13 

(29) ~.~.- '~i'\111~~ @«r:' ~~: ~~'!Bi'\114!N1"L_'llfll~I111RPf: ~ 
~-<.ms .... ~i'\114!];'\ii' ~I Bhg. VI: 14 

<3 OJ "f'f. - 'l1'mS 'wci\11Rit~'l0~1~mi~l~'l'ii lit .. ~~~1~"<Rvl' ~ijfit\1\il>hil~-~~ 1 

Bhg.VII: 1 The portion quoted is taken verbatim from the G. Bh. 
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(31) "!'<. tWr ~~~>ffit~ifii'ts~~"''T(f: ffl: ~\'1~\'11~1' ::fu"1K"'I1Q'l~fll~ '1%r11 Bhg. 

VII: 6 The G. Bh. reads: ~~: oi'tf.r: 'OR"t~, "liirs~~~Wlif: ffl: 

~: ~: fil11~1\'11~11 

(32) U:.-~ 'll1'r~ ~~~~l<lilli<l4:, ~Wis~~::fu~: 
<li'1RWI11s~-~ I The G. Bh. reads: ~~,;p~~~~:h<iill<:J>vfil W::fu I W: ~ 
... ~woWll1'r ... I VII: 8 

(3 3) ~.<;.- Ro<lill<'H"l ~lJo<:iJil'~i!fltfu~~l Bhg.VIll: 8 

(3 4! U:. - '~ll'f'liR"TW' ::fums t'li1~10<\~'~?._~I'Z!'ifi'!JI Bhg. Vlll: 8 

(3 5) "!'<.- '~i<l~'II'PI~l 'Wf' ::fu"11\."11'1Q\1(1 Bhg.IX: 2 

(3 6) "!'<.- if.w~s'f~'l1fili5!>1t~IQI~'l«1i ~:~:I Bhg.IX: 1 0 

The G. Bhasya reads: l!'ITs~Nt~IQI~f'l<i61ol 'l1fill5i>~I<Q'11 ...... 1 

( 3 7) "!'<. - ''lf<t: ~'fllftt"'R"iT't"1'll<t>J!ql~ -lfl'i<t::fu 1 Bhg. IX: 18 

(38) "!'<.- ~:'llPf~l<!l":::fu~:, ~I Bhg.X: 6 

( 3 9 ) w.r. - ·~lf<ll'lf'f.t'f' ('-IT. 'IT. ~ '" ") ::fu <ffi1( 'l1Tl!'-'>RRT '1@ ~ lq f'I'F'JI'il~~f"''<'11&J '""*::fu~: 
<I¢11Qif1JI4i "11\."11'1'1,1 Bhg. X : 18. The G. Bh. reads : ~: •1fil'f>l1o~ ~-~ .... 
'1%1R!IQf'i~<'11'il'11~1:, ~:~1*\'!~~~q~\i'<f: '<R: ~::fu'IT I 

(40) U:.- m: ~&i'1'11'J! W<::~~l"11: 1 Bhg. XI: 2 Rama construes m: with~. G. Bh. 

construes m: with~ .. 

(41) ~.~. - 'l1ifl('[ '~' ~\1if'llq"l'II(NI\1'1>\1"41fli ~~f.lffil'l:J Bhg. XII: 18. 1 9 

( 4 2) U:. -u;<t~zyt lll\<h\IR!1i!s'4RIR:AIRI - 'l1i!~ 1 
~~,,~,,~~: ....... fuw'0t11 Bhg.XIll: 2 

(43) U:.- ~~~1uq1oi 'l'l'1ql'l'l, 'f!J11it\l!i'ifillli<l<f: !Ibid 

(44) ~.~.- '~'Wfi!(~' 'f!J11f\l!i'ifillli<l4: 1 Bhg. Xlll: 3 

(45) ~.~.- '~: ~'ll'ftlf.l~i\l'l(11f'll'~~~ Bhg. Xlll: 4 

(46) ~.~. - '"11"4~-1~11s~' ~~~f~'ifi~~'1 ~I Bhg. Xlll: 10 

(4 7 l ~.~. - it~~<i'I"'1Q'1flr>m~: ll'Wr: ~J\<t>'!fll4~'1'ifi'~'i1: <11~\1-.!-~~ 
Bhg. Xlll: 12. The G. Bh. reads:~~: ~~~1Ro11 \1QI'11~sfilm:=1J;,.,I<t>=%='11<f: 1 

(48! U:. -TIT:~~:·:~~~ Bhg. Xlll: 20, The G. Bh. says:TITft~~~:<il 
ifiwq<t>l: 1 
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( 4 9) ~.'~. - '~'l~'l~li~l'II( ~~~lil;•n'ffi "a!Iifil~l'lf.l<<tqq~ql "1'Wtli~~qiillfl0IIi~i•II\1A111ll_~'l~'l~~~ltil;a: 
~~filqqfiiqflluil"'~fti~: ~:, ~'1\lki'O:~H 
'(1"1[~' ~<"'lft.t'i-"4~" ~,~I XIII: 2 7. This Is the gist of G. Bh. on XIII: 2 6. 

The statement Is not taken verbatim from G. Bh. 

(50) U:. -~ 'l!\fRT~<tfil<fil<lliillfl"ll '*qifii<.Cijl, OW: ~'t'~~llfl·i ~,' ~~lil;•iliti•!<l( ........... . 
... "l'''~l Bhg. Xlll: 3 4 The words quoted are taken verbatim from G. Bh., except 

1.bat G. Bh. reads~: In place of~: 

(51> ta:.-~ 'Wlf:' ~~: ~:, 'f~qJR't<i_l(O<ll~~~f.\ffint,l XIV: 5 ; G. Bh. says 

that Gunes refer to~ of~ln Samkhya system. 

(52) ~.'~. - ~~~q->.T'ifR d~li'l<ti't'<"' amm;f~' ~ ~ltV$~filif.f«:<tll Bug. XIV: 5 

(53) "!'l'. -'~It~ ~It:'~~~~ XIV: 2 7, G. Bh. uses the word 'WfT('IR': 

(54) ~.a:. - apr ~~dl~l4: (1(<1(<1~if ~: ~ ~·S(ii11iilttR!: ~1~1Wl1 ~ ~: 
Bhg. XV: 3 ; G. Bh. uses the illustration of ~("il:i::Gtlf<oifiiR'tlll'ITI") 

(55) "!'l'. - '<ril 'W1'!1"[' m ~~I Bhg. XVI : 1. According to G. Bh., rot_ is what is 

described InCh. XVII. According to Ram a. It Is ft11'i(lq•IJ~<"I\ while according to 

Madbva. It Is ih\J1qfR. 

<56> ~.a:. -~~~•<vn'ffi'~:\1t'illq;o\l~mm~~,(1"~~,,~'filfuils~,·~ 
~I Bhg. XVIII: 13 

( 5 7 ) ~. <\. - <f.'f qi'fuo;'fl\- ~sfillliM<t ~ l'l<i'1if>ni11RflHiW'I (j'Nil: filfsiA 1'1~: ~: ~~'IT$ 
~ 'fi<lfilfifiq\'<11<'11'1: i&1f,c<\i(-J'1~t<i1fit 'fli'1;fili1Ri'<t:111~ ~~I- Bhg. XVI!I: 16 This refers 

to G. Bb. on XVI!I: 1 7. The words are the same. 

(58) U.- ~~Wti'fl\'~0'1ifi;£i<tl~lifli1<1>1~•11'11f'l;~-'f~'-~~~ Bhg. XVIII: 1 7. 
This also refers to G. Bh. on XVI!I: 1 7. 'fif.i\ ~11FsiAi '1~1 'ff.r.luiir, 11ft~~ 
~I&C. • 

(59) "!'l'.- ''fiJitiM'IdMi ifilfm~ ~I Bhg. XVI!I: 18. According to Madhva, ifilfmeans 

~ 

<60) U:.- ~~w-t-:,~~mmf.\ffint,l- Bhg.XVI!I: 29. The words 'w-t' &c 
are from G. Bh. on XVIII: 3 0; 

( 6 1) it. a:. -~ 'q..,lt'I~W ~<il<t~1oa:Jti'l1 ,;q~'"\11 f.lffill: I Bhg. XVIII: 61. G. Bh. says q..,I(OGif.t ...... 

~~~~:I 

( 6 2) la;, -~ ~lt<uniti - "lfo'IRT llif'" ~ ~ (1<fifiif~i 1 1 f.wrr: 'Wf W'{ ~~ 'I<Widl!flli~Si'<II~O:I~l 
ifiif~l•lf.tal'!loi \11<1 1 0:~1~ \l<i<IO:I"d\ll{rutf'l'fl"'fll<"'l~-~, ~- Bhg. XVIII 
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( 6 3 > U:. fi'l~II'1\AAq- wr-m- ~~".'4~'f'l~l -l!Wii\ -11<:1~"114'-~-~' ww ~d~l~: 'R: m-, 
~ ...... 'qR<J;Mis'll!'fmw.f:-~'lt~ ...... & C. I 

It will be seen from these quotations that both Ved. Des. ( 12 cent. A.D.) and Jaya. (about 

14th cen. A. D.) clearly identify the author of the present. G. Bh. as Sailkara. Though both of 
them refer to the views of the G. Bh. as those of'R, <Ff, ~ etc., also, the relevant passages 
belong to the same G. Bh. from which the passages explicitly attributed to Sailkara have been 
quoted, either verbatim or in substance, thus showing that only Sailkara Is Intended by the other 
words*** etc. 

Regarding the identity of Sailkara also, there seems to be no doubt. As bas been said 
earlier, Ved. Des. enumerates Hast quotation above) previous commentators on the Bhg., in 

their order of time. Sailkara precedes Yamunacarya and Bhaskara, both of whom preceded 
Rama. a good deal. This shows clearly that Sailkara referred to by Ved. Des. was no other than 
the commentator of the Br. So.s. 

Another piece of evidence Is supplied by Madhva himself. In his concluding salutation 
stanzas, he refers clearly to Gita.-Nari, purified by the wind proceeding from Sailkara24 the 
usual disrespectful epithet applied to him by Madhva, his biographer Narayapapand!ta and 
Madbva's other followers. This epithet has been applied exclusively to Sailkara, the author ofBr. 

So.Bh. 

These two evidences seem to prove conclusively that Sailkara, to whom the G. Bh. is 
attr!outed by Ved. Des. and Jaya., Is Sailkara, the author of Bha~yas on Br. Su.s and Ups, etc. 
and cannot be any other Sailkara occupying the seat at any of the four or five mutts established 
byh!m. 

( 3 ) This conclusion Is very strongly reinforced by the evidence of later 

commentators, who refer to Sailkara as the author of the G. Bh.ln the most unmistakable terms. 

A few instances may be noted : 

( !) Puru~ottamj!, a Vallabhite commentator quotes at the beginning of his 

commentary, the following extensive passage as from Sailkaracarya. 

<~>Pndlqn(li f<!;q<;flif<\ ~~' <Pfqtf\l"mf: 

~~~~ ...... ~<i'liii1'\1 .. Hnfllr.R~~~q'li;!lln~r.~ld"'l~l""l(ilrnflir.."!l"'·: 1 

with very slight negligible variations. the whole of this passage can be identified with 
Upoddhata of G. Bh. 

( ii) Madhusudana Sarasvatl clearly attributes the G. Bh. to Sailkara Bhagavatpada 
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(an epithrt exclusive to Sat\kara of Br. So. Bh.s), whom he says be has followed 2 5 In writing his 

commentary and who, he says, has explained every word of the Bhg. 26 

( iii) Sridhara (14th cent. A D. ) refers to the view of the G. Bh. as tbe view of Bha~yakara 

2 7 and this term also is applied to Sat\kara only by the followers of Advaita school of Philosophy. 

( iv) Sadananda ( 18th cent. A.D.J, the author of Sat\kara-Digvijaya-sara, also refers 
in his commentary 'Gita-Bhava-prakasa' on the Bhg. to Bhagavatpada 2 8 and Bha~yakara 2 9 
as the author of the G. Bh.' 

(v) Dhanapatisurin (18th Cen. A.D.J also, the commentatorofMadhava's Sat\ksepa 

Sat\kara Jaya (generally known as Vidyaranya's Sat\kara Digvijaya) attributes the G.Bh. to 

Bhasyakara 3 0 whom he has followed and tried to defend against critics. 

(vi) Venkatanatha, author of te comm. Brahmanandagiri on the Bhg. criticises Rama, 

and Madhava and defends Sankara against their criticisms of the G. Bh. which he unmistakably 

attributes to Sat\kara Bhagavatpada. A few instances may be noted: 

( 1) Thus at Bhg. II: 11, Venk. criticises the Interpretations of Rama & Madhva of~ 
'•1~111:,1'1111~'1 & etc. upholds that the G. Bh. thus : "llf'11<1~l'ffi ~: ~ ~~'l'li'll{i~"ll("ll
'l~'ll'lq<llJ/' 

( 2) Similarly, Vet\k, defends Sat\kara's Interpretation of Bhg.ll: 1 2 - ••• & etc. In 

thesee words. 

''ll\"lll'ilf<iqJs~~ il!l'"itllqJ "ll("4111<il•ll"'ll*"~'lq«JJi(&IK''II~l Mlffis>f: I'' 

(3) while commenting on Bhg.IV: 6, he says the following: 

ON"' l!l'W Wll'ITflf ~ ll'ffitq '!'"o<~"' W&"J(O:qt<l ~ ~~~If.1flRI«~I*l;, ~~~~~q~q ~= ~I{I<flif<l 
lPMI~'It<llfiilllJi q~Jfniii-~- '1''1'~ ..... ~ffilll'lt ...... iJ''~'I'lll ~I 

(4) At Bhg. IV: 18, Vet\k. approves of the Interpretation of the stanza In that It 

follows the G. Bh. of Sat\kara. He says: 

"~~ ...... "lK"'llll'!l ~ ~-'IIJ"'lliijJft<lli(ll" 

'"· ~: ill'f: ~ ~ •fto1 1~1«ifil'lil'(.l St. 1 beginning of the Comm. 

'-"-· "'W''Ri ~: ~ >i111f\l\.": l'f: I St. 3 at the end of the Comm. 

<.'>. ~ ~ o"<I\."'1~~1\\MI I ~ ~ !ftar "'1'!''i ;nrnif II St. 3 beginning 

<.t. ~mot "'W'!Ri ~: I 'lm: , .. II St. 35 beginning 

'-'-• .... ~l"<'lil(l,.,l,l ~~II St. 39. (Ibid.) 
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Instances of this kind can be multiplied to a great extent. 

(vii) · Lastly, the commentator of the MBh. Nilakat:~tha Caturbhara (18th cent. A.D.) 

also attributes the G. B. to Sankara Bhagavatpada in clear terms. Thus at Bhg. VI: 3 0, he says: 

"~Wiq~l._"'l~l'a:: ~:~ft'f~'f'S<'11<:~iq'ij: I~' <l1_ ...... ~'f~: I 

At many other places, he refers to him as Bhasyakara or to Bhawa or Bha~yamata and all 

the passages refer to the G. Bh. 

The evidence ofthese later commentators, therefore, Is quite explicit on the point at issue. 

It may be said that these persons have uncritically followed what the earlier people said and 

hence cannot be relied upon. The answer is that firstly, they are cited to furnish only corroborative 

and not substantive evidence and secondly, the factthat the, corroborate the evidence of men 

like Anandagiri is sufficient to make their evidence reliable. 

Jayatirtha seems to furnish to us some additional evidence. In his commentary, he has 

often referred to Bhaskara's interpretations by name and in two places, he quotes Bhaskara as 

criticising Sankara. The two places are : 

( 1) While discussing the purpose of the Sastra i.e. Gita-Sastra (~IIM'it1) Jaya, quotes 

Bha~kara thus : 

"~1!R<Ii\:- ~~sql11\!l~liit11fiNI1~\H\'11flif<ll ~: (this epithet is notewotthy

lll'"fs exclusively! apply it to Sankara of Kala!!) 't"'llq111<;$«'*'1~01lfuim: ~•11<1~1~ I" & etc. 

(2) While commenting upon Bhg. II!: 4 Jaya, writes: 

''~'31'1\\"1~~"1 \Fit~~' 'li'<'ffiif: ~ ~~: ~ ~: ~-.S(«<filq~l Wif: 
""'~"ml+«<"""~r.i!~l«s·ft~" ~ & etc. 

These two passages seem to show clearly that Bhaskara attributes the G. Bh. to Sankara 

and considering Bha~kara's general timeposition In history (about 9th cent. A. D) Satikara is 

easily identified as Sankara of Kala~!. 

(b) · Unity of authorship ofthe Gita-Bha~ya-

The foregoing discussion, it is believed, is sufficient to prove tha the same Sankara, who 

wrote the commentatlre on Br. Sutras, Br. Up., Taitti-Up., Chhan. Up. etc., was the author oft he 

Git-Bha~ya also. it now remains to say a few words regarding the unity of this authorship. That 

'•. t<II~'Oii'!~ iifil; ~'>~l'jq<f<l1il ~ >R ~lt"lllt~ II St4 beginning also ~ ~1"1'01\l'li ... I ... 'l'lT 

f.tw;i t'l'{. I Endking St I 
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the G. Bh. was written by one person is proved by both kinds of evidence, viz., internal and 

external. 

(I) Internal Evidence : 

Sankara now and again refers to the interpretations or explanations of passages, to be 
given or already given by him at certain places. Such cross-references are sound evidence to 

prove unity of authorship of any work. The following statements of Sankara can be quoted in 

this connection : 

( 1) o*'ll<;.:hol~ll~'>ilfli~l1qd: ~lffiS~: ~<Pf<Pf~~l<'1~11~'1i\01 ~4fil"41lf: II G. Bh. 

II: 21. That Sankara has carried out this pratijiia is quite evidentfrom the rest ofthe G. Bh., e.g. 

G. Bh. on II: 21 Ill: 1 7, 18 IV: 19, 2 0, 21 V: 1, 8 VI: 3, 4 & etc. 

(2) "if'IT'if~"~<lJI'<I11~11'(' G. Bh. On Ill :5,ln both these places, Sankara says 

that no karmans are possible in the case of a Jiianin. 

(3) ~'ififilfor: ~".!llfl 011~i"'ll(~l!fulo?t~~l G. Bh. on VI beginning- the last 

words refer to his comm. on Bhg.IV: 18, where he says that even Nitya-karmans also give some 

fruit. 

(4) 'f'.lT 'ifTs>r 'T'filiiT &-~lif'Wii<'llcqi""'lllfi'f an<llf.r "'~if~~:- ~~1\l fl1a 11;0[ 

it~lifil{ifiiR\Irlf':£114'<1, lf'.lf<Pf<Pf "lftR~~· (Jl. 19) "~: ~ql•llf.l" (Ill: 2 7), "~ifit<1fi1?11'1'(' 
(V: 15) ~~~:- if!R'if''W"lldq*'llflr: I ~'if~~~ffil"11lf: I G. Bh. on Xlll: 2. 

(5) ~!ffif, OO'if "'f~~~~nm'(' ~ <:Rfi'1"41q: 1 G. Bh. on Xlll: 2, In both the 

places, Sankara says that karmans are to be done by ~and not by~ (self-realised) 

(6) 'l~ll'ill~"fiti~l~ifi{VJ 'if"~~ ...... W" (XVIIl: 50)~~: <:~fi'1"41lf: II 

G. Bh. on Xlll: 2 ,In this connection read: 

"d*'ll~f'<l~l""'l{lfilaf.t(lifi\"llflif ~~ 'fs~~;~f<l~l1 '<Of ...... 1 "*"~''*11 'lOiln<M":, l'li'"<'~11fllf.t 
"1"'""1i"ij,e~n;f.t,.~*l~ll G. Bh. on XVIIl: 50. The effort to remove Avidya is naturally to be done by The 

~therefore, is left without any karman to be performed. 

(7) "lfil~lt'~l'11f'-i'1fl:Rl'ii: mr: 'lffi~~'lif: I ~f<i~"'ll~lf>f: ~fffilw: I G. Bh. on 
XV: 7. Particularly in his comm. on Xlll: 2, Sankara has said that all the individual souls are 

ultimatelly one Brahman. They are separate, as It were, only empirically i.e. due to Avidya. 

(8) d'il'1'11R<ilf*'llflr: "~<:11'<111~1'1'(' (I!: 21) ~~.~'if II G. Bh. on XVlll: 3.ln 

all these three places, Sankara says that a Jiianin is qualified for karm-sannyasa only. 

( 9) lfll.'l(i<f4<:J~R: (that karmans have to be performed by the Avidvan and a Vidvan 

is qualified for sannyasa of all karmans ..... <Pf<Pr~a:ffliitsm: ~ll'il"''l~lj<JK"II (Vide 
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references given under (I) 

( 2) External Evidence : 

Anandagiri has commented upon the entire G. Bh. as available to us today, including the 

Upoddhata Bha~ya, which contains sthe much discussed description of the Lord as Narayana 

etc., and has ascribed it to Sankara only. According to Anandagiri, therefore, the entire G. Bh. 
was written by one person only, viz. Sri Sankaracarya. 

Reference has already been made to Puru~sottamji's quotation from the Upoddhata

Bha%C~ya of the G. Bh., ascribing itto Sankaracarya. The quotation contains the description of 

the Lord as Narayana etc. The authorship of this passage has been stressed here because of the 
objection taken to the description. 

The evidence of the later commentators already adduced to establish Sankara' s authorship 

of the G. Bh., will be found to prove the unity of authorship also. This, Ved. Des. and Jaya., 
commentators of Rama, and Madhva, criticise the interpretations of the G. Bh., ascribing it to 

Sankara from the beginning to the end. 

Madhu. Saras's statement (already quoted) that Sankara has commented upon every 

word of the Bhg. proves the same point. 

Venkatanatha, the author of an Independent commentary on the Bhg. has defended the G. 

Bh., from the Upodhata to the end, against Rama. and Madhva, ascribing the same In Its entirely 

to Sankara Bhagavatpada. 

Similarly, other commentators like Sadananda, Madhu, Saras, Dhanapati Surin and 
Nilakantha Caturdhara citte or rfer to the interpretations oft he G. Bh., which they ascribe at all 

places to Bha~yakara Sankara. 

It will thus be seen that both the Internal and external evidence shows clearly that the entire 

G. Bh. as available to-day, is by one person only, who is proved by other evidence to be Sri 

Sankaracarya, the wellknown commentator of the Br. Sutra and Upani~ads like the Taitti., Chband. 

and Brhadararwaka. Sri Sankaracarya's authorship of the G. Bh., therefore, stands proved and 

the proof rests on very strong evidence. 
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LIFE OF SHRI ADI SHANKARACHARYA 
(Afersh version) 

Dr. W. R. ANTARKAR, MA.,LL.B .. Ph.D .• Bombay. 

INTRODUCTON: 

An English poet says: 

"THE lives of great men all remind us, 

We can make our lives behind us 

Foot-prints on the sands of time." 

Greatness is indeed very difficult to define ooso divers the forms it has taken In the world. 

As, however Dr. Kurtakoti (SriSankaracharya,Naslk) says, a there Is a general notion of greatness 
as applied to human character.a a That which Is the ideal of greatness should not be little with 

reference to anything. No amount of wealth or power in the world can Influence them (the great) 

or can induce them to come down from the high pedestal of greatness on which they stand.' 

Spiritual giants like Shri Sankaracharya only can truly be said to be great in this sense. The lives 

of such persons are Immensely useful and helpful to all, particularly to the sadhakas, on the 

pathway to God. 

By reading the lives of the great, we live, In a way, in the presence of the great, which 

means great elevation of our being in return. As Vivekananda used to say, to say, every person Is 

essentially divine but that divinity lies smothered up and has to be roused from its deep and 

delicious slumber and made conscious of itself. We have it on the authority of Shrl Ramakrishna 

paramahamsa that the contact with the great spirituals mainly does that work of .spiritual 

awakening-even with the greatest extrovert-the so-calles atheist. These great souls have an 

atmosphere about them and that continues and endures even In their written lives which are 

charged with the same and thataffects us for our spiritual regeneration. That is the greatest 

benefit that accrues form reading the biographies of saints. We have only to read thelives In the 

proper spirit and with the proper attitude. An intelligent reading has for us a number of lessons 

if we care to I ern and to use them. Their lives show to us the true goal of life and at the same time 

set for us an example of singleness of purpose and steadfastness in the pursuit of the ideal of 
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which they are a living embodiment. They point outr to us the rigorous self-discipline that is 

neeessary so that we may check ourselves when we expect too much or too early by holding up 

to us the rigorous ideal to be reached. Their lives, lived in a true spirit of selfless dedication are 

more elopuent and effective than so many percepts and discourses, oral or written. If then we 

start practicing what their lives stand for with a sincerity of purpose and perseverance, their 

grace is bound to descend upon us to take us to the kingdom of everlasting bliss-no more to 

return to the care-worn world. With this end in view, a short sketch of the life of Sri Adi 

Shankaracharva, whose teachings are universal, is given and the plan of the biography, intended 

to be given here, is as follows: 

In his book 'Age of Shankara' (published In 1916) the late Mr.T.S.Narayana Shastri, 

(then a high court pleader. Madras) tells us that of all the biographies of Shrl Shankaracharya, 

those by Citsukhacharya and Anandagiri (respectively called Brhat Shankara Vijaya and Pracina 

Shankara Vijaya), are the oldest. The former of the two is said to be an eye-witness account, 

written as it is claimed to be by Citasukhacarya, a direct disciple and a close and constant associate 

of Shri Shankaracharya for about 2 5 years. Shri Shastri had this work with him and he has given 

in his book an English version ofShri Sharkaracharyaas life according to the same. This version 

differs in many important respects from the versions of all the later Sanskrit biographies of shri 

Shankaracharya. At the same time, it strikes us as more natural and hence more genuine than the 

later ones. Critically-milnded people mauy feel like rejecting some parts thereof and yet it is 

refreshing enough to deserve a short summary. Unfortunately, Mr. Shastri's version is income 

plete and is available only upto Shri Shankaracharya' s meeting with the great Kumarila. The 

account of his life thereafter has, therefore, to be supplemented form other sources. We are, 

therefore, to be supplemented from other sources. We are, therefore, giving below such a 

summary, with the necessary additions and with a few comments of our own in between. 

Life of Shri Shankaracharya 

In the Kerala pradesha, there is a small village called Kaladi, referred to as an agrahara. 
The place stood on the banks of the Churn! river and was known for the two temples of shri 

Govinda and shri Vrishadrinatha on the northern bank. There lived in that agrahara a Brahmin 

pair,a Shivaguru and his wife Aryamba, who had no !sues for a long time. By the grace of shrl 

1. Regarding the genuineness of this work and the other work of Anandagiri, those interested in 
the subject are kindly referred to my article in the Arts Number of the Bombay University 
Journal, September 1960. 

2 A second object in giving this rather unusual version is to try to trace, if possible , the said 
biographies of Cituskha and Anandagiri or to trace and contact the descendantsm, if any, of the 
late Mr. shastri. Ahy reader of this articlem therefore, who is likely to be able to help us in 
tracing either or both is most earnestly requested to do so. 
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Vrlshadrinatha, Shri Shankaracharya was born to Aryamba in 50 9 B.C. at Kaladi. As the later 

biographers have suggested , it is quite possible that Shivaguru and his wife practiced some 

penance or observed some strict vow for getting an illustrious son. Similar cases of Divine grace 

descending upon such specially deserving parents are not wanting even in our own days. All 

such great sons have been born to great parents, who only deserved them. Particulars of Shri 

Shankaracharyaas birth are given as: Vaishakashukla Panchami (5th day) Sunday, 50 9 B.C., 

Nandana samvatsara, in the constellation Punarvasu and In the Lagna of Dhanus. The child was 

named shankara by the parents. The child had very handsome features and it delighted the 

parents very much. 

He exhibited uncommon intelligence in his very first year and his father performed his 

initiation into the study of characters (Aksharabhyasa) when he reached his third year only. He 

was able to recite any work after hearing it only once (ekapathal.He learnt the secular branches 

of literature like gram mer and rhetoric in less than two years. Thereafter, he had to be sent to the 

Gurukul for studying the Vedas. For that purpose, it was necessary to perform his threas-ceremony 

which sivaguru did in his fifth year only. He was then sent to a Gurukula,where Citasukha or 

Visnusharman happened to be his co student. At this place slso, Shankara mas teres all the lares 

with surprising swiftness, within about three years only i.e. even 

Before he had completed his eighth year.4 As a student, he had, by his genial nature, 

'<)ndeared himself to all his associates. He had also composed a small work called Bala-bodha 

Samgraha at 6 years only. 

After finishing his training at the Gurukula, Shankara naturally returned home to his parents. 

It is possible there was some talk going on in the house about his marriage but Shankara had 

already decided to enter the order ofSannyasins and hence disliked the idea of householder's 

life. (Sivaguru seems to have passed away just about this time). Somehow, Shankara obtained 

his motheras permission for Sannyasa and after performing the first death anniversary of his 
father Shivaguru, who passed away just in Shankara' s eighth year, he left the house. Just before 

he left, he saw Lord Acyuta in a dream, who blessed him with a successful journey. He directed 
him to Govindamuni on the banks of the Narmada-river for initiation into karma-sannyasa. At 
this time, Shankara composed Acyutastaka. 

While passing through Gokarna, he was joined by VIsnusarman, who became Cltsukha 

3. All the later biographers give the name of Shivaguruas father as Vidyadhiraja, who is said to 
have been a great scholor as his very name indicates and a great follower of the Vedic Religion. 
Shivaguru also is said to have been a similar Pandit and also a follower of the Vedic Religion. In 
the beginning, he is said to have been inclined towards life· long celibacy but yielded in the end 
to the desires of his father and the advice of his preceptor who told him that a spiritual life was 
possible for a householder also. 
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later. Shankara wandered In northern India for about a year at the end of which he met 

Govindamunl atAmarakanta on the banks of the Narmada river. Govlndamuni was also informed 

by Lord Acyuta in dream of Shankara' s arrival and directed to Initiate him into Sannyasa. When, 

therefore, Shankara reached his place, he found Govindamunl walling for him, In the company 

of his son Bhartrhari and other disciples. When Shankara and Govlndamuni saw each other, 

their eyes were filled with tears. Shankara most reverentially fell at the feet of Gov!ndamunl, who 
received him most warmly. Shankara stayed there for one year and then Govindamunllnitiated 
him Into karma-sannyasa, as directed by the Lord. Shankara stayed there for one year more. 

During the total period of two years, Shankara learnt from Govlndamunl all Vedanta and other 
important works, then current. During this period again, he composed the Narmadastaka and a 

number of other minor works. 

From among the works taught by Govlndamunl, Shankara liked Gauda's Karikas on 

Mandukya Upanishad and he expressed to his Guru a desire to write a commentary on the same 

and also to see Gauda. Delighted by the suggestion, Govindamuni took Shankara to 

Badarikashrama, where he Introduced him to his own 12 0 year old guru engaged In permanent 
Brahmanista. At Shankara' s request, Gaudapada accepted him as his disciple and promised to 

teach him everything he knew. Shankara accordingly studies under him for four years and one 
day getting Gaudaas permission for writing a commentary on the Karlkas , did so. Delighted by 
his activity, Gaud a asked him to write commentaries on the prasthanatraya, which task also 

Shankara accomplished. Shankara also wrote commentaries on Nrshlma-Purva-tapni and 

Kausitaki-upanishads, Vishnusahasranama, Sanatsujata and hymns like Satpadl, Harlstuti etc., 

Overjoyed to see this activity of Shankara, Gauda,S took him to his own Guru Sukamuni 
and Badarayana Vyasa, whome Shankara praised by composing Dhanyastaka. Both the sages 

went through Shankara's commentaries and declared his commentary on Brahma Sutras a 

correct interpretation thereof. Thereafter, blessing him and bidding him to go to Kasi to spread 
his philosophy of Advaita, all three disappeared. 

4. Many people have doubted have doubted this possibility and scholars have tried to interpret the 
same variously. All that, however, seems- unnecessary. The rule of ordinary persons cannot be 
applied to figures like Shri Shankaracharya. The external education is just a formality for them. 
Jnaneshevara, another example of the same type, has explained the phenomenon in his own 
inimitable way as follows: 
"A small bodily form appears and the dawn of self-knowledge breaks , like the morning light in 
advance of the Sun. Then, without attaining any age or any particular stage of life, omniscience 
woos the persons even in his child-hood. Due to the possession by him of an intellect, which has 
ripened in the previous life, the mind itself issues forth all !ores an all the sciences flow 
automatically from his lips". 
This is not mere poetry but a statement of a fact from personal experience for Jnaneshevara was 
himself an example in point. It is to be remembered that this description is given in connection 
with a Yogabhrasta. We have to judge for ourselves how much it applies to born siddhas like 
Shankaracharya. The writer is personally aware of a similar example, only about seventy years 
back. 
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When Shankara was left alone in that lonely place, longing for a Guru, he saw a mystic 
Guru in human form, holding In his four hands a rosary of pearls, pitcher of nectar, a sacred book 

and Chinmudra and seated on a stately tabernacle at the foot of banyan tree on one of the peaks 
of Kailasa and surrounded by holy and hoary sages like Vaslstha. Vamadeva, Badarayana, Suka, 

Goudapada and others, seated, like disciples. Sankara approached this new Guru and praised 
Hin in his famous Dakshlnamurtl hymn, he composed at the time. Then, at the Intercession of 
Sukamuni on his behalf, the Divine Teacher received him as a disciple and asked his attendants 
to prepare him for initiation into Adhyatma-Sannyasa. When accordingly he was so made ready 

by bathing him In the waters of the Ganges and smearing him with ashes, and he had once more 
renounced all worldly desires, he was presented to Him a second time. Sankara, then, not 

knowing how to worship Him composed a hymn called Para-puja which offered by way of 

worship. Then the Divine Teacher Initiated him Into the four Mahavakyas and presented to him 

the Sacred book, which was found to be the same as his own commentary on the Brahmasutra. 

Thereafter the Divine Teacher tookSankara to Mahakilasa where Sankara beheld Lord siva In 

all His divine glory and composed two hymns In praise of the same.Sankara was now d3clared 
a Jivan-mukta and orderd by Him to go forth as a paramahamsa par!vrajakacharya. He was also 
blessed with a long life and sound health. 6 

After taking his blessings, Sankara returned to the hermitage of Badarayana, where he 

found his companion Vishnusar 

(Every person Is not intended to work for the uplift of others. Particularly In the spiritual 

field,only those who have the divine sanction behind them are successful in leading people on 

a large scale to God. God or the Guru keeps behind his chosen person his great strength, which 

is essential for the purpose. The ordinary person should be content with doing the duty according 
to his station in life and while doing so should try to keep his mind attached to God. This is really 
the message left for us by these great souls and we should act as they have asked us to and not as 
they acted.) man as Chituskha, who was waiting for him all the time since the disappearance of 
the three sages and Sankara and to whom Sankara recounted all his adventures on Kailasa and 

Mahakailasa. 

Just as the two were ready to go to Benares, Agnisarman, a relative of sankara. Came 

with bags of gold and jewels from his mother and told Sankara that his mother was very !II and 

desired to see him. Sankara immediately changed all his plans and dedicated all the money to 

Lord Narayana for reconstruction and rennovatio8n of the ancent Visnu he had obtained from 
the river Alakananda after diving into itten times. After the consecration-ceremony was over, he 

5. Shri Shankaracharya is a true disciple, who had no idea of self and his humility and surrender to 
his Guru personified. Complete surrender to the Guru without the least thought of self is a sine 
qua non of a good disciple who aspires to God-realisation. Such a person alone qualifies himself 
for the higher and higher benefits of GU111ls grace till he attains the Supreme. 
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placed Agnlsaraman in charge of the temple and then with Ch!tsukha came to Kalati. Before he 

leftSankara had also created a hotwater lake just below the shrine of the Badarlnatha temple for 

his aged Guru Gov!ndamunl to bathe in every day In those cold regions of the Himalayas. 

When Sankara came home alongwlth Chitsukha, he found his mother grown extremely 
weak but still able to walk about In the house. Both were delightede to see each other and Sankara 

after touching her feet In reverence, embraced her with all filial affection. One day, being very ill, 
she requested sankara to discourse to her on things that would bring to her peace of mind. He 

explained to her through Tatvabodha, his philosophy of Advalta, In the simplest language 

possible. She however, found thattoo beyond her intellectual capacity and asked him to sing a 

hymn to Lord Krishna whom she had worshipped all her life. Sankara, therefore, composed a 
beautifulhymn (Krishnastaka) to Lord Krishna, at the end of which Lord Krishna appeared 

before her in his Divine form. The mother was filled with joy to behold the form and felt extremely 
happy and blessing her son In his grand undertaking, gave up her body like a yogin. In keeping 

with his promise at the time of renunciation, he perfomed her funeral rites himself In the backyard 
of his own house, In accordance with an ancient custom of Keraliya brahmlns. At the time of 

setting fire to the pyre. He composed a small hymn in praise of his mother, which (hymn) Is 

replete with very delicate filial feeling. 

In the meantime, a young Brahmin boy named Sanandana come to Kalati and Informed 

Sankara that Govindamunl was seriously Ill at Amarakanta on the banks of the Narmada and 

desired to see him before his death. Sankara therefore Immediately left for the place and arrived 
at it in one month's time Govindamuni lay unconscious on his bed, surrounded by his discjples 

watching his last moments. Immediately, however, he hears Sankara's voice he recovered 
consciousness, and sat up in his bed and embraced sankara. He then exhorted him to undertake 

a Digvijaya-Yatra throughout India and propagate his philosophy and Instructed his disciples 
to follow sankara as their master. He then imparted to him the last lesson regarding duties of a 

sannyasln (Thriyasrama Dharmopadesa) blessed Sankara again and with Om as the last syllable 
of his liops. Quietlv passed away. I twas Kartika purnlma, Thursday, 4 9 5 B.C. When Emperor 

Harsa Vikramaditya of Ujjaln heard of his father's death, he repaired to the place where his 
father's body was interred by his disciples and In memory of the last word Om uttered by him, 

7 Sanandana was the son of a Brahmin pair Madhava and Lakshmi, belonging to a learned and 
arich family and living at Ahobils, famous for the temple of Lord Narsimha. The parents died 
early and he was brought un by his maternal yncle Divakaradhavarin. a disciple of the famous 
Mimamsaka, Prabhakarabhatta. He was married to his unclef!S daughter but could not get on 
with either and set out in search of a Guru. He came to pravaa where he came across 
pravhakara himself who could not, however, satisfy him. Then Lord Narsirnha directed him to 
shri Shankaracharya. He , there fore . went to Badarikashrama to see him, only to learn from 
shri Govindamuni that he had gone to kalati. He then came to kalati alone to see Shri 
sankaracharya, who on learning his history, promised to teach him Vedanta philosophy and to 
initiate him into Sannyasa after he had seen Shri Govindamuji. 
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caused to be built the temple of Omkaranatha over his Samadhi8
· 

Immediately after Govindamuni' s passing away, Sankara. As previously promised. Initiated 

Sanandana Into the order of Sannvasins and taught him the essence of philosophy by composing 
Atmabodha ofr the purpose. Sanandana wrote a commentary Vedantasara on this Atmabodha. 
From this place, Sankara started on his triumphant tour. 

With Chitsukha, Sananda and others, Sankara came to rayaga, where on Maghi-Amavasya 
day, he bathed at Triveniand gave offerings ot hismother and Guru. Then visiting some sacred 

spots, he came and settled down at Bharadvaja's Asrama. At this time, he composed hymns like 

prayagastaka, yamunastaka etc. At this place, Sankara started propounding his philosophy 

contained in his various commentaries. He soon became famed for his Vedantic learning and 

students from different parts elf India began to come to him for instruction. In the morning he 
went with his disciples for bath at Trivenl. After the morning duties. He went back to the asrama 
and propounded his philosophy. In the afternoon. He held discussions with his disciples. 
answering their questions and clearning their doubts. 

One day, Sankara, with his disciples, wentto see the Aksaya-Vata, when he saw a young 

Brahmin, affected by leprosy all over his body, trying to end his life. On seeing Sankara, he 

appealed to him for mercy. Sankara was moved by his sight and by touching him, cured him 

completely. He turned into a handsome young man and people exclaimed 'Udaka' (***)free 

from karks of leprosy) which was the name he was called by thenceforward. Then Sankara at his 

instance, initiated him Into the mysteries of Vedanta philosophy and made him a Sannyasin and 
his disciple. 

Another day, Sankara had been to Pratisthana-purl (Modern Jhansil where lived the famous 
Mimamsaka. Prabhakara. Hearing ofSankara's arrival, he wentto see him and to convert him to 
his own view, according to which, performance ofKarmans Viz., sacrifices, was the sole objective 

of human life. Sankara, however, argued with him calmly for a few hours and convinced him of 

the superiority of spiritual knowledge and that performance of Karmans brought about purification 

of the mind, which gave rise to Para Bhakti, which in its turn resulted in the realisation of the 

identity of the self with Brahman and that alone was the way to liberation. With Prabhakara's 

conversion, the entire agrahara, consisting of about 2 0 0 0 followers of prabhakara, was converted 
to Sankara's faith. 

The Prabhakara had a son called Prithvidhava (or 'dhara') who had suddenly stopped 

talking from his fifth year, and would neither eat nor play. Prabhakara had tried all methods to 

cure him but without success. He now fell atSailkara's feet and requested him to cure his boy. 

8 This is Chitsukhaas version of the famous Omkaresvara Manir on the banks of the Narmada. 
Which is ,at present , regarded as on of the 12Jyotir!ingas. The actual spot, as at present visible 
to the eyes, appears more like a samakhi than like a Lingam. 
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When the boy was brought to him, Sankara by his very first glance at him realised that he was a 

self-realised person a-born siddha. Sankara placed his hand on his head and asked him who he 
was. To the surprise of all present, he answered the question in 12 stanzas, which since then, 

have become immortal as Hastamalaka stotra. The boy then got h!mselt initiated into Sannyasa 

by Sankara who named him Hastamalaka. Prabhakara, who was witnessing all this, requested 

Sarikara to make him also a Sannyas!n and initiate him into the mysteries of Vedanta pl!losophy. 

Sankara composed*** (Tattvopadesa) and taught it to Prabhakara, who renounced the world 

and destroying all his works on Purvamimamsa of which he now felt ashamed, followed Sarikara 

as his disciple. After his conversion, only one disciple of Prabhakara, called Salikantha stuck to 

the Gurumata and wrote a work called prakaran-panchika. Sarikara, after this Incident, went 

back to his asrama, with his old and new disciple. 

Yet another day, Sarikara was going to Kausamb!, when he saw a pair of old brahmin 

parents, mourning over their dead son, kept in front of them. Sarikara pitied them and wished to 

help them out of their misery. Just then, an aerial voice broke out saying that compassion, which 

did not have the power to remove misery was useless. Sarikara immediately replied that God 

alone could show. such compassion and if He but willed, the boy would rise. To the surprise of 

the parents the boy arose as sf rom sleep. All the people who witnessed it were full of happiness 

and soon the whole city of Kausambi became a scene of bliss. 

Something after this incident, just as Sarikara was resting in the morning one day, with his 

disciples on the holy banks of Triveni, under the shade of a Tamala-tree, news was brought to 

him that Kumarila, the great champion of Purva-Mimamsa was about to commit himself to 

flames in a secluded part of a village near Ruddhapur, probably one of the suburbs attached to 

Prayaga. Sankara hastened to the spot but only to find him already lying on a funeralpyre, made 

up of heaps of chaff (Tusanala) surrounded by Brahmins, chanting vedic Mantras appropriate 

for a Vedic prayach!tta which Bhatta Kumarlla was bent upon carrying out at any cost. Then, 

perhaps in reply to Sarikara's query, Bhatta gave him the following account of himself. 

After the training in the Gurukula al.:>ng with other brahmin boys he came out with all the 

Sastric knowledge and Vedic culture available at the then seats of learning. Further, he made a 

special study of the science of purva Mimamsa-Sutra and wrote an exhaustive gloss on Sabara's 

commentary, advocating therein the path of sacrificial rites, to the exclusion of the path of 
knowledge. 

The Jains, at the time, who were highly critical of the Vedic religion, were growing from 
strength to strentgh. He wanted to check their success but could not. 

They admitted no brahmin into the!rfold. Hence, he d!gu!sed himself as aja!n monk and 
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got himself enrolled as a disciple ofVardhamana Mahavira, the new leader of the jains. Under 

Mahavira, he learnt all their religion and philosophy and was treated by Maha. with special 

favour. The other disciples therefore hated him. One day, Mahavir ridiculed the Vedic religion 

and Vedic Gods a little too much with the result that Kumarila shed tears. His colleagues noticed 

this and cautiously brought It to the notice ofMaha., who now suspected him to be a brahmin 

heretic. He then conspired with his disciples to make short work of Kumarila, to prevent him 

going out with their secrets. One day, therefore, as Kumarila was resting In the moonlight the 

disciples took him to their Guru's terrace, where Maha. was enjoying rest. The disciples kept 

chit-chatting and playing for some time and then getting a hint from their Guru. managed to 

throw Kumarila out of the terrace. Kumarila remembered his Vedas and just said to himself: "If 
the Vedas are true revelations, they will save me from death. "He came down unhurt except 

some Injury to his eyes, due to their coming Into contact with some hard object. Anyhow he 

escaped and ever since, became an uncompromising opponent ofMaha. He launched a regular 

crusade against the Jalns and drove them from court to court, with the hlep of kings like Sudhanvan 

of Dvaraka, whom he converted to the Vedic religion, which he preached from one end of the 

country to the other. During the contests with the jalns, he managed to have the heads of jains cut 

off by their own oaths. 

At the end of all his career, however, he began to feel very strongly that he had been guilty 

of the great sin of Guru-droha and considering that self-Immolation In fire was the only way to 

atone for it, he was doing the same now. 
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LIFE OF SHRI ADI SHANKARACHARYA 
Ill 

68 

hitsukaas version Is not available hereafter. None of the later biographers inspires 

confidence in regard to their accounts o!Shri Sankaracharyaas life, except for some broad facts. 

We have, therefore to be satisfied with only a rough sketch of his subsequent life. Making use of 

a few suggestions available from Chitsukha, we can state the same as follows: 

Shri Sankaracharya had already started his triumphant tour (~'fro) when he met 

Kumar!la.There seems to have been no fruitful exchange with him. Kumarlla Insisted on carrying 

out his act of atonement but at the same time, directed Shri Shankaracharya to his great disciple 

Mandana and to Mandana he now repaired. 

Mandana was a northerner and lived with his wife Bharati or Ubayabharati or Vani9. Both 

of them were very learned persons and lived in a palatial house-vidyalaya-which was a veritable 

seat of learning. Hundreds of disciples studied under the guidance of this great Mimamasaka, 

who practised what he preached-nay, for whom, what he preached was his ltfebreath. When Shri 

Shankaracharya came to theplace, he made some casual enquiries about his residence and on 

being told some signs-which bave been poetically described by the biographers later-he found 

out the place without much difficulty. Shri Shankaracharya appraosed Man dana of the object of 

his visit and Mandana agreed to the discussion, though, in addition to being impressed by the 

brilliant face of Shri Sankaracharya appraised Mandana of the object of his visit and Mandana 

agreed tothe discussion, though, in addition to being impressed by the brilliant face of Shri 

Sankaracharya, he may have been maused quite a little by the youthful audacity of the boy, still 

in his teens, who challenged him to a wordy fight. Mandanaas wife acted the judge between the 

two but Instead of sitting there throughout the discussion she adopted the ruse of placing a 

garland each round the necks of both, leaving the same to decide the issue. 

Mandana was a great scholar indees but Shri Shankaracharya was a peculiar combination 

of learning and spiritual wisdom and with the help ofthe same, he convinced Man dana in a very 

; 

I The name of the place of Mandanai\s residence has been given as Vijilabindu in Kashmir by the 
older biographers like Chidvilasa and we have accepted the same. 
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short time indees, 1 0 of the supremacy of self-knowledge over mere action, which qualified a 
man for the same by purifying the mind if only done selflessly and with a view to God. He showed 
to him that there was a beyond to action and that heavenly bliss was not all. He proved to him that 
manas inner self would, in the long run, not to be satisfied with the temporary happiness that 
action at its maximum, could give. That self was infinite and permanent peace and would rise in 
revolt against an unmixed material life of short-lived fruits of action, which brought In its train, 
restlessness throughout. Sannyasa is only an outward sign of the true nature of the soul. Shri 
Shankarcharyaas greatest achievement was that he brought the people back to a life of Inward 
peace and higher wisdom from an atmosphere which was overcharged with almost an exclusive 
persuit of sense life and the restlessness of incessant activity and nothing but activity. The 
supremacy of such of a life and theory he established twice when he pocketed the two stalwarts 
convinced of his day-Prabhakara and Mandana. The latter was thoroughly convinced of his 
stand and became Sureshvara-a sannyasln at the hands of Shri Shankaracharya, whom he now 
followed as his humble disciple. 

The next great thing thatShri Shankarachrya did was the establishment of mutts. He had 
revived the philosophy of the Upanishads and set it on a firm foundation by defeating in 
arugment the leading opponents thereof-the mimamsakas. He must have comtlnued to 
comsolidate this work by overcoming the other disputants also. Then, however, remained the 
task of keeping the light of the knowledge burning through the succeeding genetations and for 
that purpose, he established the different mutts at the differemt cprmers pf lje cplmtry. 

He established his first mutt at DWARAKA on the west coast and placed Vishvarupa 
(Mandanaas brother, according to ChitsukaJ alias Brahmasvarupacharya In charge of the same. 
This j(t;l'i'l<."'11"'1.;- was later succeeded byChitsukhacharya. (Chitsukha). Therefore, he seems to 
have gone to Nepal, the visit being referred to In the Nepal Vamsavali and In the Guru Vamsha 
Kavya of Kasi Lakshmana Surin. The former tells us that the visit took place in the reign of king 
Vrishabhadeva who named his son Shankaradeva in memory of the visit. Thereafter, Shri 
Shankaracharya founded his mutt at Badari-Kedara, (Jyotir mutt) and kept Totakacharya 11 in 
charge of the same. Thence he seems to have come to Benares, where a few interesting stories 
are told about him as follows: 

One day, in the co use of his round in the city, Shrl Sankaracharya came actoss a student of 
Grammer, studying the root~ (referrde to asf§¥(<1i""l) With his divine vision, he divined that his 
end was near and hence he adoressed to him the famous~ asking him to worship 
Govinda instead of wasting time on the study of Grammar. Like a true saint, he pointed out to 
him the futility of learning at the last minute of his life, when only thought about God would help 
the soul. The saints are mainly interested in the uplift of the soul and in the worldly well-being 

2 It does not seem necessary to agree with the biographers who tell us that the discussion went on 
for weeks and even months. Secondly, none of them gives anything like a true or a reliable 
account of the same. We have, therefore, given what can be grthered as the substance thereof. 
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only in so far as it aids the former. The thoughe at death summareses the life-history of a man 
and decides his next birth and hence the saints help a person during his last moments by keeping 
his mind fixed on God through his name. 

The second story relates to Sa~ndana. Shr! Sankaracharya used to treat him with some 
special favour. The other disciples resented this through a feeling of jealousy. Shri Sankaracharya 
came to know this and wanted to set them right. One day Shr! Sankaracharya had gone to the 
other side of the Manikarn!ka river. All the disciples had gathered on the opposite bank. Just 
then Shir Sankaracharya asked Sanandana to go to him. Without thinking even for a moment, 
Sanandana walked over the current of the river and reached his Guru. We are told that a lotus 
appeared underneath every step he took on the surface of the water and that thenceforth he came 
to be called Padmapada. The disciples realised immediately why Shr! Sankaracharya treated 
Sanandana differently from themselves. 

The power of true faith is far greater than we can Imagine and is the very heart of true 
disciples like padmapada. We should not, therefore, dismiss or deride such stories as fabrications 
of fancy but should try to cultivate the same in ourselves by cont!onuous Sadhana, which is the 
results. Shr! Shankaracharya placed Padmapada in charge of the Govardhanamutt, which he 
established at Jagnatha purl on the East coast on his way back to the south. 

Shri Shankaracharya now came to Sringer!, where he established a mutt and one temple to 
Sharada, the Goddess of Learning-perhaps in honour ofthe revered wife of Mandana. The mutt 
was placed in charge of Hastamalaka, a life-long celibate~~~- Is to preside over the 
Sharada Pitha at Sringeri. The selection of a place so rich in the gransurpr!se In an Intellectual 
like Shri Sankaracharya. Perhaps, it was here that the disciples wrote their philosop!cal works. 
There seems to have been some displeasure among the disciples over Sureshvara then wrote an 
independent work ~"''ii>f~~ and the Brhadarnyaka Upanishadas and Padmapada wrote only a 
tika on the Sutra-bhashya, of which the Panchapadika only is ava!lable today. 12 

I tis possible thatShr! Shankaracharya visited some places in the south like Rameshvara 
before he came to Kanchi to spend has last days in peace. After he came to Kanchi, he got the city 
rebuilt into two parts, viz. S!vakanch! and V!shu-kanch! the temple of Goddess Kamakshi
perhaps at the hands of the reigning king of the place and established a Mutt for himself at the 
place. 

Kanch! has been considered, down all these ages, as one of the seven cities conferring 

11 There are two versions about tbis disciple of Shri Sankaracharya. The one by Chidviaiasa 
appears to be more natural. It is as follows :-
Totakacharyaas first name was Kalanatba and he was tbe son of a Brahmin called 
Vishvantbadhvarin, who lived at Kasi. He kearnt about Shri Sankaracharya and came and 
surrendered to him. At tbat time, he praised Shri Sankaracharya in 8 stanzas in the totaka metre 

having the refrain ~-~,.'!4:~1oM ~After serving him diligently for some time Kalanatha begged 
to be initiated into Sannyasa. Shri Sankaracharya was so delighted to hear tbis that he simply 
rounded him in a close embrace. He tben duly made him a Sannyasin and named him 
Totakacharya in view of tbe initial stanzas he had composed in tbe totaka metre. 
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Moksha and was In those days a great seat of learning also. It seems better to agree with Chitsuka 
who tells us that the celebrated ~was at Kanchiitself and that Shri Sankaracharya crowned 
the achievements or his life by ascending that pitha. He must have become quite a well-known 
person by that time and none but very few persons could have thought of questioning him. One 
of such persons, perhaps a lady, must have been very shrewd to ask him something pertaining to 
the science of Eroties. Shri Shankaracharya could not give the answer consistently with his life
long celibacy. He, therefore, resorted to the body of some other person, perhaps of the dead kind 

' Amaruka, obtained the necessary experience at first hand and even composed a poem, now 
going under the name Amarukasataka. 12 

Every person, however great, is bound by the laws of Time. ShriSankaracharya had finished 
the great mission of his life, viz., the establishment of the supremacy of the way of God over the 
way of the senses and had set up five centres to propagate these ideals and then what unnerves 
us even to remember today, happened one day. Just when he had completed 3 2 years of his life 
in this world, he sat. One day, in a simple yogic posture in front of the Goddess Kamakshi and 
after a parting message to all about him to preserve in the path of God, left his body and this world 
lor good. 

Shri Sankaracharya was no more bodily and yet he lives in spirit even today. He lives in his 
message which he lived for and propagated every moment of his life and if we that are left behind 
revere him truly, it is upto us to try sincerely to translate his teachings in our lives till we reach the 
ideal he has set before us. That is the true way to revere him, that is what will make him truly 
happy and his long and strenuous life purposeful. Let us, therefore, earnestly pray to him only 
that our wandering mind be weaned away from the senses to God and laid to eternal rest. 

12 It is very difficult to say anything about the story that is told that is told that when Padmapada 
had gone to his maternal uncle's house and showed him his commentary on the ~ of Sri 
Shankaracharya the uncle was much chagrined to fmd his own Guru Prabhakara criticised 
therein and that, therefore, burnt, in Padmapada's absence, his own house and the commentary 
therewith. The story may or may not be true. It only accounts for the fraction~ only of the 
original work that is available to us today. 

13. While giving the account of Shri Shankaracharya's I have purposely avoided the controversies. 
The unsatisfactory nature of the account particularly the latter part - is, however, quite clear 
and that is due to the scantiness of reliable material on the subject. It, therefore, shows how 
urgently necessary it is to unearth the older biographies particularly that of Chitsukacharya, 
which is claimed to be an eye-witness account and which, from the earlier version given herein, 
appears to be far more natural and appealing. Such of the readers, therefore, as may be able to 
help us trace the books or at least the descendants of the late Mr. Shastri (his grandson is 
reported to be somewhere in Mysore at the present moment), are one more earnestly requested 
to do so. We may be contacted through this Magazine. 
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By W.R. ANTARKAR 

This is one of the controversial points In the biography of Sankaracarya. There Is a general, 

though not absolute, agreement among the biographers of Sankaracarya that this was the 

crowining achievem-ent and almost the last major event in his life, which came to an end very 

soon thereafter. There is, however, sharp difference of opinion as to where exactly the incident 

took place and the contest lies between Kasmira In the north and Kai\ci In the south. 

Su~ama tells us that according to Br.S.V. of Cit. and Pr. S.V. of Anand a (both the works still 

not available) the incident took place at Kai\ci and so do some of the S.V.s. viz., S.Ca. of Gov. 

S.V. Vilasa of Cid., San. Daya of Raja. D. and Br. S.V. of Br. Saras2 S.V. of Anania and Acarya 

Vijaya Campu of Valli, omit the Incident altogether, while 11 S.V. s describe the incident at 

Ka~mlra In the north. 

From the third group, Bhg. Day a of Lak~mal)a Surln alone refers to Sailkara's ascension 

of the ~at two different places and on two different occasions. 3 The first was at Mahi~matl 
and after the defeat of Mal)c;lana. When, after the defeat of Man, his wife Sarada is ready to depart 

for her heavenly abode, Sankara calls upon her to declare herself defeated or to argue with him, 

because without defeating her, his omniscience(~) would not be established (VI: 6 7) and a 

little later, after a discussion between the two and after the Incident of Para-kaya-pravesa, Sailkara 

is said to have acquired omniscience which Sarada also Is said to have acknowledged. At the 

end of Ch. IV only, Sailkara is said to have desired to ascend the~(st.81) and even though 

he is not described anywhere in the whole context as having actually ascended the~. the 

colophon at the end of Ch. VII is named ~~G-ioi<:l0i. As a matter of fact, there never was any 

~at Mahi~mati and not even one out of the remaining 16 S.V.S and made the slightest 

reference to or suggestion about the same and as such, all this story as found in the Bhag. Day a 
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is very confusing and inexplicable indeed. 

The second and also the real nad actual ~~~'loliJI\"1 has been described in ch.IX (which is 

the last one in this work), at the end of Sankara's life and as having taken place at Kasmira. On 

this occasion also, Sarada in actual form(~ Is said to have declared Sankara to be omniscient 
(~),after he had actually ascended the~. There Is, of course, no debate between Sankara 

and Sarada nor the incident of Y«lil~l:i'l11 on this occasion. 

According to Mr. T.S. Nara, Sastri4 and Swami Sakhyanandaji from Trichur, it was 

Abhinava Sankara, a later Sankaracarya of the Kai\ci Pitha that ascended the~ in Kasmira 

while Adi Sankara ascended the one in Kai\ci. They have based their statement on Sankara 

Vilasa ofVakpatl Bhatta. said to be the biography of Abhi. Sankara Vilasa ofVakpati Bha!\a, said 

to be the biography of Abhi. Sankara which was available to the two.) have said enough about 

this work in my article on the date of Adi. Sankara4a. The contention of these two, writers is that 

there has been a lot of confusion between the life-accounts of Adi Sankara and Abhi. Sankara 

and that the Incident of~~~'loliJI\"1 is one of the many incidents In the life of the latter transferred 

to that of Adi Sankara. 

Th€ Incident proper Involves an Intellectual and academic debate between Sankara on 

one side and scholars or Pandits In the different fields of learning like Sankhya, Nyaya, Mimamsa. 

The actual discussions, however, described by the biographers (I.e. S.V.sl as having taken place 

on the occasion between Sankara and the Pandits are, at least to my mind, absolutely 

commonplace and more conjectural or even imaginary than real, showing the biographers' 
utter lack of any real and reliable information or knowledge about what actually took place on 

the occasion, even as In the case of Sankara MaJJ<iana discussion. 

The timing of the incident and also what follows the same- where actually Sankara went 

thereafter- vary somewhat, particularly in the case of the Kasmira version. 

Regarding timing, according to Vya., Gov., Mad., Sada., Nila., and Lak~mana Surln (Bhag. 

Day a) Sankara came to know about the ~In Kasmira, with 4 doors In 4 directions and that 

the southern door only remained to be opened, the other three having been opened already by 

respective Pandits and the Pitha ascended by them after establishing their~. Sankara, 

therefore, went to Kasmira to open the fourth door and ascent the S. Pi!ha, by establishing his 
own omniscience. According to G. V.K., Sankara first went to Kasmira and then only came to 

know about the S. Pi!ha there and then went there to open the fourth door and ascend the S. 

Pi!ha. According to Cid., (who locates the Pitha at Kai\ci while according to Br. Saras., King 

Rajasena of Kai\ci built a newS. Pi~ha at Kaiici at the instance of Sure. so that Sankara could 

ascend the same. 5 
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About Sankara's actually going to Kasmira, Vya. says that he went there after the 

Hastamalaka incident which, according to Vya., was almost the last Incident In Sankara's life 

prior to lii<W'~loli:h\"1 and then Sankara Is taken to Kasmira from Sri-Valli Agrahara where that 

Incident (of Hasta) took place. According toG. V.K., Sankara went from Purl to Kasi and thence 

to Kasi. According to Mad. Sada., Nila., Sankara went to Kasi after his meeting with Gauc;la. at 

Kasi (G.V.K. makes no mention at all of such a meeting) while according to Lak~mar:1a Surin 

(Shag. Day a.), he went to Kasm. from Badari, after his meeting with Dattatreya at that place. Cid. 

and Br. Saras locate the~ at Kaiici and while CJd. (called Sri Matha) at Srngeri, Br. Saras 

describes It !mmediatelly after King Ra]asena has built the Kamak~i temple, the two cities Siva

Kaiici and Vi~nu-Kaiici and a newS. Pith a as per Sure.'s Instructions. As said earlier as per Cid., 

the S. Pitha existed in Kaiici already. 

The Incident of Sankara's 'l('f'Jql~~~l with a view to answering a question pertaining to the 

Kama-Sastra ofVatsyayana, put to Sankara by one of the questioners, has been described by all 

the S.V.s. almost without an exception. The same has, however, been described by Gov., Cid., 

Raja. D., Br. Saras, and Lak~manaSurln In connection with the Incident of ••• while the remaining 

about 1 0 biographers describe it in the context of Sankara Mandmana debate and as a kind of a 

sequel thereto. 7 

Lastly, regarding the actual '~loiDifl, we are told by Vya., Gov .. Mad., Sada., and Nila. that 

an aerial voice objected to Sankaras ascending the Pitha with his purity soli led by contact with 

the harem ladies and was allowed to do so only after he tendered a satisfactory explanation. 

According to Cit., Raja. D., G. V.K. and Bhag. Day a, no objection was raised and ascended the S. 

Pith a forthwith, Cid, and Lak~mana Surin adding that an aerial voice (Sarada according to the 

latter) announced suo mot! that was really omnis!ent and quite fit to ascend the Pitmha and then 

actually did so. According to Br. Saras., when theS. Pitha was ready and was ready to ascend it, 

he himself invited all to a discussion and after some Brahmins on the bank of the Tamraparni 

river, who questioned him about his tenet of the Identity of the individual and supreme souls, 

were satisfied by him, he had to argue with a very young boy quite for some time and satisfy him 

also before he could ascend the S. Pitha, without any objection to his doing so on the ground of 

impurity. 

Regarding what follow Sankara's lil<l$~lo1Dii"l Mad. and Nila. say that immediately thereafter. 

Sankara went to Badari or Kedara as per Lak~mana Stirin and then to the Himalayas, where he 

laid down his body. According to Sada and G.V.K., however, Sailkara came back to Srilgeri and 

while, according to Sad a, he went to Badarivana direct from Srilgeri for his final exit from the 

world, according to G.V.K. he established a Matha at Srn. and placed Sure. incharge of the same, 

then took out the image of Narayana and asked Padmapada to build a temple for the image at 

Badar!, then went to Kasi and then to Nepal to have darsana of Goddess Siddhesvari and finally 
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went to the hermitage of DaWitreya,8 from where he did not return. Even according to Cid., 
Sarikara after ascending the S. Pitmha at Kaficl, visited a number of places like Cidambaram. 
Madyarjuna, Ramesvara, Madura, Gokarl)a, Dwaraka etc., till he went to Badarl and finally to 
the cave of Dattatreya from where he went to Kailasa i.e. laid down his body some where In the 
Himalayas. According to Br. Saras. Sarikara's Digvijaya-yatra starated after he ascended the S. 
Pitmha in Kaficl. According to Vya., he went to some pleasant country(~) after ascending 
the Pitha while according to Gov., Sarikara visited sacred places and finally came to Vrracala in 
Kerala in the south where he laid down his body. This iswhatthe variousS.V.s. have to say about 

Sarikara' s ascending the~-

According to Mr. R. G. Sarma and Mr. R.K. lyer, Kumbakonam mutt maintains that Adi 
Sarikara ascended what Mr. lyer calls a "duplicate" S. Pitha at Kaficl which was created by 
Sarikara himself9. Mr. lyer refers to Kumba. Mutt advocates while Mr. Sarma refers to some 
propaganda books of that Mutt. Neither of them has specified the name of any advocate or book. 
A little later, Mr.lyer quotes to the same effect from a book by Sri N.K. Venkatesan Pantalu. His 
nook has not been named but perhaps, the same book an dits author are meant by nMr. Smarma 
and Mr. lyer. According to Mr.lyer, the absurdity oft he suggestion is heightened by the idea that 
his duplicate Sarvajfia Pitmha was created by Sarikara himself in his own mutt because no 
distinction or speciality can attach to ascending such aS. Oitmha. Mr.Sarma on the other hand, 
raises a query as to whether Sarikara was so egoistic(~) as to create such aS. Pitha himself 
and then ascend II." 

Now, even of someone makes such a claim, weare not bound to accept! I, only to be able 
to criticise II, because there is no support for It anywhere in theS.V.S. Out of 1 7 S.V.s. Br. S.V. 
of Br. saras. only, says that Sure, asked the then Kaficl king Rajasena to prepare aS. Pitha at 
Kaficl so that his Guru i.e. Sarikara could ascent II. f::ven according to his version, It was no 
Sarikara who created the S. Pith a himself, Even this much has not been said by any of the other 
S. V.s. or by any other old work and hence we need not accept it. Even Su~ama of Atmabodhendra, 
which quotes as from Vya. one stanza (not found in the printed edition thereof), which refers to 
Sankara's ascending the S. Pitha In his own Mutt at Kaficl, does not say that the S. Pitha was 
created by Sarikara himself there. 

About Gov.'s statement that Sankara went to Kaficl, again (li;f:J, adding to the 
splendour of Jambu-dvipa In Bharata - Mac.ldala and known as Kasmira Manmdala, I have 
shown In my preface to my edition of Gov.'s S.Ca.12 that the explanations of this passage 
that it refers to Kaficl, (*'fi) Kasmira In the north and not to Kaficl, (~ In the South 
(Mr. Sarma's view) 13 and that Gov. was confused and in a fix (Mr. R.K.Iyer) 14 are both not 

tenable becasue the whole context refers to Sarikara's itinerary in the south and the explicit 

mention of Goddess Kamak~i clinches the issue in favour of Kaficl, (~ In the south, at 

least as far as Gov. Is concerned. 
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As regards Sankara's ascending both the S. Pi!has, viz., in Kasmira and in Kai\ci, as said by 
Mr. Ramesan 15 and even Mr. A. Kuppuswamy 16, we have to set it aside as not supported by 
any S.V. They have just described or referred to Sankara's ascension at both the places, without 
indicating their own preference or their own view in the matter. I !that were their personal view, 
they have not given any basis for the same. 

Mr. R.K.lyerascribes to the Kumba Mutt "novel view" thatAdi Sat'lkara Kai\cl, ascended 

the S. Pitha at Kai\cl, while Abhi. Sankara Kai\ci,., one of the later Acarya of the Kai\cl, Mutt 
ascended it in Kasmira because Su~ama, while commenting on st. 6 4 of G.R.M., says that works 
like Vidya, Sankara Kai\ci, Vijaya, Sankara Vijaya and S. S. Jaya have by mistake attributed 
ascension of the S.Pi!ha in KMmira to Adi. Sat'lkara Kai\ci, 18 when it actually belonged to Abhi. 
Sankara Kai\ci, Mr. lyer here remarks that the advocates of this view forgot that they were thereby 
bringing down Adi. Sat'lkara to the level of ascending a duplicateS. Pith a In Kai\ci, himself. 

The second part of Mr.lyer's criticism, viz., self-creation of the S. Pi!ha by Sankara Kai\cl, 
has been answered already. Regarding the 'duplicate'S. Pi!ha, if at all there was really in existence 
any S. Pi!ha at Kai\ci, In Sankara's time, there Is no reason for calling it a diplicate S. Pitha 
because in that case, we do not know which ofthe twoS. Pitha was the earlier one, presuming 
that both the S. Pi!has existed simultaneously in Sankara's time nd henceSankara's ascending 
the one atKai\ci, need not be said to have been below his dignity. And even if It were provable that 
the one at Kai\ci, was the later one, it Is not clear how it can be said said to be of a lower status and 
how Sankara' s dignity was lmparied by ascending the same. 

Regarding the two Sankaras, it Is not merely an idea hit upon by the Kumba. Mutt people. 
Mr. T.S. Nara. Sastri has also said that the life accounts of Ad! Sankara Kai\ci, and Abhi. Sankara 
have been mixed up by the later biographers and he also says that it was Abhi. Sankara Kai\ci, 
who ascended the S. Pitha (Kasmira) while Ad! Sankara ascended the one In Kai\ci, only and he 
has said this on the basis of a work called Sankara Kai\cl, Vila sa by Vakpati Bha!tma. In recent 
times, Swami Sakhyananda ofTrichur has also confirmed Mr. Sastri regarding 
the mixing up of the life-accounts of the two Sat'lkara.l have written at length about the Sankara 
Vila sa and the Swamiji's acquaintance with it in my article on the date of Sankaracarya and Mr. 
R.G. Sarma's role In regard to the same. 

Another argument of the critics is that if there had been S. Pitha In Kai\cl, why should 
Ramanuja, the great Visl~tadvalta philosopher and a regular resident of Kai\ci, have travelled all 
the way of Kasmira to ascend the S. Pithathere Mr. lyer says flrstthat Rama. went to the Sarada 
Pi!ha in Kasmira for the Bodhayana Vrtti, said by him only to be an extensive commentary on the 
Brahma Sutras, before writing out his own 'Sri Bha~ya 1 9 but just a little later, he says, "If there 
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were a Sarada Pitha or S. Pitha in Kaiici, his own town, he need not have trouble himself to go so 

far as Kasmira, either to get Bodha' s Vrtti or to get the appreciation of the Goddess of learning. 2 0 

What connection there is between the S. Pitha and the availability of the Bodha. Vrtti is not clear. 

The extracting from the biography or Rama. cited by Mr. lyer says clearly that Rama. went to 

Kasmira to get the vrtti because "it Is hard to get in this part of the country and that it is preserved 

with great care atthe Sarada Pitha at Kasmira. 21 As Sankara' s date is still unsettleed, it is very 

difficult to speak about "his times". The latest date assignable to Sailkara at present and also 

generally accepted by scholars so far is 7 8 8 A.D. to 8 2 0 A.D. Prof. Umesh and Mr. R.G. Sarma 

take it backwards by about a century (about 6 8 3 A.D,.l If all this is true and as Rama.'s date Is 

fixed ( 1 0 1 7 A.D. to 113 8 A.D.), there is a gap of five or six centuries between Sankara Kaiici, 

and Rama. If Sailkara Kaiici, belongs to a still earlier period, the gap will be wider. What the 

position of the S. Pitha at Kaiici, was (if at all it were there because except the few but clear 

references to it in certain S.V.s. thereis so far no evidence for the same) Is not known and hence, 

ills not easy to say whether it had ceased to exist by the 11th century A.D., on account of which 

Rama. ascended it in Kasmira when he had gone there. This possibility cannot be ruled out in 

veiw of the fact that history has been turned into legend at a numbe rof palces throughout the 

world, including India. When sites which definitely existed just 50 years ago could not be traced 

even after intensive efforts 2 2, it is not quite impossible that aS. Pitha has, during 5 or 6 

centuries, vanished into oblivion without a trace. It may be remarked In passing that the same 

argument can apply to the original location of the Kaiici, Sailkara Mutt and also to the exact 

place where Sailkara's body was interred. 

Mr. R.G. Sarma has tried to show that there was a S.Pitha in Kasmira from very olden 

times. According to him, the second name '>'Rflf of Kasmira Is~ or 111\<J'cl.11 1 111Wbelng the 

presiding deity of the place. A Sarada Mandira from time immemorial is still in existence in 

Kasmira, In the midst of mountain-forests. Rajastangini also contains a description of this temple. 

Its existence is also borne out among other things, by great Pandits coming from that place. We 

get evidence of the existence of aS. Pith a on the Gopadri also. The Muslim rulers used to call the 

S.Pitha by the name Takht-i-Sulaiman. It Is clear from history and the Puranas that great and 

learned Pandlts, sages and so on, used to come to the Sarad-pltha in Kasmira. All this proves 

that the S. Pitmha was in Kasmira only.lt is gathered from the history of Kasm. and other works 

that Pandits of the calibre of Adi Sailkara Kaiici, used to stay in Kasmira and aS. Pith a deserves 

to be at such a place. 

Mr. Sarma then cites a reference in the Raja T. to a temple, which, he says, is called 

Sailkara hill and then he cites the statement of General Cunningham and Gen. Cole that 

according to Mahomedan authorities, king Gopaditya built a temple or the mound near the 

capital of Kasmira, called the Takht-i-Sulaiman. Then he cites a quotation from an article by 
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V. V. lyer to the effect that "The Sailkara Kaiici, temple, built by Jalayuka, son of ASoka about 
2 2 0 B.C. stands on a hillock Takht-i-Sulaiman. 2 3 

The purpose of quoting (of course in translation the, original Is In Hindi) from 

Mr. Sarma is to bring out certain points. 

Even though it may be conceded that a Sarada Mandira (or a Saraswati Mandira) did 

exist in Kasmira from very olden- even pre- Sailkara limes and that the place was visited by 

great Pandlts, II is not understood how the conclusion drawn by Mr. Sarma that S. Pitha also 

existed there or that the Sarada Mandira was indeed a Sarada Pitha and was the same as S. 
Pitha, can be validly drawn from the same. Muslim rulers calling itS. Pitha is no evidence of 

its very early existence. Similarly, great Pandits & sages etc., visiting the place and even 

staying there Is also no proof of the existence of aS. Pltha. The existence of such aS. Pitha 

might have drawn scholars and sages there but their existence of such aS. Pitha might have 

drawn scholars and sages there but their existence there does not necessarily prove the 

existence of aS. Pitha there. If thatwere so, a similar S. Pitha should have existed in Kasl and 

Kaiicl also. About te Pandits by Benares, even Mr. Sarma agrees that they were as great i.e. 

learned as those in Kasm. About his comments on Kaiicl, Pandits. I shall say something 

shortly. Except his statement about the Muslim rulers and the subsequent deduction there 

from, Mr. Sarma has not produced - perhaps he could not produce - any direct piece of 

evidence that Sarada temple In Kasm. was also a S. Pitha, which therefore, can be said to 

have existed there from days of old. 

Mr. Sarma's subsequent citations seem to link up, the temple mentioned in Raja. T. 

and now called Sailkaracarya Hill with a very ancient temple built by Jalaska about 2 2 0 

B.C., which still later has been shown to be the same as Sailkara temple. All this would mean 

thatSankara came before 2 2 0 B.C. Is this acceptable to Mr. Sarma, who has assigned Sankara 

came before 2 2 0 B.C. Is this acceptable to Mr. Sarma, who has assigned Sankara Kaiicl, to 

about 6 8 3 A.D. (birth) Will this be acceptable to the advocates of the Srn. - Mutt, whose 

earlier date for Sankara viz., 44 B.C. to 12 B.C. also is quite late for 2 2 0 B.C. and earlier 
while their present official date 7 8 8 A.D. to 8 2 0 A.D. is also far removed from 2 2 0 B.C. 

and earlier. 

Lastly, Mr. Sarma has, on the basis of Mahomedan authorities, identified the S. Pitha 

with Takht-i-Sulaiman, which has also been said to have been built by Gopaditya in the 4th 

cent,. B.C. and then he cites Mr. lyer to say that the Sailkara temple stood on the base hillock 

Takht-1-sulaiman. Does Mr. Sarma hereby want to identify all four viz., Sarada Mandlra 

I Pitha, S. Pitha, Takht-1-Sulaiman and the Sailkara temple? 
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Prof. Umesh has, however shown tha tthe Raja. T. contains no reference to any Sankara 

Mandira in Kasmira. The Mandira that is said to have been built in Kasmira either by king 

Gopaditya (4th cent. B.C.) or by Jalanka (about 2 2 0 B.C.) was, according to Raja. T. a Siva 

(Jvesthesvara) temple only and also that the hill on which it was built, was then referred to as 

Gopa Hill and not as Sankara. Hill. The so called Sankara Mandira is a very recent affair only.2 4 

If all this is true, Mr. Sarma's argument about a Sarada Mandira I Pithaand aS. Pitha being 

there, in Kasmira from very olden times cannot hold, A. Sankara Hill or Sankara Mandira is then 

afar cry. 

In the matter of this S. Pitha, the one object of Mr. lyer and Mr. Sarma is to prove that there 
has been In India one such S. Pitha only and that is the Sarada Pith a in Kasmira and no other at 

a place like Kaiicl. It is undeniable that at present, only one such S. Pitha -at Kasmira- is known, 

the other one at Kaiici, being not known to anyone. Most of the arguments of Mr. lyer have been 

noted and discussed earlier. They cover similar arguments of Mr. Sarma and are answered 

likewise. 

Cid. describes Sankara's ascension of the S. Pitha in Kaiici and his narration, extending 

over 16 stanzas is clear and beyond doubt.2 5 Referring to this, Mr. Sarma says that while 

describing the said incident, Cid. says thatthe incident ofSankara's arguing earlier and defeating 

the stalwart Pandits (R,l•i"'~&J'Q of S. Pith a (at Kasm.) can very well compared with that of his 

arguing with the defeating the Pandits of Kaiici,. Kaiici,Is just a proto-type ofS. Pith a. 2 6 In this 

statement, Mr. Sarma wants to insincate two things, viz., firstly! that though Sankara had an 

encounter with Pandits at both the places Kasm. and Kaiici, the former Pandits were R!•i"'~&:l{ or 

~'01°6'1~1 while the latter were ~or pandits only 2 7 and secondly that there was noS. Pitha 

at Kaiici, because, according to him, there was only oneS. Pitha and that was in Kasm. All this is, 

however, absolutely baseless because the 16 stanzas referred to earlier, which describeSankara's 
encounter in Kaiici, make not the slightest reference to any earlier conquest of R!•i"'~&:l{ of any 

S. Pitha by Sankara. The stanzas tell us clearly that when Sankara desired to ascent theS. Pitha 
in Kaiici, (the context and mention of aS. Pi!ha are absolutelly clear and beyond any doubt), an 

aerial voice sugggested to him that it would be proper for him to do so, only after overcoming all 

the learned persons on the earth in all the fields of learning (stt. - 4 7, 4 8). Then, Sankara is said 

to have overcome in debate some scholars - they were dualists -who came to him from the 

Tamrapar~:ti river and then he ascended the S. Pitha, when there was a shower of flowers on his 

head from heaven (st. 6 I). There is not only a clear reference whatever anywhere else in Cid.' s 

work to any S. Pitha in Kasm. nor to Sankara's ascending itthere. Mr. Sarma's treatment of the 
whole subject is deliberately unfaithful to Cid.'s text and hence unfounded. 

Mr. Sarma's statement that Sankara had once ascended the S. P1tha in Kasm. and 
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hence could not have done so again In Kai\ci, Is also not true. Sankara's ascending the S. 

Pitha must have been the last major incident and achievement in his life. And, once again, 

this becomes linked up with the place of his passing away. lt is, in my opinion, more likely 

that Sankara passed away In Kai\ci, and as such, his ascension of the S. Pi\ha also Is very 

likely to have taken palce there only. 

Moreover, when did Sankara go to Kasm. to ascend the S. Pi\ha there and then come 

down Kai\ci, to repeat a discussion with the Pandits there? According to all the S.V.s. he 

went to Kasm. once only but then, he did not come down to the south again thereafter. Even 

according to those S.V.s. which locate the S. Pitha at Kasm., describe Sankara's visit to 

Kai\ci, towards the end of his life but necessarily prior to his visit to Kasm. As such, how 

could he be said to have repeated at Kai\ci, what he did in Kasm? On the contrary, it is 

possible to suggest, on the authority of the S.V.S. of Cid. Anania and Br. Saras (besides Br. 

S. V. of Cit. and Pr. S.V. of Ananda on the authority of Mr. T.S. N. Sastr!) that Sankara went to 

Kasm. quite early In his life to meet Mar:tdana Misra who is said to have lived there at a place 

called Vijilabindu. The affix Misra in his name also shows that he must have hailed from 

Kasm. And, then, considering the difficulties in travelling then also particularly that a very 

intelligent person that Sankara was, he must have planned all his activities well in advance. 

He is not likely to have gone to the north again and visited Kasm. a second time once again 

to come down to the south after defeating the various adversaries in argument and establishing 

the three mutss at Dwaraka, Badari and Purl. After establishing the 4th mutt at Srngerl, 

where he may have stayed for some time and then visiting some important places like 

Ramdvara, he must, in all probability, have come to Kai\ci, where he must have decided to 

spend the last days of his life. And during this stay, he must have ascended the S. Pitha, 

which was presumably there already. 

Now about Mr. Sarma's comments on the S. Pith a at Kaiici. 

Firstly, Mr. Sarma argues that Kai\ci may have had learned persons staying there but 

there is no authority for the presence thereof R"l"11'4&:11, or tl'l~'1fVil~s as there were in the 

north. Sankara may, therefore, have argued with scholars at Kai\ci and from elsewhere but 

he did so at many other places also. Mere discussions, however, with learned people and 

defeating them does not justify the existence of a S. Pltha also there. There were such 

~'1"11'4&:11,s or lil<f~•1PJ1l~s at many places like Kasi, Darabhanga. Kamarupa (Assam), Navadvipa, 

Mayapuri (Haridwara) and so on and yet, there was noS. Pitha at these places. There ought 

to be some characteristic Oak~ana) of such an existence of aS. Pitha and such characteristic 

Is not available at Kai\ci. 
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Secondly, the existence of aS. Pitha (at Kai\cil near Sp'lgerl, which is Dak~inamnaya 

Srri. Matha and for which there is evidence to prove that It is QqK«tl'1fti~1"1'1~-li3 appears to be 

impossible. We can only say that the place Kai\ci was similar to S. Pi!ha, where Sarikara 

defeated many learned opponents. 2 9 

Thirdly, the mere mention of aS. Pi!ha shows that such aS. Pitha can be one only and 

it has been proved with evidence (~) that the S. Pi!ha was In Kasm. It follows, therefore, 

that there could not be another S. Pith a at Kai\ci. 

Fourthly, Cid.'s mention of an ascension of S. Pi!ha at Kai\ci cannot mean that there 

was a separateS. Pi!ha in Kai\ci. Once Sarikara ascended the S. Pitha in Kasm, and once he 

was declared by the R"liilflill:l1s there to be omniscient(~), his ascending it a second time 

was impossible because S. Pi!ha was one only. Hence from Cid.'s reference to Sarikara's 

ascension of S. Pi!ha in Kai\ci, it is gatherd that his success in Kai\ci was similar to his 

ascension of S. Pitha in Kasm. Dinc;lima, the commentary on S.S. Jaya of Mad. has decided 

on the strength of ancient works that S. Pith a was in Kasm. 

Lastly, even if it is conceded that there was a S. Pitha in Kai\ci, and that Sarikara 

ascended it there, it does not prove that Sankara had established a Matha also there, in 

accordance with the Amnayas. All standard works refer to S. Pitha In Kasm. but none says 

that he had also established an Amnaya Matha where he ascended the S. Pitha. Ascending a 

S. Pitha and establishing an Amnaya Matha are two altogether distinct things and hence 

mere ascension of aS. Pi!ha In Kaiici,Sankara does not necessarily imply the existence of a 

Matha also there. 3 0 Cid. mentions ascension of S. Pitha in Kai\ci but says clearly that he 

established 4 Mutts only. 3 1 

My view in this matter is as follows: 

Firstly, what is Mr. Sarma's measuring tape for deciding as to whether any ~is a 
8R~"=tiilcP.fli,.,.if=li_ or a~ is a lil<i'¥qlii-Sct and on what grounds does he says that there were in Kai\ci 

at the time of Sarikara, which is still undecided, ~s only and no R'•tiilfliiiJi_ or that the ones 

In Kasi, Darabhafiga and other places were R'•tiilfliifl'l§? How does he know or assess their 

worth as scholars, particularly at such a great distance of time? In ancient times, Kai\ci has 

been said to have been not a ~only but a meeting place of great scholars - of course, 

Mr. Sarma will dismiss them as~ only - but no other place in the south has been equally 

renowned. And If there were no such great Pandits In the south, is it intended to suggest that 

the very absence of such Pandits in the south including Kai\ci was the reason for the 4th 

door remaining unopened till Sankara's time? And, then, whence the expectation of a Pandit 

from the south to open that 4th door? 
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Now, If R>•l"'fli*(s were present In the north only, what about the east and the west? 
The eastern and western doors of the S. Pitha had already, been opened, testifying to the 

existence of such R>•l"'fli*!_s. Are they also to be assigned to the north only? In that case, 

there should have been one door only, for the northern R>•l"'fli*(s or at least, those other 

two doors, even like the southern door, should have remained unopened. It is noteworthy 

that in the case of the S. Pitha in Kaiici, no such distinction has been mentioned. The person 

who desired so ascend the same, was just required to prove his omniscience by defeating 

any scholars that challenged his claim thereto. 

It Is also worth nothing that the three doors of the S. Pitha in Kasm. are said to have 
been opened by contestants coming from the three directions but not a single line by way of 

describing the contests or even the names of the claimants to and occupants of the S. Pitha 

and thei;r opponents or the time when they ascended the same, much less about the actual 

debates, has been given in any of the S.V.s. Even the account of Sankara's encounter with 

the Pand!ts -at Kasm. or In Kaiici- Is so tantalisingly meagre and appears to be given more 

from Imagination than from actual knowledge. The only poiont described somewhat at 

length Is the one pertaining to the question about Kama Sastra. And all this is In shapr 
contrast with the very detailed account of the Incident of Sankara' s q('fil~l~~~l when described 

In the context of the Incident of S. Pilha. 

Thirdly, nobody can reasonably argue that aS. Pilha must necessarily exist wherever 

the R"l"'fliG;I'J!; are present. Mr. Sarma has Insisted on certain characteristics for the existence 

of a S. P!tmha but has not said what, according to him at least, these characteristics, are. 

Certainly, the presence of R<•l"'fliG;I'f.s Is not one of litem and hence, aS. Pitha can exist even 

without them. If the existence of a Sarada Mand!ra Is such a characteristic, ther ewas and is 

today also in Kane! Goddess Kamaksi, who Is at least equal to If not higher than Sarada. 

Moreover, it has been shown already that whatever Mandlra was built by king Gopaditya or 
King Jalanka was a Siva (Jyesthesvara) Mandira only and neither a Sarada Mandira nor a 

Sankara Mandira. 

Regarding the nearness of the Srnger! Matha, It became a O<il('<il11'fi~ll11'~id quite late

almost in the 14th cent. A.D. and ~f%1•11~1~ still later. In fact, there was no Srngeri Matha as 

such till 13 4 6 A.D. even according to the very authoritative advocates of that Matha. It was 
till then a cluster of hermitages only. In that case, there Is no point in arguing that there 

could have been noS. Pitha at Kaiici, in the proximity of the Srnger! Math a. Moreover, there 

appears to be no inherent contradiction or Inconsistency between the existence of Srngeri 

Matha at Srngeri and S. Pitha at Kaiici, nor any such impossibility either. The argument 
could have carried some weithg If there were aS. Pith a at Srn. also at the time of Sailkara. 
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Mr. Sarma's comments on Cid.'s reference to aS. Pitha In Kai\ci have been answered 
already. In the light ofthe explicit reference in Cld. to Sankara's ascending the S. Pitha at Kai\ci 
and that too for the very first time in his life, neither Mr. Sarma nor anyone else has any right to 

interpretit differently so as to dilute it to suit anyone's personal theory. Moreover, Mr. Sarma's 

statement thatSankara's success in Kai\ci was similar to his ascending the S. Pith a in Kasm. will 

amount to an admission, though perhaps unwillingly, that Sankara's opponents there were 

R>•l"1fil!l:l1,s, which, however, he has denied. 

Lastly, though Sankara's ascending the S. Pitha in Kai\ci, even like his passing away in 
Kai\ci, does not prove that he established an Amnaya Matha also there, it may lead to an inference 
to that effect. As said already, the ascension of the S. Pitha must have been the last major 
incident in Sankara's life. If the S. Pith a was in Kai\ci, Sankara's ascending the same implies his 

stay there during the last days of his life and that further implies a possibility that he established 
a Math a also there for his own stay. It is thus that the ascension of S. Pitha implies a Mutt also in 

Kancl. 

It may be true thatSankara did not establish an Amnaya Ma!ha where he ascended the S. 

Pitha. In the first place, besides Kanci, Kasm. is the only place where be possibly ascended aS. 
Pitha and it is beyond dispute or doubt that he did not establish an Amnaya Matha there. 
Ascending aS. Pitha and establishing an Amnaya or any other Matha are, as said by Mr. Sarma, 
mutually independent things but there is no necessary contradiction or opposition also between 

the two. Simply because, therefore, he did not establish a Matha elsewhere he possibly ascended 

aS. Pith, it does not mean or follow that he did not or could not do so elsewhere if he so desired 

e.g. at Kai\ci, even after he ascended the S. Pitha there. It has been my feeling all along that all the 

efforts of the critics, to dany Sankara's ascending aS. Pitha as also his passing away- both at 

Kai\ci are directed towards avoiding the inference about a Matha also being established by Sat\kara 
at the same place, at least a residential Matha if not an Amnaya Matha. 

There is, therefore, a possibility of aS. Pitha existing in Kai\ci in Sankara's time, whatever 
that time may be and that he ascended it there only and not in Kasm., which he may have visited 

earlier possibly to meet Mal)<,lana. The S. Pith a at Kai\ci may have become defunct later on and 

was perhaps not in existence at the time of Rama. There is likely to be some truth in the statements 

ofSusama and Mr. T.S. N. Sastri that the life-account of Abhi. Sailkara a later occupant of Kai\ci 

Kama. Mutt was mixed up with that of Adi Sankara and thatAbhi.Sankara ascended the S. Pith a 

in Kasm. while Adi. Sat\kara did so at Kanci. If only Sankarendra Vilasa of Vakpati Bhatta were 
to become available, these points are likely to be cleared up. Mr. Sarma has done signal disservice 
to the world of research and scholarship by not disclosing for obvious reasons what the work 
said about this mix-up and also by not bringing the work to light and making it available to the 
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public when he had procured two paper ms. copies of the same. And yet he talks so much about 

. the black deeds('!#~) of the Kumba. Mutt (I.e.Kaiici Mutt) people and about his own desire for 

'a search for the truth' (~i<liil!G'I) 

FootNotes: 

(I) Su!ama commenting on G.R.M. St. 33 33, quotes as from Br. S.V. of Cit. the following stanza. 

'!T'il AA'i'l' " ill<~ FA"~''·~'i'\ 
~'f<R"~I 
lliwlf'*IY~~' 

~:S\:~~~11 

Mr. T.S. Nara. Sastri also quotes this stanza as from the same work of Cit. in his book 'Age of 

Sankara' - p. 226. 

Su!ama also quotes the following stanza as from the Br. S.V. (of Anandagiri) while commenting 

on G.R.M. st. 33 

~ ii1!00 
~ \lt(\;l41ol'(~ I 

"1"'ffif ~ 

~~lf~ll 

This stanza has been given in the context of a ~ which is said to have been established by 

Sankara at Kaiicl. "'in ~means Saraswati, who is said to have been overcome by Sali.kara in 

debate- Read : \1\ffift ~ ~ ... 

2. S. Ca. of Gov. Ch.IX: S.V.V. of Cid. - ch. XXV: Sankara Daya of Raja D. - ch. ill & Br. S.V. 

of Br. Saras. - ch. XXill. 

3. At Mahi!mati- Ch. VI, and Ch. VII & Kasm. - ch. IX. 

4. Vide his 'Age of San' - p. 260. It refers the incident to San. Vilasa- Ch. V. stt. 1 to 35. 

5. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bombay, 1994, Vol.s 67- 68, pp. I- 20. 

6. Vide his S.V.V. - ch. 24 : 32 & 54. 

7. In my humble opinion, if at all such an incident ever took place in Sankara's life, it must have 

been in connection with the S. Pi\ha, where it was a test of 'omniscience' or Sarvajiiatva and not 

in the context of Sankara Mal).<jana - discussion. 

8. Vide G.V.K. - ill : 70 The author in his commentary on his own. work says that Sankara & 

Datta remained conversing with each other there i.e. at Datta's place Mahurtpura (<R" ~ 
This 'IJS(r has been placed in ~ 

9. Read : 'Truth' - pp/ 144/5, 'JSMV'- p. 482 and 'Myth' - p.64 

10. Read 'Truth' - p. 148 
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11, Read 'JSMV' - p. 482. 

12. My edition of Gov.'s S. Ca. published Bharatiya Vidyii Vol, Lit. Nos.! - 4, 1992 pp. 55 to 141. 

13. Vide 'JSMV' - p. 482. 

14. Vide 'Truth' - p. 152 (top) 

15. Vide 'Sri Sankaracarya' by Mr. N. Ramesan 

16. Vide Sankara Bhagavatpiidiiciirya's by Sri A. Kuppusamy, pp. 79/80 & 90 I 100. 

17. Vide 'Truth' - p. 145. 

18. Vide 'Truth' - p. 155. Also read ~ an><"'"'ii\1\'A "'RI<ilfli<<iloliJ(•i "11fi\111'1i'<l'iifliRI ~: 

f.i~"lt\Fli~1\i~Y11t0119il<li\'l 'if<t ~II Su!ama on G.R.M. - st. 64 

19. Vide- 'Truth' - p. !53 

20. Vide - 'Truth' - p. 154 

21. Vide - 'Truth' - p. 153 (end) and 154 (top) 

22. Read : (a) 'Search for the girl with the blue eyes' by Jess Stearn 

(b) Search for the Birdey - Mruphy by Morey Bern. 

23. For all these remarks of Mr. Sarma, Vide- 'JSMV' - p. 479 I 480 

24. Vide - 'Sankara's Date' by Prof. R.M. Umesh - pp. 115 - 119 

25. Vide - 'S.V.V.' of Cid. XXV: - 45 - 61. 

26. Vide his 'JSMV' - p. 470 

27. Ibid- p. 481 

28. Ibid - p. 481 (top) 

29. Ibid- p. 481 

30. Ibid - p. 481 (bottom) 

31. Ibid - p. 482 
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THE INCIDENT OF PARAKA YAYAPRAVESA 
IN THE LIFE OF ADI SANKARACARYA 

86 

By W.R. ANT ARKAR 

Unlike the Incident of the Can~ala In the life Adi Sankaracarya, which has been narrated 

by only four out of the 16 biographers of Sankara In Sanskrit, one ofthem viz.,- Madhava just 

repeating almost verbatim the version of another, viz., Tirumala Dlk~ita, the incident of 

Parakayapravesa has been narrated by almost all the biographers of Sankara. The incident 

describes how Sankara, in the course of his disputation with Sarada or Bharati or Sarasvati/Val)i 

- the wife of the Mal)~ana or Visvarupa, either lmmeidiately after Mal)~ana's defeat In the 

discussion at the hands os Sankara, was asked by his opponent a question pertaining to the 

science of erotics or Kamasastra and how Sankara, to be able to answer it, laid aside his own 

physical body and with his subtle body (Linga Dehal entered the body of a dead king, acquired 

the necessary knowledge of Kamasastra in the company of the king's young and beautiful damsels 

in the harem and then satisfied his questioner and eventually emerged victorious in the 

discussion. 

Mr. T.S. Narayana Sastry says that no trace of this strange story can be found in any of the 

Sankara-Vijayas. But Madhava, in his biography ofSankara, in the 9th and 1Oth Sargas, has 

written that when Sankara was about to take his seat on the Sarvajiiapapitha, Goddess Sarada 

had put to him this question: 'fi\'IT: ~: '!q~: Rh~lffilifil: ft~~~: I ~~'W~Wffit: 

ifi't~ifi'.Nq~ll (~.~. "~'< -1X:6 9) 

In reply to her, the great Samyamindra traversed all the sexologies, met her in all the 

arguments and triumphed. 1 Mr. Sastry here quotes another stanza from Madhava to the effect 

that Sankara wrote a treatise also on the science of erotics2 but remarks that "decidedly, he 

could not be the author of the Amaru-Sataka now extant" and then quotes from the Introduction 

to Amaru-Sataka by one Narayal)a Ramacarya, Kavya-tirtha, who says therein that not even a 

sugestion about the creation of Amaru-Sataka by Sankara Is had in the Sankara-Digvijyaya. 3 
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Finally, Mr. Sastry gives his own view in the matter thus: Sankara was a born rationalist he would 

never have stooped down to perform this osrt of miracle. Some Inferior scribe ... might have 
woven this tissue of fancy and pure lie. Hence, this strong romantic tale has to be dismissed as 
worthless and unfounded. 4 

Neither Mr. Sastry nor theAcaryaappears to be correct. Firstly, almost all- 16 out of 1 7 
• Sankara-Vijayas, available so far, contain the Incident of Sankara's Parakayapravesa, the 
difference being In the stage at which lttook place, viz. immediately after the defeat ofMal)c;lana 
by Sankara or at the time of Sankara's Sarvaji\a-Pitharohal)a. The work of Bala- Gopala Yat! is 
incomplete while Rajacuc;lamal)i Dik~ita gives It at neither of the two stages but in the course of 
Sankara's pilgrimage when he is on his way to Mukambika. 

Secondly, Madhava gives the story In question In connection with Sankara • Mal)c;lana 
discussion and not at the time of his ascending the Sarvaji\a-pitha, as said by Mr. Sastry. 

Thirdly, the story ofSankara's ascending the Sarvaji\apitha has been described by Madhava 
inCh. XVI and not In Chapters IX and X which, however, describe the incident of Parakayapravesa. 

Regarding the Amaru-Satakam, it may be true that the same, as available today, does not 
contain any indication ofSankara's authorship of the same but It may be noted that as many as 
eight or nine Sankara-Vijayas5 state clearly that he did write some work on the science of erotics 
In about 1 0 0 stanzas, more about this point will be said at the end of this article. 

In addition to the Sankara-Vijayas proper, a number of biographies have been written in 
the Marathi and English languages. I have with me 14 such works • 1 0 in Marathi and 4 in 
English. Out of these, two are by the same person, Mr. S.D. Kulkarni, Thane, Bombay, one in 
each language. Out of these 14 works, five biographies (two in English and three in Marathi) 
omit this incident altogether while two (one in each language) narrate enthusiasm of later admirers 
and hence deserves to be rejected. Neither of the two, however, eisputes the theoretical possibility 
of such a performance of soul transference nor Sankara' s ability to perform the yogic deed. 

Those of the recent writers above, who have given the episode, however, give an imaginary 
account more or less, of the same, if the Sankara-Vijayas are accepted (and the writers seem to 
do so) as the only source of information about Sankara's life account. The language which 
Bharati is shown in a couple of these biographies to employ while talking to Sankara is 
objectionably offensive while we are simply left to guess the sources of the other parts of the 
account in many others. None of these writers, however, seems to doubt the connection of this 

episode with the Sankara-Mal)c;lana discussion and hence the necessity to discuss it. 

Out of 1 7 Sankara-Vijayas about 11 describe it in connection with Sankara-Mal)c;lana 
discussion' while only three narrate It at the time Sankara's ascending the Sarvaji\a-pitha. 7 

Rajacuc;lamani Diksita Hn his Sankarabhyudaya) describes it in the course of Sankara' s pilgrimage 
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and unrelated to either of the two stages while Lak~mal)a Surin (Bhagavat- Padabhyudayam) 

has confused the timing of the same. BaJa Gopala Yati' s work is incomplete and his version is 
not available. The version of the first group (II Sankara-VIjayas) is as follows: 

Tirumala Dlk~ita, Paramesvara Kavikal)\hirava and Nilakantha tell us that when Mal)c;lana, 
after his defeat by Sankara, was about to be initiated into Sannyasa, his wife came forward to 
challenge Sankara to a discussion with herself as the other half ofMal)c;lana, saying thatSankara 

had defeated only half of Mal)c;lana and that without defeating her, his victory wasJncomplete 
and then the discussion between her and Sankara started. 

According to Madhava, Sadananda, Brahmananda Sarasvatl, Anantanandagiri and 
Vallisahaya, immediately after Mal)<;iana's defeat by Sankara, his wife Bharati started for the 

heavenly abode but Sankara bound her by the Vanadurga-Mantra and did not allow her to go 
away. Madhava and Sadananda make her narrate to Sankara a story from her childhood. 

Oneday, as she was being fondled by her mother, some ascetic came to their house. Her 
mother, who .had by that time, noticed some unusual marks about her daughter, asked thw 
ascetic abut her future life. He then told the mother that she was go!ng to be the wife of the great 

Mal)c;lana. She was under a curse from which she was to be free when Mal)c;lana would be defeated 

In argument by Sankara with whom she also would then enter into a discussion. 8 

Bharati now says that she wanted to discuss with Sankara as the other half of Mal)c;lana. 

Sankara objected to it on the ground that it was not proper for Yatis to argue with ladies but 
Bharati cited the earlier instances of Gargi and Sulabha who had argued with Yaji\avalkya and 
Janka respectively. Sankara had to agree and then, the discussion started. 

Cidvllasa gives a slightly different version. According to him, when, after Mal)c;lana's defeat 
by, his wife Val)i was ready to go back to heaven,Sankara bound her by Vanadurga-Vidya, made 

her turn back and asked her how she desired to go away without overcoming him In argument, 

even though he knew that she was the supreme Goddess of speech ("i"Ri'ltm~~ll XIX: 3 

-Sankara-Vijaya-VIlasa). Surprised and angry with his speech, she asked him If he was puffed 

up that he desired to discuss with her and also how, standing in the air as she was then, she could 
do so. Then, saying that as she was free from the curse of Durvasas on seeing him I.e. Sankara, 
she should be allowed to go again on all sides by Vana-Durga-Mantra, and then placing her 

about I 0 feet high (in mud-air), he started the discussion, which went on for 8 days. 

Anantanandaglrl also has a similar version. According to him also, when, after Mal)<;lana's 

defeat, he was made a Sannyasin by Sankara, a moment before that (Ch. 57 -beginning) 
Sarasaval)i, his wife, who was going back to Brahmaloka thorugh the kitchen-window, was 

stopped by Sankara by blocking her action by Vana-Durga-Mantra and he said to her that as the 
companion (upadhl) of Mal)<;iana, !t would be proper for her to go back only after having a 
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discussion with him. She then told him that for! ear of widowhood, she had left the earth and that 
it was not possible for her to hold any discuss with him who was on the earth, which she did not 

desire to touch again. Then, Sankara asked her to hold discussion with him even by remaining 
a few feet suspended in air and then only to go back. And then the discussion started and went on 
for some time. (S.V.Ch.S 7) 

Hereafter, the story, more or less uniform, goes on except for some slight differences. The 

discussion went on for some days and Bharati/Val)i found Sankara an adeopt in every Sastra. 

Then it occured to her that as Sankara had become a Sannyasin even In his boyhood, he was not 
likely to be acquainted with the science of Love (Kamasastra) and then, seeing her chance to 

score over him in that field, she put to him a question 'li<'IT: ~. etc. Sankara was naturally 

puzzled. If he answered, he would compromise his asceltc's vow while if he did not, he would 
have to accept defeat. He, therefore, asked for some time, which was readily granted. The period 

of time has been given variously. Anantanandagiri and Vallisahaya say it was six months, 

Pramesvara Kavikal)thirava says quite a few months (Siif<l'lq~l'ai'Wfi~Ch.lll prose before st. 12 8). 

Vyasacala and Govindanatha refer to 7 days only, G.V.K. says 'Some days only', while 

RajacCH;Iaml)i Dlk~ita finishes the whole affair In one day only. The rest of the biographers • 

about 7 or 8 give one month as the period of time. 

Now, according to all the biographers (or Sankara-Vijayas), except Madhava, Sadananda 

and Nilakal)tha, Sankara set out with a few of his disciples like Padmapada and Hastamalaka, 

and came to a jungle on the outskirts of a city called Amrtapura. He saw there a large gathering 

of men for the funeral of the king of the place, who had just died and whose body was placed on 
a sandal wood pyre, which was about to be lit. The gathering there consisted of the king's office
bearers like ministers and a large group of beautiful ladies of his harem, all bathed in tears. 
Sailkara saw this chance and told his disciples that he Intended to enter the dead body of the king 

during the stipulted period. 

According to Rajacuc;lamal)i Dik~ita, Madhava, Sadananda and Nilakal)tha, when Sankara 

said this, Padmapada treid to argue with him and expressed a doubt about the propriety and 

even necessity of the action. He even cited the example of Yogi Matsyendranatha who, in the 
company of young ladies, had forgotten himself and had to be awakened from his delusion by 

his disciple Gorak~anatha. Sailkara, however, allayed his fears by saying that a God-realised 
person like himself was above all attachment and delusion and that no blame would attach to 

him and then the decision was taken. 

Resorting to his yogic powers, Sailkara left his body in a cave of a nearby mountain, asking 

his disciples to guard it till he returned to It and with his subtle body, entered the dead body of the 

king, which thereupon became alive and started moving his hands and feet. Overjoyed to see the 

king come back to life again and without stopping to ponder over the revival, the people took 
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him in a procession to the kingdom and Installed him on the throne again. The king immediately 

made a adiministrative arrangements and himself repaired to" the harem, where the ladies 

welcomed him with open arms and very soon, submerged him in an ocean of all kinds of sexual 

pleasures and the king also enjoyed them thoroughly. In a short time, however, both the harem

ladies, particularly the chief queen, whose name has been given as Kanakamaiijari by Cidvilasa, 

Brahmananda Sarasvati and Laksmal)a Surin and also the ministers of the king started suspecting 

that though the body of the king was the same as before, the soul animating the same was different, 

most possibly of some Yogin. According to Madhava and Sadananda, it was the ministers who 

got the suspicion while according to the others, the chief queen got the suspicion and conveyed 

it to the ministers for doing the needful. Some actually make her give specific instructions in the 

matter to the ministers, who then sent round servants to find out and burn all the dead bodies 

whereverfound in the kingdom, so as to prevent the new soul in the king's body from re-entering 
the previous one, thereby retaining it permanently for the benefit of the kingdom and its people. 

All the writers tell us that in the king's body, Sankara mastered the science of erotics 

(Kamasastra). He is also said to have written a new book on the subject, the name of book has 

been given as Mrga by Villisahaya, Amaruka by G.V.K. and Nilakal)\ha, some kind of a 

commentary (Bha~ya) on the Sutra ofVatsyayana by Govinda and Sadananda, Mrga or Maruka 

in 1 0 0 stanzas by Anantanandagiri 9 and as a composition (Nibandha) by Madhava, Vyasacala 

and Rajacuc;lamal)i Diksita. Writers like Madhava, Sadananda, Cidvilasa tell us that Sankara, 
having lost himself in the round of harem- pleasures forgot his mission. When, therefore, he did 

not return within the time as promised by him to his disciples, who were deputed by him to guard 

his old body, they set out in search of him and as they went from place to place, they heard at one 

place about a rejuvenated king and about some wonderful changes that were marked by the 

people in his kingdom after the rejuvenation and also about the king's recent activities in the 

company of the ladies of the harem. They immediately repaired to the place and disguised as 

singers, went to the king's Durbar and on being admitted inside, they sang a song whcih 

suggestively reminded Sankara of his real identity and his mission. Sankara immediately realised 

the import of the song, feigned that he had fainted (or felt sleepy- Bhagavat- padabhyudayam

VI!- 54) and flew back to his own body. By then, the ministers' servants had traced Sankara's 

original body deposited by him in the cave and had set it on fire. Seeing his body in flames, 

Sankara praised Lord Nrsirhha, who appeared before him in bodily form, extinguished the fire, 

rendered Sankara's body whole and then disappeared. This is the version of Anantanandagiri, 

Madhava, Sadananda, Vallisahaya and Laksmal)a Surin (Bhag-Daya). According to Vyasacala, 

Govinda, Tirumala Diksita and Pramesvara Kavikal)\hirava, however, after enjoying the ladies 

in the harem and mastering the Kamasastra, Sankara entered his onw body, on his own. 

Rajacudamal)i Diksita finishes the whole episode from Sankara entering the king's body up to 
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coming back to his own within the space of a day or two (Sankarabhyudaya IV-48, 49). G.V.K. 

tells us thatSankara, even while he was in the company ofthe harem -ladies, himself divined the 

suspicion of the queen about himself (Ill: 2 9) and then giving up the king's body, entered his 

own and then praised Lord Nrsimha. (The purpose of Sankara's praising Lord Nrsimha is not 

clear) 

After his return to his own body, Sankara miturally went to Mal)<;lana's house and satisfied 

Bharatl by answering her questions about Kamasastra. According to some, satisfying her by 

answering her in so many words was no longer necessary- She took it for granted and this is 

more natural while a few say that he showed her his new work on Erotics and that satisfied her. 

Naturally, she acknowledged her own defeat and Sankara's supremacy also. Mal) <;lana was then 

initiated into Sannyasa and was named Suresvara. 

Thereafter, according to some, Bharati, at the instance of Sankara, promised to show 

grace to his followers and disappeared, while according to others, she followed him to Srngeri, 

where Sankara e8tablished her image, a Srichakara and started the famous Sarada mutt and also 

worship of Sarada. He also named his own Sampradaya Bharati after her name. 

According to Anantanandaglri throghout the period of the above episode, Bharati was 

standing in mid-air only. When Sankara came back and offered to answer all her questions about 

the science of Love, she simply declared him omniscient (Sarvajiia) by word of mouth. (Ch. 6 1 ). 

Then, Sankara bound her by a Mantra (charm) and through the aerial path only, he created a 

cakra near Srngagiri on the bank of the river Tungabhadra, established Sarasvati there (that Is 

how Anantanandagiri refers to her throughout) as the supreme Goddess and then, asking her to 

remain stationary there permanently, established his own mutt there and after creating a 

Vidyapltha there, created the Bharati Sampradaya among his own disciples. 10 

A bit of an additional story Is here narrated by Brahmananda Sarasvati. He tells that to 

atone for his sin of Parakaya-Pravesa, Sankara went to Kasi, bathed In the river Ganges and 

worshipped Lord Siva, who appeared before him and said that no blame attached to him. He, 

then, gave him 5 Lingas, Candramouli etc. and asked him to place them for worship atSrngagiri, 

Kaiici, Purl, Dvaraka and Badarl. He also promised to give 5 more L!ngas on the mountain 

Kailasa. Then he instructed him to deposit these Lingas with his five disciples. After this, Sankara 

came to Bharati and answered her queries and then she agreed to go with him to Srngeri. 11 

Rajacu<;lamal)i Dikslta gives a very different version of this episode. As said earlier, he 
gives it in the course of Sankara's pilgrimage, when he was on his way to Mukambika Ksetra and 

neither in connection with Sankara- Man<;lal)a discussion nor a !the time of Sankara's ascending 

the Sarvajiia-pi(ha. According to Rajacudamal)i Diksita, after Sankara revived the child of a 
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brahmin couple near the Mukambika temple, he went to a place where he saw the dead body of 
kind Maruka, which was brought there for ~remation and which was surrounded by more than a 

hundred ladies of surpassing beauty. He then said to Sa nand ana that he felt like entering the 
king's body for (i) placing on the throne the king's own son and (!!)establishing his own 

omniscience. Then Sanandana tried to dissuade him from doing so by citing the instance of 

Matsyendranatha Yogin. Sar\kara, however, promised to come back the very next day or the day 

after. With that promise, he entered the king's body and having enjoyed the pleasures of the 

harem, wrote a work of 1 0 0 stanzas on the Kamasastra and did actually return the very next day. 

Thereafter, Sar\kara came back to the Mukamktka Sa dana. 

About this version, one feels like remarking that the whole episode here appears to be 
conceived and is most unnatural In the circumstances. Sar\kara's action- even his desire to 

enter the dead body oft he king- Is altogether unmotivated, the two motives given by the poet 
being out of any context and hence unconvincing. Why should Sar\kara bother about placing the 

(dead) ktng's son on the throne of his father and secondly, why should he think about establishign 

his omniscience, when it was not at all at stake? 

Vyasacala, Govindanatha and G.V.K, only narrate the story at the time of Sar\kara's 

ascending the Sarvajiia-pi\ha and they also tell us that Sar\kara remained in the body of the king 
for seven days only, at the end of which period he came back to his own body, without having to 

be roused to do so by his disciples. The restofthe story is the same, more or less, as given already 
in connection with the Sar\kara-Mal)c;lana discussion. 

Lak~mal)a Surin, in his Bhag- Dayam seems to have mixed up- almost confused -the 

incidents of Mal)c;lana's conquest by Sar\kara and Sar\kara's ascending the Sarvajiia-pitha. Thus, 
we are told that after defeating Mal)c;lana at Mahi~mati, Sankara is said to have engaged in a 

discussion with his wife (variously called by the author Ubhaya-Bharati Sarasaval)i and Sarada), 

who was desirous of leaving for Brahmaloka and who was requested and even prevailed upon 

by Sar\kara to argue with him. During the discussion, the wife put to him questions pertaining to 

Kamasastra, for answering which Sar\kara asked for a period of one month. Then, after instructing 

Visvarupa I.e. Mal)c;lana and making him Suresvara, Sankara desired to ascend the Sarvajiia
Pitha. (All this account has been given In Chapter VD. The next chapter recounts the story of 
Parakayapravesa proper, Sankara's arousal by his disciples, then his coming back to his own 
body, satisfying Sa radii (who is, all the time, standing suspended In air) who says that she had 

tested him only to show to the world his knowledge in all helds. (VII. 6 3). Thereafter, she Is said 

to go back to her heavenly abode. On this background, Chapter VII has been named as 

'.l~~lel~t\"l''l•f'llf:: The actual '.\~~lol~t\"1 has, however, been described In the middle of Ch.!X and 

the same is separated from Ch. VII and the Incidents described therein byCh.Vlll and 3 7 stanzas 

of Ch.!X, this Interval being taken up by a description of Sar\kara's Dig-vljaya-yatra as also his 
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pilgrimage throughout India, which includes the establishment by him of 5 mutts - all for 

propagation or advancement of Vidya ~~IX: 1 0 1) vix at Srngeri (VIII: 3 6, 3 7 ), Kafici. 
(VIII: 7 9), Jagannatha Purl UX:21l, Dvaraka UX:24,2 5), and Badari UX:3 2). The Sarvajiia

Pitha was in Kasmira and after Sankara defeated in discussion persons like the Sankhyas, 

Pamtaiijalas, Mimamsakas, Naiyayikas and Kal;ladas and the Saugatas, he was led inside the 

Sarada Mandira by the gate keepers and placed on the Sarvajiia- Pith a by the presiding officers 

(Adhyaksas) UX:4 7l. Then, Sarada in bodily form is said to have addressed Sankara and said to 

him that he was a Sarvajiia and was tested already. 

One last opinion, which deserves to be noted here is that according to 5 biographiers, 

when, after overcoming all the disputants and establishing his omniscience, Sankara attempted 

to ascend the Sarvajiia-Pitha, an aerial voice or Mal;lc;lana's wife Bharati stopped him saying that 

mere omniscience did not entitle one to occupy the Pith a butthat absolute purity of the person's 

character was also essential. 12 When, however, lnspite of his being a Yati, i.e. a Sannyasin, he 

had enjoyed the ladies In the king' s harem and thus acquired proficiency In the science of Love, 

how could he be said to be deserving of ascending the Sarvajiia-Pitha? Then, Sankara replied 

that the ladies were enjoyed by the body ofthe king while his own body was spotlessly clean and 

untouched by woman. This explanation was accepted and then only, he was able to ascend the 

Sarvajiia-Pitha. Brahmananda Sarasvati's version in this particular regard has been noted already. 

Firstly, this particular incident Is an off-shoot ofSankara's Parakayapravesa, whatever its 

timing but the off-shoot is a part of the actual ascension by Sankara of the Sarvajiia-Pitha and has 

been brought over from the Parakayapravesa. When this latter takes place earlier i.e. after Sankara
Mal;lc;lana discussion. 

Secondly, the two Incidents, viz., the objection raised initially by Sankara's disciples to his 

entering the body ofthe dead king and subsequently by someone a !the time of his ascending the 

Sarvajiia-Pitha seem to show some kind of objection actually or likely to be taken by some 

persons at least to Sankara' s part in such a feat and have tried to voice and also answer if as far 

and as best as they could and absolve him from any blame likely to be attributed to him in regard 

to the same. 

The story involved two issues or problems. viz. ( 1) the fundamental possibility of such a 

feat and 9 2) the stage at which ittook place. The second depends upon or presumes the first and 
hence, it will be better to discuss them in the same order. 

Mr. C.N. Krishnaswamy Aiyer says that"the whole story of the transference ofSankara's 

soul into Amaruka's body has to be rejected as being undermonstrable" and hence "the whole of 

this episode is due to the misguided enthusiam of later followers." 13 

Firstly, if unanimity of tradition has any value and is any pointer in such cases, almost all 
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the Sankara-Vijayas (except one which is Incomplete and does not give It) describe this episode, 

in more or Jess details and with some variation somewhere and either after Sankara-Mal)c;lana 

discussion or at the time of Sarvajfia-P)tharohal)a. According to Su:;;ama, even Citsukha and 

Anandagiri describe it though we do not have their full versions today, as their works have not 

come to light so far. 

Secondly, Yoga-Sutras of Patafijall clearly speak of a Yogi's powers of leaving one body 

and inhabiting another. Rajacuc;lamal)l Dik:;;lta refers to Vajroli-yoga, which can be used for 

such a purpose (IV: 4 8). Abnormal Psychology today describes what is known as double and 

even multiple personality, a phenomenon now accepted, more or less, even by modern 

science. 13A If a Yogi, who is not necessarily a God-realised person, can transfer his subtle body 

from one body to another, there seems to be no reason why a person like Sankara should not be 

able to do so and then this obviously need not be demonstrable In the way we may want it to be. 

Acceptance or rejection of such a possibility will depend upon how far a person can be said to 

develop yogic powers. From what has been said so far, it does not seem unreasonable to believe 

that yogic powers can be developed to hte extent necessary for the purposes of the story and 

hence also to conclude that such a thing is not altogether Impossible. ?Citsukha tells us that 

Sankara wrote an extensive bha:;;ya on Yoga-sastra by his Guru Govinda Muni and it was an 

independent work, more than a commentary on Yoga-sastra.lt is, therefore, possible to presume 

that even at the early age of about 18 years,Sankara, even likeSalntJfianesvara, must have been 

a great Yogi and hence, there does not seem to be anything improbably in his perfomring the feat 

under discussion. 

Prof. S.S. Suryanarayanan Sastry raised two objections to the basic acceptance of this 

story as a historical fact. He says: 

(I) Quite apart from the miraculous element in the story, it offends us by the 

introduction of an unnecessary debate with the unforeseen consequence of Sankara's having to 

undergo an experience, which he was deliberately renounced, this offends the moral 

susceptibilities of many. 

(II) There is also a logical difficulty. At the time he met Bharati, was Sankara merely 

a clever disputant or a realised soul? If the former, when did he ever attain realisation? We are 

not made aware of any period or incident, which marks his realisation.lf, on the other hand, he 

was laready a realised soul, should he not have had at his command the omniscience of isvara, 

the immediate knowledge of everything as it is? Where then was the necessity to depart this body 

and tenant another? 

(iii) If the incidnet was calculated to edify the common people, was Bharati, the 

incarnation of (Goddess) Sarasvati (as she has been depleted to be) also to be Included among 
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them? Even if It may have edified some people, what of the rest, who are offended at the incapacity 

or else the lapse of the Idol? 14 

Regarding the first objection it can be conceded that the story does appear unnecessary in 

the context of Sat\kara-Mal)<;lana discussion. It will, however, be shown just a little later that the 

story has been misplaced but it Is not unfounded altogether and that in the other context, !tis not 

unnecessary. And when. a thing is required by circumstances and has taken place in answer to 

the need, there is no help If due to its unnatural or out of the way nature it offends the susceptibilities 

of certain persons. Considerations of morality are often too delicately fine to be understood in 

their proper perspective by the average persons. They pertain to the body and the mind and 

never to the indwelling soul. The body that had renounced the enjoyments was different from 

the one-that of the king that experienced thn and the mind of a Jiiani person like Sat\kara is ever 

free from attachment of any kind and hence is evern untained. 

Regarding Sat\kara's being a realised soul, the Sat\kara-VIjayas have throughout 

represented him as God Himself and hence pershaps they did not think it necessary to say when 

he became a (God-) realised soul. Moreover, as said earlier, God -or self-realisation is not 

absolutely necessary for performing the feat of transferring the subtle-body to another body. A 

Yogi, fairly well developed in the science of yoga can do it, if the Yoga-siitras are to be believed. 

Regarding the necessity for a realised soul to perform the feat inspite of his omniscience, 

we have to note that this is too literal an application of the principle of the omniscience of such 

a person. EVen if a realised soul is theoretically omniscient, such persons are generally found 

not to exhibit acquaintance with any branch of knowledge for which they have not undergone at 

least a formal training, according to worldly standards, during that particular embodied existence 

oftheirs. In fact, this Is the purpose behind showing even characters like Rama and Kr!il)a having 

their own preceptors (Gurus) like Vasi>!ha and Sandipani under whom they acquired the 

necessary training. Such persons, the realised ones-exceed normal standards of behaviour and 

exhibit superhuman powers or knowledge only as much as is absolutely necessary for fulfilment 

of their l!fe's mission and not more and particularly in the field of knowledge, they exhibit it in 

substance rather than In form. Sankara had adopted the role of a life-long Sanbnyasin and as 

such, could not have experienced the science of Erotics in the normal way but as its knowledge 

was necesssary for his mission in hand, he used his yogic powers for tenanting another body 

after setting aide his own for some time. The question of edifying the people or Bharati does not 

at all arise. 

Lastly, in the case of exceptional figures like Sat\kara, the average or the common man is 

not at all the standard for even understanding, much less evaluating - their actions or the 

motivation behind them, which may exceed their limited intelligence very greatly. Nor is it 
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possible for any person to satisfy all the people ven of his own time-much less of all time- and 

many have of course to take certain things on trust from the actual witnesses of some usual 

incident or incidents in the life of such great figures, who exceed by far the common humanity. 

With the possibility of Sat\kara's setting ad ide his own body and tenanting another for 

some time thus at least hypothetically established, we can turn to the other problem, viz. the 

stage at which the incident is likely to hve taken place. 

As seen 9lready, Rajacuc;lamal)i Dik~ita's version of this episode is unrelated to either of 

the two stages and as such, need not be considered. We are then left with three biographies only. 

viz. Vyasacala, Govindanatha and the author of G.V.K. who say that the incident in question 

took place at the time ofSat\kara's ascending the Sarvajiia-Pilha. On the other side, we have as 

many as nine biographers who connect it with Sat\kara- Mal)c;lana discussion. I prefer to agree 

with the minority for the following reasons: 

( 1) Citsukha, the direct disciple and constant companion of Sat\kara for 2 5 years 

tells us, as per Su~ama that Sankara overcome the bodiless Val)i and ascended the Sarvajiia

Pitha at Kaiici only. 15 

( 2) Anandagiri also says that Sarasvat! was overcome by Sankara in a debate after he 

had defeated the Misras also in a debate and then ascended the Sarvajiia-Pitha in front of her and 

then quotes a stanza in the context of a Matha called Sarada, which was established at Kaiici. 16 

Further, while commenting on st. 2 9 of Guru-Ratna-Malika, Su~ama refers clearly to the 

two views in the matter and prefers the one that Sat\kara defeated Sarasvati at the time of 

ascending the Sarvajiia-Pi!ha because it says that it was favoured by Siva-Rahasya, Br.S.V., Pr. 

S.V., K.S.V., Vyasacaliya etc. 17 This shows that according to Su~ama, both Citsukha and 

Anandagiri (in their works Br. S.V. & Pr. S.V.J respectively held the same view.lt has been noted 

alrady that both these works are not available to us today and hence cannot be considered to be 

very strong evidence. K.S.V. is the same as Sat\karacarya-Caritra of Govindanatha. It has been 

said already that both this work and that of Vyasacala hold the same view. 

(3) Whichever the venue oft he incident, all the biographers (i.e. Sat\kara-Vijayas) 

narrate the same, and agree without exception that in the discussion betweenSat\kara and Bharati/ 

Sarasvat!/Val)i, it was in the context of Sankara's omniscience (Sarvajiiatva) that the incident of 

Parakaya-pravesa took place. When, during their discussion, Sankara was found fully at home 

in all the Sastras, Bharati, in order to disprove his claim to omniscience, put to him the qustion 

pertaining to the science of Love with which, she must have shrewdly suspected, he was not 

directly acquainted. This very consensus, however, ill-agrees with the view that the incident 

took place at the time Sankara-Mal)c;lana discussion. The main point of this discussion was the 

true interpretation of the Vedas on such questions as the identity of the individual and supreme 
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souls, relation between Jiiana and Karma, the real ultimate end of human Life - heaven or 

spiritual end and son on.lt was not a tussle for omniscience on either side. If, therefore, Bharati, 

as the other half of Mal)<;iana, desired to continue the debate on his behjalf, she was expected to 

try to defend him againstSat\kara on these points and to succeed againstSankara where Mal)<;iana 

had failed. Instead of trying to hold any kind of a discussion on these or such points, with 

Sat\kara, however, she goes on examining him in oneSastra after another and thus in the various 

branches of knowledge and thereby tries to disestablish him from a position which he had not 

started with nor claimed anywhere in the course of the discussion. All this is quite inconsistent 

with the whole context. On the contrary, it fits in with the other context very well, where the sole 

point at issue was Sarvajiiatva of Sat\kara and when he was found invincible in all other branches 

of knowledge, some shrewd person- it may have been a lady also like Bharati (the story of an 

aerial voice questioning Sat\kara may not appeal to the modern critical mind), may have thought 

of testing him in the sceince of Erotics. If he answered it there and then, it would compromise his 

status of a bachelor Sannyasin (Brahmacari Sannyasi) and if he did not, his claim to omniscience 

and then to ascend the Sarvajiia-pi\ha would stand disproved. And then, Sat\kara resorted to the 

feat os Parakaya-pravesa to resolve the dilemma. 

4. The version of the other biographers who hold the other view is both improbable ad 

mutually inconsistent. Firstly, they have to make Sat\kara bind by some charm (generally called 

Vanadurga-Mantra) the wife of Mal)<;iana, who after his defeat, was departing for her heavenly 

abode and challenge her to a discussion. According to Anantanandagiri, Cidvilasa, Brahmananda 

Sarasvati and Vallisahaya, throughout the discussion between Sankara and Bharati, the latter 

was standing in the ari in the outer countryard of Mal)<;iana's house. This latter part is highly 

improbable while Sat\kara's action is both improbable and altogether inconsistent with Sankara's · 

character as well as with the context. He had come to argue with Mal)<;lana as the great expounder 

of the Purva Mimarilsa doctrines at the instance of Kumarila, the other great Mimarilsaka of his 
time and not with Mal)<;lana's wife, who had no particular locus standi in the field and as such, he 
would not even have thought of detaining her for a discussion and that too, against her will. 
Madhava, who perhaps sensed this difficulty, invents a story from her childhood. Then, at that 

point, it is Bharati, Mal)<;! ana's wife, who challenges Sat\kara to a discussion as the other half of 

Mal)<;! ana. Then, curiously and surprisingly enough the same biographer, Madhava, who had 

said that Sat\kara had detained and challenged her to a discussion, now says that Sat\kara objected 

to the same between a woman and a Yati but that Bharati answered the objection by pointing out 
the instances of Gargi and Sulabha who had discussions with Yajiiavalkya and Janaka. The 
instances also are inapt because both Yajiiavalkya and Jan aka were householders while Sat\kara 
had objected to a discussion between a Yatl that he himself was and a woman- Bharatl. 

Moreover, all this story ofSat\kara-Bharati dialogue Is cut oofffrom that of Sat\kara binding 
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here by a charm and his first challenge to her by the incident of Mar:JQana' s regret not that he was 

defeated but that Jaimini was proved wrong, then Sailkara' s explaining to him at his own request, 

the true evident thatthe story of the ascetic and Bharali in the latter's childhood must have been 

added later and is found In Madhava and Sadananda only. The other biographers do not mention 
this story nor Sankara's objection but it is interesting to note that according to Anantanandagiri, 
Cidvllasa and Brahmananda Sarasvati, the discussion between Sankara and Bharali took place 

after Mandana's Initiation into Sannyasa by Sankara. 

All this seems to be just a bundle of contradictions. The major Inconsistency of the subject 

matter with the context of Sankara Mar:JQana debate has been discussed already. 

It, therefore, seems reasonable to conclude that the incident In question must have taken 

place, If all it did, at the time of Sankara's ascending theSarvaji\a-Pitha, though this represents 

the version of a very small minority as far as the Sankara-Vijayas are concerned and not all all in 

the context of Sankara- Mar:JQana discussion though this version has been favoured by a large 

majority of Sankara-VIjayas. The three Sankara - Vijayas of Vyasacala, Govinda and 
Brahmananda Sarasvati, which constitute the minority, are comparatively older than those 

comprising the majority. Br. S. V. and Pr. S.V. of Cisukha and Anandaglri, presumable the oldest 
of the Sankara-Vijayas agree with the view of the minority, though their value as supporting 

evidence Is somewhat less as they are not available to us for confirmation. 

With regard to the story Itself also, it appears that Is Is not wholly true as it has been 

narrated by the biographers, particularly those who connect it with the Sankara-Mar:JQana 

discussion. 

Thus, out of 14 biographies (i.e. Sankara-Vijayas) which give the story, only three 

biographers, viz. Madhava, Sadananda and Nilakar:Jtha (all very late writers), refer to Sanandana's 
or Padmapada's discussion with Sailkara about the advisability of his decision to tenant the 

body of the dead king. The other biographers do not even suggest such a discussion though 

many, but not all, of them agree In describing how Sankara was lost in the round of harem

pleasures in the body of the king, finally resulting in his finding his old body in flames when he 

returned to it after he gave up the king's body. Such a despiction is inconsistne not only with his 

Image of a God-realised person and even of being Lord Siva incarnate as portrayed by these 

biographers but also with what he had said by way of assurance to his disciples about the 

impossibility of his being likely Initially objected to his contemplated action of entering the 

king's body. All this story ofYogiMatsyendranatha and his disciple Yogi Gorak~anatha, which 

these bigraphers have then used for Sailkara's biography. It is quite possible that when Sailkara 

started functioning in the body of the king, difference in the behaviours of the 'old' and the 'new' 

king was noticed quite early by the ladies in the harem as well as the klng's ministers and then 

suspecting that they were dealing not really with the old king proper but with some new and 
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spiritually very advanced soul that was animating the old body. They may thought of trying to 

retain this new king permanently in the manner described by the biographers. Sarikara, however, 

being aware all the time of such a risk to his own body and also to his mission behind his taking 

on the new body, must have foiled the attempt in the nickoftime by giving up the new body and 

returning to his old one. The story of his body being in flames extinguished by Lord Nrsirhha 

invoked by Sarikara and so on is very likely to have been added later. The supernatural element 

brought in by the same seems to be unnatural as well as unnecessary and points to the same 

conclusion. 

When Sarikara came back, possiblly no particular need was felt by the questioner to question 

him on the subject sepcifically or to pursue the point any further, because Sarikara was a Yati and 

particularly! if the questioner was a lady and the subject was Kamasastra, it was too delicate for 

an open and free discussion. 

Regarding Sarikara's writing a small work on Kamasastra during his sally into the king's 

body, ten out of 14 biographers, who have given the story of Parakayapravesa etc., tell us that he 

composed such a poem during that stay. The king's name has been given as Amaraka (Tirumala 

Dik~ita), Maruka (Rajacudama(ll Dik~ita) and accordingly!, the name of the poem also has been 

given as '>1%ifiR"HPHG.V.K. Nilaka(ltha and Anantanandagiri), Mrga -lJ.'T(Vallisahaya) and as 

~lf!AI11"'1R"'ll1 (Govindanatha), ~wl~qfq<1q<J (Rajacudama(li Dik~ita) and ~ 1l.t ~ 
(Madhava).l8 Some biographers tell us that on returning to Ma(lc;lana's house. Sarikara just 

showed that poem to the questioner, who was satisfied with Sarikara'somniscience. Then we 

have the story ofSarikara finding his body in flames on his return to it and Lord Nrsirhha appearing 

there and so on. In the course of all this happening, how the poem if at all written by Sarikara was 

brought from the palace, to be shown to the questioner and finally was preserved for posterity in 

something that cannot be satisfactorily explaied. Modern students of what now passess as 

Amarusatakam, purporting to be the said composition of Sarikara, are highly sceptical about 

Sanrikara's auth.;rship ofthe same, and exceptthat so many biographers refer to such a writing, 

there is no other clue to verify the same today. 

Lastly, regarding the period of Sarikara' s stay in the body of the king, it could not reasonably 

have exceeded one to two weeks (one week, according to Vyasacala and Govindanatha) or at the 

most one month, as said by some others. The whole story, therefore, of Sanandana's 

expostulation with Sanrikara, the pupils going to the court to rouseSarikara from his entanglement 

with the harem ladles and finalllythe philisophical song (with the burthen ~~ ... <J"R'at 

the end of every stanza or the like) sung by them must have been an addition of later times, 

modelled in imitation of a similar one said to have been sung by Gorakhanatha ('f<it~, ~ 

"lT'1f' II ) 
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FOOTNOTES 

I. Vide: 'Age of Sailkara' by T.S. Narayana Sastry- p. 174, F.N. 139; 1971 AD. 

2. Read : ~ ~ "fui1'f'l ~I 
m ~~~II San1epa-Sailkara-Jaya by Madhavacarya - X : 18. 

3. Read :if!! •w;,ld'lif.ilif•l<~_ '<1111'<11~ 'lt<f<Ji'~~~ ~ 1 ('!!Sf'~ '11\~l""'~"l"i ~. 

~~~: '!i'l~: II) Quoted in Age ofSailkara- p. 174, F.N. 139 

4. Vide: 'Age of Sankara- p. 174, F.N. 139, last sentences. 

5. The Sailkara-Vijaya are: 

(i) Sankara-Vijaya by Anantanandagiri (Ch.58); 

(ii) Sankara-Vijaya by Vyasacala (Xll: 71); 

(tii) Sallkaracarya-Caritam by Govindanatha (IX : 12); 

(iv) San~epa- Sankara-Jaya by Madhava (X: 18); 

(v) Guru-Vamsa-Kavya by Kasi Lak1mana Sastri (ill: 28); 

(vi) Sailkara-Digvijaya- Sara by Sadananda (Vill: 10); 

(vii) Sankarabhudaya by Nilakal)\ha (N : 90); 

(viti) Acarya-Digvijaya by Vallisahaya - VI : 76 - 77. 

(ix) Sankarabhyudaya by Rajacudamani Dik!ita N : 49; 
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6. The 11 Sankara-Vijaya are : (i) Sankara-Vijaya by Ananta; (ii) Sailkara-Vijaya-Viliisa by 
Cidvilasa, (iii) Sallkarabhyudaya by Tirumala Dik!ita, (iv) K\i!miil)<)a-Sankara-Vijaya 
(Puru,ottama Bharati), (v) Br. S.V. by Brahmananda Sarasvati, (vi) S.S. Jaya by Madhava. (vti) 

Sankara-Digvijaya SaYCra by Sadananda. (viii) Aciirya-Vijayakhyana by Paramdevi, (ix) Acarya
Digvijaya by Vallisahaya and (x & xi) Sankarabhyudaya and Sallkara-Mandlira-Saurabha by 
Nilakal)tha. 

7. The three Sailkara- Vijaya are (I) Sankara-Vijaya by Vyiislicala, (2) Sankariiciirya-Caritam by 
Govinda and ( 3) Guru-V arnsa-Kavya by Kasi Lakshmana Sastri. 

8. Also vide: Oll'<l<i~"'11<."<11by Paramakavi ill: 120- 122; 

9. Vide : S.V. of Anantlinandagiri Ch. 58, last stanza. 

10. It may be here noted that according to Cidvillisa, Brahmananda Sarasvati and Vallisahaya also. 
Vlil)i or Sarasvati was standing in mid-air throughout the episode. According to Cidviliisa, 
however, unlike Anantanandagiri, Mandana was made a Sannyasin by Sankara and then only. 
Vani started gooing to heaven. Moreover, unlike Anantanandagiri, Cidvilasa says that when after 

Sankara returned from the king;s body and satisfied Val)i with regard to her queries, she started 
going to heaven again, Sankara entreated her in a variety of ways to go with him an ultimatelly 
got her to accede to his request and then getting her down from the aerial path, took her 
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alongwith his disciples like Padmapada and Hastamalaka to the Vibhan<)aka forest. 

11. Read : "'"""'l" !); ~I 
\1' ~10<\1,~11'<'1<1 <mftit;f 'lit~: II 

1!1'fR»>T '< ~ ~ fm'f_ I 

~WtRN));!);m'm~: II 

The Lord said to Sankara ~ mm 'ITSRir 'I'm: II Brahmananda Sarasvati Br. S.V. Ch. 

XIX 

12. Vide (i) Vyasaca1a (S.V.) XII: 79 to 81, (ii) Madhava (S.S. Jaya)- XVI: 83, (iii) Govindanatha 
(San. Carita) - IX : 14 to 16, (iv) Nflakal)tha : San. Abhvudaya): VI : 88 (v) Brahmananda 
Sarasvati (Br.S.V.) : Ch. XIX. 

13. Vide : 'Three Great Acaryas' - p. 37 

13A. Vide : 'mPsycho1ogy of Insanity' by Dr. Bernard Hard. 

14. Vide his Sankariiciirya - p. 20 

15. Read : '!T"ft AA«r '< F-\'1~1~1<'1«1'( I ~ '< il'f 'f'111"111!.11 

f-~Wif'f<lq<\1 ~: I~: 3': 'rol1: ~~II 

Quoted in Su~ama on st.33 or Guru-Ratna-Malika and by T.S. Narayana Sastry in his Age of 
Sankara - p.226 - Both quoted as from Br.S.V. of Citsukha. 

16. Read : ~~I~ \1@111ol"'-li'!T'l'Till 

"l"'ffiif ~ 'fm ~ ~ 1flllW""( II 

Quoted in Su~arna on St. 31 of G.R.M. 

17. Read : 1!( W (St. 29 of G.R.M. "'!l" ~· ~)" ill'fffi 'l'fm' <j;l'l'il114f-l~qf-1<11,11i\F-I~'IIfi\>j 

~: '~ fllf<r ~ '@1'•'11lii!f<r (st. 22 of G.R.M.) q'4\l'i'1'i1i 'lOf.it I ~ 

'< ~ \l\\'4olf-1~'1'( I "lt''TS'f ~: I ~ l1.'i ~ ~-~-~
i\1wil'4~1\'\~'4li.OI~~i'q ... H~It<-~-Qqi~l1~l:qi~ f1<tjf\t<t~i( II 

18. Vide: Govinda's Saflkaracaritam- IX: 12, Rajaclldiimani Dik~ita's Sail. Daya-N: 49 and 
Miidhava's S.S. Jaya- X- 18. 
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"Shri Rama'' 

What do the Shankara Vijayas say about 
Shri Shankaracharya? 
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Dr. W. R. Antarkar 

My paper today is based on my Doctoral thesis on Shri Adi Sharikaracharya, entitled "Shankara 

Vijayas: A comparative & a Critical Study"', submitted to the University of Poona in 19 6 0 and accepted by 

them in 19 6 1 for the conforment upon me of the Ph.D. Degree. The title of the paper, as announced 

already, is awhat do the Sharikara Vijayas say about Shri Adi Shankaracharya'. Principally, it deals with the 
life- account of Shri Shankaracharya, as given in the various biographies in Sanskrit, written by different 

persons at different times and there compositely called by the term 'Shankara Vijayas'. It also touches 
briefly upon a few important but controversial points connected with Shri Shariketracharya. A full discussion 

of these & even a. brief reference to some other topics, though not altogether unimportant, is beyond the 

scope of this paper. 

There are about 18 such biographical works in Sanskrit and they are as follows : 

!. Brhat Sharikara Vijaya or Guru Vijaya- By Sarvjria Citsukhacharya 

2. Pracina Sharikara Vijaya - By Anandagiri a/ s Anandajnana 

3. Shankar a Vijaya- By Vyasacala 

4. Shankara Vijaya or Matanibarha~a - By Anantanandagiri 

5. Sharikara Vijaya Vikasa- By Cadvikasa yati 

6. Keraliya Sharikara Vijaya or Shankaracharya Caritam - By Govindamatha 

7. Bharat Shankara Vijaya- By Brahmananda Saraswati. 

8. Sharikara Vijaya Sarigraha or Kusma~<;la Vijaya- By Purusottam Bharati 

9. Sanks epa Shankara Jay a- By Madhavacharya 

1 0. Shankara Digvijaya Sara- By Sadananda Yati 

1 1. Acharya Digvijaya- Parameshvara Kavi Kanthirava 

1 2. Acharya Digvijaya Cam pus- By Vallisahaya 

1 3. Sharikarabhayudaya - By Tirumala Dixit 
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14. Shankarabhyudaya- By NilkaQtha 

15. Shankarabhyudaya- By Rajachudamani Dixit 

16. Guru Varhsha Kavya- By Kashi Laksmana Suri 

1 7. Bhagavadpadaphyudayam - By Kashi Lak~maQa Shastri 

18. Shankaracharya Mahima- By BaJa Gopala Yati 

1 9. Shankaramandara Saurabha - By Nilakantha 

2 0. Shankarendra Vilasa- By Vakpati Bhatta 

Out of these, the first two and the last one never became available to me but quotations from and 
references to them are to be found in certain books. No. 7 and 1 7 have been seen by me but are not in my 
possession. The last one is not supposed to be a biography of Shri Shankaracharya but is supposed to have 
some bearing on it & hence, it has been included in the above list. 

From the list given above, it will be seen that all the 18 works do not bear strictly the name 

Shankara Vijaya. Actually, only two works do so. Yet, 10 other works contain this name as a part of their 
complete title. Acharya is the same as Shankara and hence Acharya Digvijaya is just Shankara Vijaya. The 
remaining 7 names strike a slightly different note but the contents of these are similar to those of the first 
eleven and hence it is that I have named all those 18 biographies by the common title Shankara Vijaya. 

This term Shankara Vijaya literally means athe triumph of Shankaraa which obviously refers to the 
tours undertaken by him for holding discussions with the leaders of different schools of Philosophical 
thought and his ultimate triumph over all of them without exception. In this connection, it is worth noting 

that the Shankara Vijaya of Anantanandagiri is also called Mat-Nibarhana, (~which means refutation 
of views (of Shankaracharya's opponents). Br. $. V. of Br. Saras. consists of two parts, the first part 
consisting of 2 5 chapters which give the life account of Shankaracharya and the second consisting of 8 0 
chapters, which describe refutation by Shankaracharya of as many as 7 2 different schools of thought. All 
the biographies in Sanskrit describe these discuesions and Sankaracharya's triumph at varying details. 
These, however, form a part of these biographies, all of which give in addition an account of his life from his 
birth to his passing away and from this point of view, the title Shankaracharya Ceritam of Govindanathaiis 
work (No. 6) is more in keeping with the contents of these works than the other titles, particularly the first 
12. 

Out of these works, the late Mr. T. S. NarayaQa Sastri of Madras appears from his work 'Age of 
Shankara' to have possessed the first two and the last works but gives us some particulars of the first one 
only. Thus, he tells us that Br. $. V. of Citsukha consisted of three parts, viz. 1) '!:•T'II4~,. (30chh.) 2) 
<l<ti<J~I~Y<l ( 17 0) and 3) lj(••w114~"' (2 4 chapters) and was written by one Citsukhacharya, his direct 
disciple, formerly his co-student at the Guru kula & known as Visnu Sharma. He tells us very clearly that he 
had in his possess.ion a mutilated copy ofthe second, of the three parts. Based on this second part, he has 
given us Citsukhaas version of Shalikaracharya's life, upto Shat'tkaracharya's meeting with Kumari·la
Bhatta, with quotations from that work from time to time. This account is so very refreshingly natural and 
stands out in marked contract to the highly artificial ones of the later biographers. 
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About Pr. $. V .. the late Shri Balashastri Heridas of Nagpur had told me personally that Kanci 

Swamiji I H. H. Shri. Candrasekharandra Saraswati) had placed before him a palm leaf ms ofthatwork which 

for some reasons, he did not accept them. My repeated attempts go get at the same have resulted in failure 
so far. 

Regarding the time of the origin of these biographies, it is difficultto say anything with any certainly. 
If what Mr. T. S. N. Sastri says about the Br. $. V. of Citsukha is correct, Citsukh at once becomes a 
com temporary of Shankaracharya and his work a contemporary account of $' s life. The exact date of 

Citsukha will depend upon the date ofShankaracharya, which is highly controversial. Regarding Pr. $. V .. we 

know next to nothing reliable about the identity of the author and hence nothing can be said about him with 

certainty. About all the other works, we can say that there is hardly any work before the 14th Cent. A.D., the 

latest being the two works of Nilkantha, which are the products of the 19th Cent. A.D. -all for removed in 

time from Sri Adi Shankaracharya and the genuine tradition about him. 

About the life account of Shailkaracharya given in these biographies, I feel constrained to say that 

except the one in Citsukhaas work, there is hardly any one of them that inspires confidence in its reliability 
and which can be relied upon fully. Most of them treat Shankaracharya as an incarnation of Lord Shiva and 
begin their works in a mythical strain. The other characters in the story like Mandana, his wife, Sanandana, 

Kumarila Bhatta and so on are incarnations of some god or the other of the Hindu pentheon. Except two or 

three works besides Citsukh of course, none gives the date of Shali.karacharya's birth and none without an 

exception gives the date of any other incident in his life, including that of his passing away. All this appears 
in sharp contract to Citsukhaas work, which, according to Mr. Shastri, has given the dates of all the major 

incidents in his life. The life-account of Shankaracharya given by Citsukha also is, as said earlier, far more 

natural and appealing then that in the matter but to have drawn on some old tradition, altered and even 

distorted in course of time. In their enthusiasm to add to the glory of Shailkaracharya, they have not 

appreciated that they have done scant justice and more herm both to him and to history. When put together, 
the biographies give broadly a common account, more or less, of the main incidents in Shailkanlcharya's 
life, with variations at a number of places. The common account can be summarised as follows : 

Vidyadhiraja was a learned brahmin.living at Kaladi and had a son named Shivaguru. This son also 
became learned like his father, he was also a follower of the vedic religion. He was married to a girl (called 
Aryamba) from a respectable family but the couple had no issue even after a long time. By mutual agree
ment. therefore, they performed severe penance to propitiate lord Vrsacale iee. Shiva. The Lord was pleased 
and as desired by them, blessed them with a short lived but an omniscient son. The boy, when born, was 
named Shankara. He started learning things very early & by his fifth year, he was ready for Vedic studies. His 
father had expired by that time and, therefore. his relatives performed his thread ceremony and sent him to 
the Gurukula for studies. With his precocious talents, he maslered everything in a short time and returned 
home. His mother desired him to become a house-holder but he wanted to become a Sannyasi, to which she 
would not agree. One day, therefore, when he had gone to the river Purna for bathing in it and his foot was 
caught by a crocodile, he obtained his motheras permission to become aSannyasin, which alone could save 
his life. With that permission, he left in search of a spiritual master, but not before promising to come to her 
whenever she remebered him and also to perform her last rites himself. He went to Govinda Muni on the 
banks of the Narmada, where the sage intiated him into Sannyasa and made him self-realised. Sometime 
thereafter, the Master bade his disciple go to Kashi to propagate Advaita philosophy by writing commentar-
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ies on the Prasthana traya and defeating the other theorists in the field. Accordingly, Shankaracharya went 
to Kashi, where he wrote his famous commentaries and then started expounding them to disciples. who 
began to come to him for initiation and instruction. His first disciple was Sanandana, who later became 
Padmapada. During his stay there, he had an encounter with Badaraya~a Vyasa, in connection with his 
commentary on the Brahma-Sutras. Sometime after this. he had encounters first with Kumarila Bhalla and 
then with Ma~c;lana Mishra, both renowned Mimarhsakas of his time. He defeated Ma~c;lana in argument 
and then overcame his wife also by performing the miracle of entering the dead body of a king to master the 
science of love in the company of the ladies in the King As harem. Thereafter, he toured the whole country, 
defeating in argument many opponents of Advaita Philosophy, which he established and propagated every
where he went. In the meantime, he was also required to attend to his dying mother and perform her funeral 
riles. He established mutts at four places in India, viz Dwaraka, Badri Kedara, Jagannathe Puri & Shrngeri 
and placed his chiefdisciplies in change of the same. He also got his disciples like Padmapada and Sureshvara 
to write Vadantic works like Pancapadika. Nai~karmyasiddhi and so.on. During this period, he acquired two 
more disciples, viz Hastamalaka and Totaka. Towards the and of his life, he went to Kashi again, where he 
was visited and blessed by his grand-preceptor Gauc;lapada. Hence, he went to Kashmira, where he as
cended the Sarvajiia-pi\ha and immediately thereafter, he went to the Himalayas, where he gave up his 
human body and went back to his Divine Abode-Kailasa. 

There are certain points in the different life-accounts which deserve to be noted. 
(1) Firstly there are certain incidents, whcih have given by Citsukha only but not by any other 

biographer. Thus, the passing away of Govinda Muni !Ramabhadra DixitAs Patanjali Carita only mentions 
ifl, Shankaracharya's encounter with the third great Mimarhsaka of the time, Prabhiikara Bhalta. !whose 
name has been mentioned by some biographers), the story of Udanka- later Udankacarya, have not at all 
been given by any later biographer. 

121 Secondly, there are certain incidents, which have been given by some biographers only, and 
then also with many differences in details. Thus, the Stories of ( 1) Goddess Lakshmi raining gold amalakas 
in the courtyard of the poor brahmin lady while Shankaracharya was at the Gurukula. (iii Sages like Agastya 
coming to his house after his return home from the Guru kula but before he became a Sannyasin & left it liiil 
king RajaShekhara coming to him for blessings for getting a son, then reading out to him, there dramas 
written by him and later on, Shankaracharya reproducing them from his memory livl Shankaracharya 
cheking the torrential waters of the river Narmada when at his MasterAs place, lvl his encounter with 
Candala at Kashi, (vi) Lord Shiva emerging out of the Lingam and declaring that Advaita was Satya (viii 

Shankaracharyaas encounters with Ugra Bhairava, Krakaca Kapalin and so on, and lastly lviiil his contract
ing the Bhagandara disease, have all been given by alimited number of biographers, the number and the 
biographers varying with the incidents. Thus, ShankaracharyaAs encounter with the Candala has been given 
by Tiru D. Madhavacarya & Nilakantha only, the story of Satyam Advaitam has been given by Brahma Saras; 
Cidvilasa, Anantanandagiri & Vallisahaya, out of which Cid. pule it kashi and the last two at Madhyarjana, 
while the story of cheking of Narmada-waters has been given by other four writers only, viz Brahma.Saras; 
Madhava, Sadananda and Nilakantha. 

31 Thirdly, certain incidents have been given by most of Ieven alii the biographers but without any 
uniformity of details. This is true of stories like ShankaracharyaAs encounters with Badarayana Vyasa, 
Mandanamishra his meetings with Govinda muni and Gaudapada, his Parakayapravesha, his attending to 
his dying mother and the like. The variations leave us wondering as to what exactly happened in these cases, 
if, at all, incidents like his encounters with Vyasa and Gaudapada did take place. 

41 Lastly, the timings and the order of the various incidents have also been given differently by 
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different biographers. The passing away of Shankaracharyaas mother has been given by some after his 
initiation by Govinda muni while others have put it after he defeats Mandana. In fact, the biographers do not 
seem to know at which stage of his life she passed away or where he was just prior to it. They, however, with 
the exception of Citsukha and perhaps Anandagiri also, seem to be agreed that he came to know about her 
approaching end by his Yogic powers and that he went all alone to meet her by the aerial path. Similarly, 
Shankara. Gaudapada meeting has been described by Citsukha, Cidvilasa and Brah. Saras. at the beginning 
of his carear and in the Himalayas whereas Madhava, Sadananda and Nilakantha narrae it towards the end 
of his career & say that it took place at Kashi. The story of his Para Kaya.pravesha has actually been 
mistimed by those who connect it with his encounter with Mandan a, whereas it is more likely to have taken 
place, if at all, at the time of his ascending the Sarvajna Pith a. Lastly, utter confusion of order is seen in the 
itinerary of Shankaracharya as described by the different writers, who give us about half a dozen different 
routes of his Digvijaya yatra. 

Thus, if there is hardly a single incident in Shankaracharyaas life uniformly given by the biogra
phers, sonle incidents have developed intofierce controversies among the different mutts established by 
him. Such is the case with li) the birth place ofShankaracharya liil the place of his passing away, I iii) the place 
where be ascended the Sarvajna.pitha liv) whether or not he established a mutt ar kanchi and lv) his date out 
of these, the first three take the events for granted but dispute their exact location, the fourth is a question 
of fact and the last is a question of history or chronology. 

In the first three cases, there is a choice between two places each. There is not much controveray 
about Shankaracharyaas place of birth. Except for the reading in the printed copy of Anantanadagirilas 
Shankara- Vijaya, giving Cidambaraas the birth-place, all other biogrphies of Shankaracharyagive Kaladi as 
the place and the works of Madhva pandits also favour the same. The other mss, of Anantaas work seen by 
me, however, given Kaladi only as the birth-place of Shankaracharya. 

Three places have been mentioned in connection with his passing away, viz, Trichur, Kanci and the 
Himalayas. The first has been given by Goviddanatha only but no other biographer says that he was any
wherein Kerala during his last days and therefore the real contest lies between Kanci & Himalayas. Regard
ing the Himalayas, again, some people say that he passed away at Badari Ksetra while others say that he 
entered the Dattatraya Cave further up and thence went to Kailasa. What I feel is this : 

Upto his meetings with Govinds Muni, Kumarila& Mandana, the accounts are agreed more or less. 
Thereafter, he must have planned his subsequent course of action and also the order at least broadly. 
Beginning in the north already, he must have decided to finish his work there first, including the wast & east 
coasts and them only to come down to the South with a view to settling there only. All the biographers 
describe his visits first to Shringeri and then to Kanchi but no one- not even Madhava- says that he spent 
last days of his life there, whereas some biographers do say that he passed away at Kanchi. It seems 
unreasonable to believe that he went to the north again, accompanied every time as he was by a number of 
his disciples. 

Added to this is the fact that the accounts of his passing away in the north are extermely overlaid 
with the supernatural and hence unrealistic while those of his end at Kanchi are much more natural and 
believable comparatively. This is also reenforced by the following pieces of evidence. 

i) . According to Mr. Sastri, Citsukha and Anandagiri say that Shankaracharya passed away at 
Kanci. Works like Sivarahasya & those of Raja Dixit, and Anantanandagiri favour this view. 

iil The Guruparampara of Kudli Shrngeri mutt clearly refers to Shankaraas passing away at 
Kanci only. 
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iii) A large amount of sculptural evidence in and about kanci, bearing out Shankaracharyaas 
close connection with the place seems to point in the same direction. 

The balance of evidence seems, therefore, to be in favourofKanci as the place where Shankaracharya 
passed away. 

The same line of argument seems to apply to the story of the Sarvajna pith a also. Here, again, Kanci 
and Kashmir are the two contending places, claimed by persons who hold that Shankaracharya passed 
away at Kanci & in this Himalayas rsp. The question is somewhat complicated because a Sarvajna pith a in 
Kashmir is well known at least at present while the one at kanci is almost unknown to anyone. Yet, as many 
as 5 or 6 biographers, who include Citsukha and Anandgiri (of course, according to Mr. Sastri) have 
referred to Kanci as the correct place. Once again the order of events becomes important and the Kashmir 
version is full of variarions which make that account suspicious. Most of the biographers put the event 
toward> the end of Shankaracharyaas life and the biographers bring him to Kashmir from different places 
(Jh oYyh vxzgkj O;klk) 

Kashi - Madhava, Sadananda & Nilakntha; Jagannathpuri- Guru Vamsha Kavya) Sada & G.V.K. 
bring him back to Kanci, G.V.K. taking him to Kashi also thereafter, before going to the Himalayas). The 
Kanci version is at least more natural and hence believable, except for the location of the pitha there. At the 
most, therefore, we can keep the question open till better evidence comes to tight. 

The last two episodes are very closely related to the larger issue of the establishment of a fifthe 
Mutt at Kanci by Sri Sankaracharya. The supporters of this view maintain that this was the last mutt 
established by Shankaracharya, who occupied it as its firstAcharya, from whom an unbroken succession of 
Acharyas, as mentioned in the Gururatnamalika with the commentary Susma thereon and Punya - Shloka 
manjari, has come down upto the present day. This centre is called by them Kanci Kamakoti pitha and is said 
to have a branch mutt at Kumbakonam. According to Mr. Sastri, Citsukha and Anandagiri testify to the 
establishment of this mutt at Kanci. 

The Srinergri and the Dwarka mutte in particular oppose this view vehemently and hold that the 
so~called Kanci mutt is only about two or three hundred years old. According to them, the many ltauthori~ 

tiesa cited by Gurrathmala are all fabrications, that the so-called Guru-parampara itself is nothing but a 
string of names of emient person in the literary political& historical fields. They also point out that the Kanci 
mutt has no valid Mahavakya or Veda of its own and its title lndta-Saraswati is outside the ten recognised 
titles for Sannyasis. Lastly, the establishment is not mentioned by any biographer except the most doubtful 
Anantanandagiri & Brah Saras. 

This criticism is worth consideration in many details. Yet, the possibility of works of Citsukha & 
Anandagiri has been suggested already. Moreover, the establishment of no other mutt out of the four has 
been mentioned by any later biographer. The establishment of mutt at Sringeri has also been mentioned by 
Anantanandagiri only, whom the Shringeri people consider unreliable. The points made out in connection 
with Shankaracharyaas passing away seem to be in favour of a mutt at Kanci. Better evidence only, if and 
when it becomes available , can clinch the issue. 

Regarding the date of Shankaracharya, only two views need to be considered, viz. 50 B.C. to 4 7 7 
B.C. and 7 88-820 A.D. 

The first of these is based on the uniform tradition of the 4 or 5 Mutts and on works of Citsukha, 
Anandagiri and some Jain works. The am in diffidulty in accepting this date is that, firstly none of these 
works has become available so far and secondly, it upsets the dates of a number of other persons like 
Kumarila, Mandana, Gaudapada, Badarayana Vyasa and Jalmini, Patanjali and many jain & Buddhist writers, 
whcih it is not easy tp support or substantiate. Recently, some persons like Mr. Udayavir Shastri, Mr. 
Kulkarni have attempted to support this prechrisstain date by making use of some historical and astro~ 
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nomical material available in the Puranas & the MBh, bearing on ancient Indian Chronology. As against this, 
however, and in addition to the difficulties mentioned earlier, Mr. R.M.Umosh, an adherent of the Sringeri 
Mutt, has in his book aShankaraas Datea produced voluminous evidence from jain & Sanskrit Darshana -
works to show that Shankaracharya could not in any case have flourished earlier than 5th Cent. A.D. and 
unless and until his evidence is answered point by point, it will be uncritical to maintain a pre-Christain date 
for Shankaracharya. The various Shankara Vijayas that we have today, are practically silent on this point and 
the only two that mention the date say that Shankaracharya was born in 7 88 A.D. and the implication is 
clear. 

I shall conclude my paper with a few remarks on the achievments of Shankarcharya in general. 
Men like Shankaracharya have a definite purpose for their life and they seem to have a clear vision 

of it right from the beginning. 
Shankaraycharyaas contribution lay principally in the philosophical and the spiritual realm. There was then 
a medly of philosophical views with the Buddhists and Jains questioning the authority of the Vedas. 
The Mimamsakas restored the authority but they concentrated on the ritual part (karma-Kanda) of it, 
relegating the knlowledge of the Upanisads to a second place and this laid to a sureeit of ritualistic action, 
whcih was called Dharma. Shankaracharya accepted this action but as a preparation for a higher goal, viz. 
the attainment of self-realisation or God-realisation. This God he called Brahman, in conformity with the 
upanisads and held that that was the only one absolute reality, all duality being Mithya or relatively real. This 
is his value philosophy, which assigns Absolute value to this Brahman and instrumental value to all duality. 
He finds fault with man for assigning absolute value to his worldly life and not with the worldly life itself. This 
is his Advita philosophy, which the proprounded in his commentaries on the Prashantraya and maintained 
and propagated in the course of his discussions with the leaders of various schools of religious and philo
sophical thought. He won them over to his own way of thinking, not by domolishing their views completely 
but by correcting them wherever they were found ·defective. 

Finally, he established mutts at key places i India, where he appointed his trusted and qualified 
disciles to propagate and canyon' the tradition of his philosophy of thought and action among the members 
of the society within their own jurisdictions, giving them guidance wherever necessary. 

Whether he established the worship of the five deities IPaincayatana Puja) or not, as made out by 
his recent biographers, is a moot point as far as the Shankara.- Vijayas are concerned but the could certainly 
not have been opposed to the Worship of different deities within certain limite and shown of their unhealthy 
elements, so long as the ultimate goal was not lost sight of. It was in this way that he can be said to have 
unified the various pholosophical theories and religious practices then prevailing. They were all brought 
under one banner of Advaita. 

This brings me to the end of my paper. I am aware that my treatment of the major topics like 
Shankaracharyaaas Date has not been sufficiently exhaustive while l have not even touched upon certain 
other topics like Shankara-Mandana discussion, identity of Mandan a and the like. But withing the limits of 
thepaper, l could not do better and l hope you will aappreciate my difficulty. 

I am thankful to Dr. Ravindra Ramdas for honouring me by inviting me here to read this paper and 
thus to inauguarate this seminar on Shri Shankaracharya.l am equally thankful to you all for giving me a very 
patient hearing. 

Thank you, 
W. R. Antarkar 

15, Shraddhananda Road, 
Vile Parele (East), 

Bombay 400 057 
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Abbreviations: 

Shankara 

Br. S. V. 

Ananta 

Brah. Saras 

P.S.V. 

Raja. D. 

Tiru.D. 

Shankaracharya 

Bhat Shankara Vijaya 

Anantanandglrl 

Brahamannda Saraswati 

Praclna Shankara Vijaya 

Rajacudamani Dixit 

Tirumula Dixit 
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SANKARA-VIJAYA OF ANANTANANDAGIRI 

DR. W.R. ANTARKAR 

AFTER discussing the works of Citsukha and Anandagiri, I wish to deal with 

the third of the ten works referred to in my previous article. 1 I intend to discuss only 

two such works as they have given rise to some contraversy. The present work is 

one of the two and is taken up first because that in my humble opinion, is 

comparatively the older one. 

This work was published in the Bibliotheca Indica Series in 18 81 A.D. by 

Jivananda Vidyasagara. It is also available in ms-form at many places. 2 All these 

copies generally contain 7 4 chapters through the Kasi and Sari.kesvara mss. have 

only 7 3 chapters. The Sari.keswara mutt ms. gives the name ofthe work as mata

nibarhana (refutations of theories) whereas the dolophons to the first three chapters 

of the work in the printed edition give its name as Acarya-Vijaya. 3 

There are two controversial issues with regard to this work. viz. ( 1) Identity 

of the author and (2) authenticity of the work itself. l shall deal with them separately. 

Identity of the author 

The colophons at the end of the first 8 2 chapters of the printed edition of 

this work give the author's name as Anantanandagiri whereas the remaining 4 2 

chapters give it as Anandagiri. This creats the impression that one and the same 

person bears these two names. This impression seems to be current among many 

scholars even today, Who believe it at this work is written by Anandagiri, the famous 

commentor of Sri Sari.karacarya's Bhasyas. In my humble opinion, however 

Anantanandagiri and Anandagiri are two distinct individuals, out of whom the 

first and not the second is the author of the work in questions. My reasons are as 

follows: 

1. Vide JUB Vol. XXIX- Part 2- Sept. 6 0. 
2. (i) Ananda5rama Mss. Ubrary, Poona, (ii) Oriental Research Institute, My sore, 

(iii) Shrnrama Taraka Mutt, Kasi. (iv) Sarasvati Mahal, Tanjore etc. 
3. The Stanzas quoted by Sasama as from Acarya Vljaya are found in this S.V. The workAcarya

Vijaya, therefore is not an anonymous work as maintained by Mr. R.K. Alyarln his booklet, 
'Kumbakonam Mutt claims' 
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(1) The Anandasrama Mss. Library, Poona, contains two mss. of this work. 

I have also a copy of the same procured from the Sankara vara mutt. All these three 

mss. give in all the colophons the name of the author as Anantanandagiri. 

(2) At the very commencement of the work ifself, the author refers to 

himself as Anantanandagiri. 4 At the beginning of Ch. IV. however, of the same, he 

refers to Anandagiri independently and that also by the side of Suddhananda. 5 

(3) Anandagiri, the commentator of Sri Sankara's Bhasya invariably refers 

to himself as the disciple of Suddhananda Yati whereas we do not get a single such 

reference in any of the colophone either in the printed copy or in the mss. Our 

author has referred to Sankara as his Paramaguru and called himself his vizfrgrfak'; 
6 suggesting his contemporaneity with his Guru. Curiously enough, he refers to 

himself in the third person but in the same capacity of a direct disciple, in a later 

chapter. 7 

(4) I have already referred in my previous article, to 8 0 0 and odd stanzas 

quoted by Dhanapatisurin in his commentary Oil)c;lima on ch. XV of Madhava's S. S. 

Jaya and also shown that not even one of these can be traced to the S. V. of Anata., 

at present under consideration and that they must have belonged to an older work 

which can be identified as Pr. S. V. of Anandagiri, the disciple of Suddhananda.8 

These stanzas describe in details the various staages of Sankaraas triumphant tour. 

The S. V. of Anania in question is mostly occupied with a similar description. On a 
comparison of the two decription it was found that they agreed with each other 

almost completely with regard to ( 1) the order of the various stages of the tour, ( 2) 

the name of the opponents and also of the places where they were encountered. ( 3) 

the description of the two, (4) arguments and citations on either side, (5) the period 

of Sankaraas stay at every place etc. In spite of this agreement, however, it is clear 

that the two descriptions are from two different pens, for, 

4. Read the opening words~ 3144it;;;JIIftu:q: ................. i 
5. Read: ................... 'll:pi~~<fiWIG~f.:l~fc;ti{J3•Ht~}iiFH'J:c:f5tl'tY~~: ~: ~: .......... ~ 1 

6. Read :3'114'1H<flill:{;J4Yft1Mf.<tf4: tfll" 4{1'1jf«:qm(<fl21i .......... <tiilfi:l' I and also his solutation,just prior 
to this sentence a 

~ ~~~Cfl(iiii<:i'.¥'Qii!Aii=&:~'{I1Wf YJi'tli!J"'{Gi:s~ ~~II 

7. Read- Cfie:Jf4~"4t: ~10fltodltl'tY'ffill: ~ ~: 1 ch. 6 6 
8. Vide-XXIX,Part2,Sept.60 
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(a) The order of stages in Ananta' s work is different at two or three places 

from the one as found in the quoted stanzas. 

(b) Ananta' s work contains more prose and less poetry and much more 
annotative matter than is to be found in the quoted stanzas. 

(c) The bulk of the stanzas quoted cannot at all be traced to Ananta.as 

work. 

All these faets, I believe, are sufficient to show that Anantanandagiri, the 

author of our present work is distinct from the celebrated. Anandagiri though the 

question who followed whom remains undecided. I am supported in my belief by 

Prof. B. Upadhayaya who also holds the same view in this matter. 9 The misconception 

about the identity of the two has led the late Mr. M. R. Bodas to remark that the 

stanza 'ifi<"'~ ~:' etc. quoted as from Anandagiri's work is not found in 

the printed work (i.e.$. V. of Ananta.) 10 The stanza properly belongs to Pr. $. V. of 

Anandagiri. To decide the question of priority and the true meaning of the expression 

i:>i~Ritof.i!&j we must try to settle the date of Ananta. The late Mr. Telang has advanced 

mainly two arguments for the purpose. 11 They are : 

(1) Anania. cites in ch. XIX of his work the stanza '~ <#li%Mlif(!j'Jilllli'{' 

etc. as a sruti text. According to Mr. Telang, this stanza is not a sruti text but is one 

of the introductory stanzas in Vacaspatias Sankhyatattvakaumudi. Vacaspati' s 

generally assigned to the 9th cent. A. D. S.V. of Ananta., therefore, has to be placed 

later. 

This however, does not seem to be convincing for the stanza in question is 

not only found in Svetasvatara Up. (4.5) but has also been quoted as a sruti text by 

Sri Sankaracarya in his commentary on the Br. Sutras, (Vide comm. on Br. Su. 1 :4:8). 

(2) S.V.quotes in ch. XI and XL, three stanzas as from 

Adhikaranaratnamala or Vyasadhikarranamala, 12 traditionally ascribed to 

Madhavacarya a/ s Vidyaranya or Bharatitirtha, his preceptor. Both persons are 

9. Vide >!lihi&:;Cflil~i4 ~(fill~ p. 11. 
10. Vide .l)ll{i~ifiU~~I4 q "RiiT ~- p. 18. 
11. VidelndianAntiquary-Vol.V-p. 287. 
1 2. The stanzas are : 
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generally held to beong to the latter half of the 14th cent. A.D. at the latest. Anania. 

therefore, cannot be placed earlier than the 14th cent. A.D. 

If this is correct, Ananta. cannot be admitted to be Sankara' s direct disciple, 

even if we accept for the lattter the latest date, viz. 8th cent. A.D. The expression 

31Qf\16d~l'4 may, therefore, mean that Ananta. came in the direct line of Sankara and 

nothing more. 

Now, according to the line of succession of the Kane! mutt (which the Srngeri 

people call into question), Suddhananda and Anandaglri are the 6th and 7th acaryas 

from the first acarya. If this is true and if following the method adopted by modern 

scholars for computing time we ascribe an average of 2 5 I 3 0 years to every acarya. 

Anandagiri cannot be placed much later than 2 0 0 years after Sati.kara. 

Even if we choose to distrust the Kati.ci succession list, we can prove 

Anandagirias priority to 11 0 0 A.D. in another way. According to Veti.kata Dixit and 

Jayatirtha, the commentators of Ramanujacarya and Madhvacarya, the latter criticise 

Sankara' s interpretation of the Bhg. at many places. Now Anandagiri has also 

commented upon Sankara' s GBh. If he had known the criticisms of Ram a. and 

Madhva, e would certainly have tried to defend Sankara against them but he does 

not do so anywhere. This is possible only on the hypothesis that he preceded both 

and, therefore, also preceded 12th cent. A.D. This automatically proves his priority 

to Ananta. who as already shown canllDt be placed earlier than the 14th cent. A.D. 

The conclusion. therefore, seems irresistible that Anandagiri is the earlier of 

the two writers, and that Ananta. must have drawn upon his Pr. S. V. while writing 

his ownS. V. 13 In the absence of the former, it is not possible to say anything about 

its authenticity and the same granted also, it is not possible to say how far the Ananta 

has kept to the original or where and how much, if at all, he has deviated from the 

same. It is, therefore, unsafe to draw any inferences as to the authenticity of Ananta' s 

work. For that, we must look to other sources and that brings me to the second of 

the two issues referred to at the beginning. 

~ f<Ml<! 'II .@l<il"'<lf.it"ollii I "1\1kNiili<IIRii 'I f<Rri ~ I 

~ lffl!m: <ll'('lo@'!jiftolfl:ii'l: I <ioi\~l"jl'4iil11oliii f<Ml<f Jm t lf11: II on Br. Su. 1:1:1: 
and 4fl:'<loi4l1i&<H. f'q; 'IT ~!ll(jfll<jA: I Oill«iSjlll11<lqii. iR 41fl:'<loi4<li: II on Br. Su. 8 : 4 : 2 8 
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Authenticity of the work 

Opinion is sharply divided on this point both among the traditionsts and the 
modern scholars. The Kanci mutt people look upon this work as very authoritative 

and have taken great pains to answer objections raised against if 14 The $rngeri 
Mutt and its adherent however, negative the claim with equal vehemence, saying 

that it is more or less a fabrication for the express purpose of boosting up the claim 
of the Kanci Mutt,15 which has also published an "embellisheda (~) edition of 

the same and hence it is valueless for purposes of history. The reasons given for 

this view may be stated as follows : 

(1) Both the original and the 'embellished' editions "even in its language 

and in its contents bear such evident traces of recent fabrication by unskilled hands 
that the reliance placed upon it is being relaxed for some time; 16 and that "it is full 
of disrepancies and mistakes." 17 

( 2) It contains references to Ramiinuja and Madhva 18 

Among the moderns, Prof. Wilson alone holds that "the work is sufficiently 

historical since it bears Internal and indisputable evidence of being the composition 
of a period not far removed from that at which he (i.e. $ankara) may be supposed to 
have flourished ... " Mr. Telang however has controverted this view with regard to 
the work. Mr. Colins Mackenzie describes this work as aa legendary life of Sankara" 
20 while the editor of the catalogue of Miss. in Saraswati Mahal Library , Tanjore, 

says that "A persual of the work will convince anybody that the work is very 

unrealiable. It is full of discrepancies and mistake ."21 

(3) It contains particulars, subversive of all known version of Sankaraas 

parentage, birth place and the place of his final csappearance. 22 Thus, $ankara's 
grand-parents are mentioned as Vidvan Mahendra (F<i~"'i~i:) and Kamaksi (<lil'fR1l), 

parents as Sarvjit (~) and Visista (~). birth-place as Cidambaram and the 
place of final departure as Kailci. Further, he is stated to hvae met and received 

inititation into Sanniivasa from Govindamuni at Ciambaram only, from which place 

1 3. It is for this reason also that I Qnnot accept the contention of the Kanci people that the Pr. S. Jaya referred to by 
Mafhvacaryaat 1:1 of his S.S.Jaya is the same as the S.V. ofAnanta. Vide'!flil'('*'<':iidl'l(q~R"' pp. 16 to 2 0. That 
otherwise aJs, this contention cannot be maintained Is sufficiently dear from my Previous article (JUB.Vol. XXIX-Part 
2, Sept.- I 9 6 0 ). Thecorrespondences referred to by them li.e. Kane I people) only polntto a common source for both. 
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again, he started on his triumphant sour. His encounter with Vyasa is very queerly 
narrated. Perhaps, these are the discrepancies and mistakes referred to in ( 1) above. 
We may also add that the work does very scant justice to $ankara-Ma.;u;lana 

discussion and omits all reference to important events like the passing away of 
$ankara's mother, acquisition of disciples like Sadananda etc. 

It must be admited that in this maze of conflicting opinions, it is very difficult 

to come to a decisive verdict either way. I may however state my findings as follows: 

I have yet to see the 'embellished' edition of the work. I was however, told by 

a $astrin ($ri Pollaham Ramasastrin) at Mylapore. Madras, that no such edition had 

been published by the Kanci Mutt so far. He has written a small booklet on this 
particulars$. V. in some mss. of whcih available in Government Oriental mss. Library, 

Madras. the additional paragraphs, pointed out by Sri R.K. Aiyar in 'Kumbakonam 
Mutt claims' as from the embellished edition, were to be found. The $astrin told me 

that this was being described as the 'embellished' edition of the work, putting together 

all the available mss. of this work in different places was a great necessity and in the 

circumstances this appears to be the maximum fair criticism of the additional 

passages. 

Mr. Collins' remark, however, that the work is "a legendary life" need not be 

taken literally for it will be appreciated that to the average western mind, everything 
and every happening that does not conform to the every-day experience of the 

common man is a legend. This was particularly so at the beginning of Oriental Studies. 
After the recent advances in the different fields of science like telepathy and 

clairvoyance, extra-sensory perception and para-psychology etc.; it is no longer 

necessary to believe that no suxh things as what can be called 'a miracle' can be a 

14. Vide >Al<l<;:<o<!flad"'eyRil pp. 14 to 16. 
15. Vide pamphlets Sri Srngeri Sarada Mutt and·Kamakoti T redeepam by Shri S. Sundcramiah and 

Kumbakonam Mutt claims by Shri R. Krishna. swamy Aiyar 
16. Vide Kumbakonam Mutt claims - p. 12. 
1 7. Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss., Saraswati Mahal, Tanjore, p. 3 2 21. 
18. Vide Kumbakonam Mutt claims- p. 12. 
1 9. Shri Venkataraman quoted by Shri Sunderamiah in Sri Srngeri Sarada Mutt- p. 2 0. 
20. Quoted byK. T. Telang- side I.A.- Vol. V-p. 287. 
2 1. Vide Oxford Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss.- p. 618. 

2 2. Vide Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. Sarasyati Mahiil- p. 8 2 3 1. 
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fact of life. Dr. Burnell gives no reasons for the statement re: the modernity of the 

work. Arguments from style and language are subjective and hence not conclusive. 

(ii) Mr. Venkataraman' s statement regarding the reference to Ramanuja 

and Madhva in Ananta' s work cannot be understood. I was unable to find any such 

reference in the printed edition of the work and neither Mr. Venkataramana nor the 

two critics, Mr. S. Sunderamiah and Mr. R.K. Aiyar state where these references are 

to be found. It is, indeed interesting to know that Prof. Wilson thought of placing the 

work prior to the 1 1 th cent. A.D. just because it made no reference either to Rama. 

or Madhva. 23 

(iii) The main objection seems to be with regard to the particulars of 

Sankara' s particualars of Sankara' s parentage etc. I hope to show in a later article 

that from the evidence in hand, it seems more likely that the place of Sankara' s 

passing away is Kanci rather than Kailasa. I shall, therefore, discuss the other aspects 

of this last objection. 

The objection with regard to the particulars of Sankara's parentage will, if 

true, have to be immediately conceded. I have, however, consulted a number of mss. 
24 for this particular purpose and found that they fall into two groups, one giving 
Kalati as the birth - place of Sankara etc. and the other giving Cidambaram as the 

birth-place etc. Both these groups contain very old Ta<;la-patra mss, thus obviating 

the possibility of one of the two being a later thought or fabrication. In the present 

state of our knowledge, no completely satisfactory explanation can be given for this 

contradication in the mss. The following two considration may. however, be noted 

with profit. 

(i) Acyutaraya Modak (1820 A.D.) in his connentary on Madhava's S. 

S. Jaya says: "31+i1i+<;fliPfd¥i:S·(fi'l"1~ g" 'lil08li&l Jl11lCiif <f;(010&:<ti~l ~: I "$f1iR1'l,ii"25 

Comm. on S. S ... Jaya - II : 1 This shows that the copy of Ananta' s S.V. before A 
Modak also must have contained the same particulars as in the other biographies of 
Sankara. 

2 3. Quoted by K. T. Teiang-vide!. A.- Vol. V-p. 2 8 7. 
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(ii) While introducing the story of Sankara's life. G.V.K. (Guruvarilsa-

Kavya) which describes the birth of Sankara at Kalati in Kerala Pradesha, states at 

!:6 that the same story has already been described by 'great poets' (~:I) The 

commentator who is also the author of the Kavya states very clearly that the great 

poets are Anandagiri-yati and c. ("1H'<fmt~Ql'<li?:fl1:) This Kavya is undoubtedly a 

Srngeri mutt work and I leave it to scholars to draw their own conclusions on the 

matter. 

With regard to the omissions, it has been found that almost no biography of 

Sankara gives any reliable account of Sankara-Ma(lc;lana controversy. Thesse other 

works do not also necessarily recount all the incidents in Sankara' a life. It is again 

the other works, particularly that of Madhava and those that follow him (works of 

Sadananda and Nilka(ltha) that are guilty of the most glaring anachroisms. No 

anachronism is to be found in Anania's work. 

All this does not mean that I regard this S. V. as absolutely authoritative. My 

only points is that the arguments and objections put forward against it cannot prove 

either the forged nature or the unreliability of the work. Palm-leaf mss. of this work 

are to be found throughout India, from Kasi to Kanci and Ujjain to Mysore. The 

charge therefore, that the work in question is forged by the Kanci mutt to serve their 

ends is as much justified as is the charge that Madhavacarya' s S. S. Jay a was got up 

by the Srngeri mutt support its clairri in it case against the Kanci mutt. ITs authenticity, 

however, does not follow as logical sequel. As a matter of fact, not one of the 1 6 I 
1 7 biographies of Sankara I have worked upon inspires confidence in its authenticity 

to the expected degree. We have to put together all these biographies and after they 

are made mutually corroborative, we are able to get only an outline sketch of the 

great man's life. 

2 4. Mss. from (i) AnandMrama Mss. Library, Poona 2 mss.; (ii) Sarasvati Mahal Library, Tanjore- 1 
ms. 

2 5. The stanzas in question are: 
ilil.,2<ll,q llfll'!ir <li<"'l"'"t'l"l ~: I ~: 1Jl;!: fllqjo~q~ II 
<1<1: ~: W!j~ililj\l~o«<(: I ~ ilffi"li ~ m- II 

"!IT c,tiT( -,r<fi 1fli'11fi:«<~qihl~l{ I ~ ~ 1j;j(l; q&1i"''ll\igd II 

~ "ilf.>lq[: 'i!if g'lqijRql'!j~: I~ ftirr ~: flfi\o; II 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

(i) Ananta - Anantanandagiri 

(ii) Rama - Ramanuja 

(iii) S. V. - Sankara Vijaya 

(iv) Pr. S. V. - Pracina Sankara Vijaya 

(v) S. S. Jaya - Sank~epa Sankara Jaya 

(vi) Br. So -Brahma Sutras 

(vii) GBh - Gita Bha~ya 

(viii) JUB - Journal of the University of Bombay 

(ix) l. A. - Indain Antiquary 
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LIFE AND TEACHING OF SHANKARA 

By Dr. W.R. Antarkar 

SRI Sankaracharya is one of those figures that have adorned the pages of human 

history. He was born as a Kerala Nambudri Brahmin but died as a universal Immortal. 

He is regarded as a great philosopher but greater as a mystic still. We may even say 

that he was more a mystic that a philosopher. That is the impression left behind by 

his great works. 
A mystic is one who has 'Seen' Reality, or God face to face and has, as a 

result, developed that divine love or madness for God, which it is difficult to express 

in language. All true mystics-of all ages and countries-form an eternal. Divine Society 

of their own. Essentially, they are all the same but practically, they are found to be of 

two types, viz. 

1) those who, after God-realisation, remain immersed in that 'inteffable silent 

enjoyment of God' and 2) those who are not satisfied with such an enjoyment only 

and wish to lead others to and help them share in the same. Shri Sankaracarya 

belonged to the second type. 

The lives of such person- are brilliant specimens s of lifelong dedication to the 

service of humanity on a very high-spiritual-plane. They are deeply moved by a 

genuine feeling of pity for the suffering humanity and by a real desire to lift them out 

of their misery permanently. They, then, exemplify the principle and practice of 

Lokasangraha in the true sense. Lokasangraha is a term more abused than otherwise. 

Shri Sankaracarya has defined it as ~ 3"ll1i Q'{filf.lqJ{Dii" - turning people away 

from the wrong path (which leads to the objects of sense and thus to grief in the 

end.) This evidently implies that the people are to be put on the right path, that 
leads to God and to happiness. Shri Sankaracarya lived up to this ideal throughout 
his life. 

Shri Sankaracarya is generally ackowledged as the first great and systematic 

exponent of the philosophy of Advait, according to whcih one attributless Brahman 

is the only Reality, all plurality of individual soul and the diversity of the objects of 

the world being only empirically real, appearances projected on the basal reality, by 

Avidya i.e. ignorance of the same. He wrote extensive commentaries on the 

Prasthanatraya as also many minor works and hymns, wherein he preached with a 
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rare consistancy his philosophical doctrines. A major portion of his commentaries is 

taken up by itellectual polemics, beyond the capacity of the ordinary person. We are 

primarily concerned with what he said for the common man by way of spirtual 

guidance, to lead him to what he regarded as the chief end of human existence -

God-realisation. 

Every bemg-human or otherwise-is permanently after happiness. Man in 

particular is eternally in search of a happiness that will never end. After a ceaseless 

striving , however, throughout his life, he finds that his purpose is far from 

accomplished. At the end of his life, he is left an exhausted and a disappointed 

person. The real and root cause of his misery is, according to Shri Sankaracarya, the 

ego-sense and the attachment to sense-objects arising therefrom. Ego-sense is 

thus the root of all misery. Ego-sense is just ~ - ~: am $ 'IT ~: & the 

cognition that I am the body. This is the same thing as identification of the body 

and the true Self or the superimposition of the former on the latter. This 

superimposition is called adhyasa, which is not that thinga ("ldffii*<l'SF.:i;;:) This adhyasa 

is also said to be avidya, which means the ignorance of the nature of oneas true 

Self. It may be said that this ignorance leads to the superimposition or identification, 

which in turn leads to all the ultimate misery in life. Technically, ignorance and 

superimposition are represented as the two aspects 3l'fCI111T (concealment of the 

'Truth') and fc$r (distortion of the 'Truth' ) of Avidya. 

The superimposition, rooted as it is in ignorance, is said to be false or untrue 

(mithya). There is a great disparity between the body and the true Self or the Soul. 

The body is gross, non-setient and perishable while the soul is eternal and 

imperishable, the most subtle and sentient principle. In the terminology of Vedanta, 
the body is "!('!""'ss:~ while the Soul is (1f~TJ<I+<:'!4'1."4 ( ~WSTI'lT - as Shri 
Sankaracarya describes it). Somehow, the Self has forgotten this its true nature, and 

manas search for permanent happiness is just the unconscious flight of the soul 

back to its own nature, which is the home of perennial delight. In the search, however, 

the ignorance and the consequent superimposition lead the person astray. They 

make him find happiness in the pleasures of the body and the objects connected 

therewith. The borrowed, dependent and short-lived delight, however great, which 

is the maximum that the sense-organs and the sense-objects can yield, cannot satisfy 

the cravings of the soul, whose very nature is eternal delight. The Inevitable result is 

misery, compositely designated by Shri Sankaracarya as m and -.:iW inspite of the 
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best efforts of man and even in the wake of maximum of sense - pleasures. This 

leads to the cycle of births and deaths and the endless succession of miseries. Shri 
Sankaracarya steps in here to point out that so long as Avidya continues, the misery 
cannot be escaped. In other words, so long as the Self is not realised in its true 
nature, all efforts of man to attain happiness are bound ultimately to end in failure. 

Self-realisation is the key to real and lasting happiness and hence the sole and correct 

objective of all human efforts. This Self, whcih is the common subjective Reality 

underlying the phenomena of diverse personalities is just identical with Brahman, 

the objective Reality, underlying all the experiences and the visible world. Self

realisation is therefore, the same theoretically as Brahman-realisation, culminating 

in Brahman-realisation is the time panacea for all man's evils. 
Self-Realisation or the rise of true i.e. spiritual knowledge, Shri Sankaracharya 

insists now and then, is the jist of all the Upanishada and of all para martha or 

Adhyatma. 
That alone and nothing else-including the highest booklearning-frees man 

the fetters of Avidya and leads him beyond all misery. He has fought long and 

hard to establish that spiritual knowledge alone, unaided by anything, is the direct 

means to lineration or freedom (moksa) from Avidya. All else is at best a means to 

this knowledge. All practices, karmas and observances are good and useful only in 
so far as they help the dispelling of Avidya and the rise of knowledge. This knowledge 

is then called the ~ - the internal means to Moksa or liberation. 
The attainment of this knowledge is not an easy task. Only that person can 

hope for it who has the four-fold qualification, i) f.1c'lif.1f4q*!!fi'I~Cfi: discrimination 
between the eternal and non-eternal, ii) ~~;rr2l'lfi~'~-TI1ff<HT1f: non-attachment to 

enjoyment of the fruits temporal and celestial, iii) ~ .. control of the 
sensemind, and iv) ~an earnest desire to become free from '1"'1' i.e. a yearning 

for God-realisation, which have become famous in Vedanta literature as 'fll>l'lilg'l!'l'"( 

This four-fold qualification may be tak.m to constitute Rlil:af.l;:- purification 
of the mind, which qualifies an aspirant for God-realisation. To achieve this 
purification, Shri Sankaracarya advocates, in keeping with his times, the performance 
of scriptural rites according to one's Varna and Asrama but without desire for fruit 
and with a sense of dedication of them all to God. Karma or rites are thus only 

indirectly useful for liberation and have to be given up when purification of mind is 
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attained. In the course of the performance of Karmas, a stage is reached when the 

Sadhaka realises the futility of these rites to lead him to the Imperishable Absolute. 

At this stage, he is advised to approach a spiritual preceptor, who is himself a learned 

and God-realised person for guidance. 

A spiritual preceptor-called Guru or Acharya-is said to be essential for 

guidance on the path to God (i.e. Brahman) and the disciple must have full faith in 

him. In the beginning, the Guru sets the disciple firmly on the spiritual path 

bydispelling his doubts by question and answer method. The disciple has to practise 

WfUT. lH'l' f.r~r~ till his mind decides upon God as the sole aim of all his 

pursuit. Therefore, the Guru initiates him into one of the four 'ltlilii'f<!Sdi'OI'lR:i & c . , 

everyone of which represents, accordinng to Shri Sankaracarya, the quintessence of 

the Upanishads and which alone can lead to the true knowledge i.e. Brahman

realisation. The 'ltliliOt'l has to be repeated by the disciple continuously till realisation 

comes. This period will vary with the individuals according to their mental background. 

When self-realisation comes, the person is at once and permanently placed beyond 

the pale of Avidya, a perfect being, who is eternally free and the very abode of 

everlasting happiness. This is called Moksa, or liberation, which is no new acquisition 

but rather the sou las coming into its own-regaining a forgotten empire. The Sadhana 

does not create anything new for the Sadhaka outside himself. It makes him aware 

of something, which is all the time his own, by tearing off the veil that obscured it 

from his vision. 

It is important to note that thought Shri Sankaracarya was a strict supporter 

of the scriptures, and as such held with them that the Vedic rule of life did not apply 

to all and sundry in the society, he has, befitting a true mystic stated with the Gita in 

clear terms, that the gates of eternal knowledge are open to one and all true aspirants. 

The real qualification is internal and those who have it can attain Goal by other 

means like Japan etc., if the Vedic way is not open to them. Shri Sankaracarya thus 
stressed the deeper aspect of religion and said that all forms must ultimately converge 

towards the rise of self-knowledge. 

The state of liberation, Shri Sankaracarya tells us, can be attained even in the 

embodied condition. This Is known as the doctrine of 'lflilOSfrl> and Is a peculiar feature 

of Shri Sankaracaryaas philosophy. Such a person - a •fi'l"Si"fi rises superior to all 

rules of morality and scriptures, which have meaning for the ignorant person only 
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and all karmas cease for him, as knowledge of Self and karmas are said to be opposed 

to each other as light and darkness. The liberated soul is merged in the Cosmic 

Consciusness and the sense of doreship and the desire of fruit, which are the result 

of Avidya and the root of karma, have vanished at the dawn of that merger. 

A Jivanmukha is thus, according to Shri. Sankaracarya, above all karma and 

has no duty for his own sake and yet he not only admits the possibility of his working 

for the spiritual uplift of man but even enjoins it at times as his duty though he does 

not make it compulsory for every such person without exception. The oft-debated 

question regarding the relation of Self-knowledge and Karma in Shri Sankaracarya's 

philosophy seems to boil down to this that according to him, only individualistic or 

egoistic action-karma-grounded in Avidya, is opposed to self-knowledge. He does 

not suggest that the rise of that knowledge renders him incapable of activity of any kind. 
He seems, however, due to give consideration and respect to the fact of a difference 

in the mystics, referred to at the beginning, the same being due to a difference in 

their temperaments. The active mystics, like Shri. Sankaracarya engage in a kind of 

spiritual altruism only till their own Prarabdha is exhausted and they are finally merged 

into the Infinite till the end of time. 

The purpose of Shri Sankaracarya' a life, works and teaching is, in one word, 

Self-realisation. It is unrestricted by any barriers of caste, creed or religion, sex or 

social status. It is the first right and first duty of every human being to strive its 

utmost to attain it. It is the real end of all human endeavour, the true and final 
solution to all his problems and the crowning achievement of his life, devoutly to be 
wished and worked for. 

<N. B. The words God and Brahman have been used as synonymns.) 
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LIFE OF SHRI ADI SHANKARACHARYA 
(A fresh version)- Contd. from the previous issue 

Dr. W. R.Antarkar, M.A., LL.B., Ph. D., Bombay 

I I 

WHEN Shankara was left alone in that lonely place, longing for a Guru, he saw a mystic Guru in 

human form, holding in his four hands a rosary of pearks, pitcher of nectar, a sacred book and 

Chinmudra and seated on a stately tabernacle at the foot of a banyan tree on one of the peaks of 

Kailasa and surrounded by holy and hoary sages like Vasistha, Vamadeva, Badarayana, Suka , 

Goudapada and others, seated like disciples. Sankara approached this new Guru and praised Him in 

his famous Dakshinamurti hymn, he composed at the time. Then, at the intercession of Sukamuni on 

his behalf, the Divine Teacher received him as a disciple and asked his attendants to prepare him for 

initiation into Adhyatma-Sannyasa. When accordingly he was so made ready by bathing him in the 
waters of the Ganges and smearing him with ashes, and he had once more renounced all worldly 

desires, he was presented to Him composed a hymn called Para-puja which he offered by way of 
worship. Then thee Divine Teacher intiated him into the four Mahavakyas and presented to him the 

Sacred book, which was found to be the same as his own commentary on the Brahma Sutra. Thereafter 

the Divine Teacher took Sankara to Mahak!lasa where Sankara beheld Lord Siva in all His divine 

glory and composed two hymns in praise of the same. Sankara was now declared a Jivan-mukta and 

ordered by Him to go forth as a Paramahamsa parivrajakacharya. He was also blessed with a long 

life and sound health 6 

After taking his blessings. Sankara returned to the hermitage of Badarayana, where he found 

his companion Vishnusar man as Chituskha, who was waiting for him all the time since the 

6 Every person is not intended to work for the uniift of others. Particularly in the spiritual field only those who 
have the divirte sanction behind them are successful in leading people on a large scale to God. God or the 
Guru keeps behind his chosen person his great strength, which is essential for the purpose. The ordinary 

person should be content with doing the duty according to his station in life and while doing so should try to 
keep his mind attached to God. This is really the message left for us by these great souls and we should act as 

they have asked us to and not as they acted. 
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disappearance of the three sages and Sankara and to whom Sankara recounted all his adventures on 

Kailasa and Mahakailasa. 

Then at his Instance, Sankara initiated him into Sannyasa, after composing for him two 

works, and renamed him Chitsukha. At the time initiation also Sankara composed Mahavakya 

vivarana. Before going to Benaras, for which he was now very anxious, Sankara went with his first 

disciple Chitsukha to see and pay his respects to Govindamuni who was overjoyed to hear his 

adventures on Kailasa and Mahakailasa. He also bade Sankara go to Kasi and spread his Advaita 

philosophy. 

Just as the two were ready to go to Benares, Agnisaiman a relative of Sankara, came with 

bags of gold and jewels from his mother and told Sankara that his mother and told Sankara that his 

mother was very ill and desired to see him. Sankara immediately changed all his plans and dedicated 

all the money to Lord Narayana for reconstruction and rennovation of the ancient Visnu temple at 

Badarik asrama and setting up therein the image of Lord Vishnu he had obtained from the river 

Alakananda after diving into it ten times. After the consecration-ceremony was over, he placed 

Agnisaraman in charge of the temple and then with Chitsukha came to Kalati. Before he left Sankara 

had also created a hotwater lake just below the shrine of the Badarinatha temple for his aged Guru 

Givindaamuni to bathe in every day in those cold regions of the Himalayas. 

When Sankara came home along with Chitsukha, he found his mother grown extermely weak 

but still able to walk about in the house. Both were delighted to see each other and Sankara after 
touching her feet in reverence, embraced her with all filial affection. One day, being very ill, she 

requested Sankara to discourse to heron things that would bring to her peace of mind. He explained 

to her through Tatvabodha, his philosophy of Advaita, in the simplest language possible. She, 

however, found that too beyond her intellectual capacity and asked him to sing a hymn to Lord 

Krishna whom she had worshipped all her life. Sankara, therefore, composed a beautiful hymn 

(Krishnastaka) to Lord Krishna, at the end of which Lord Krishna appeared before her in his Divine 

form. The mother was filled with joy to behold the form and felt extremely happy and blessing her son 
in his grand undertaking, gave up her body like a yogin. In keeping with his promise at the time of 
renunciation, he performed her funeral rites himself in the backyard of his own house, in accordance 
with an ancient custom of Keraliya brahmins. At the time of setting fire to the pyre, he composed a 
small hymn in praise of his mother, which (hymn) is replace with very delicate filial feeling. 

In the meantime. a young brahmin boy named Sanandana 7 came to Kalati and informed 

Sankara that Govindamuni was seriously ill at Amarakanta on the banks of the Narmada and desired 

to see him before his death. Sankara therefore immediately left for the place and arrived at it in one 
monthas time. Govindamuni lay unconscious on his bed, surrounded by his disciples watching his 

last moments. Immediately, however, he heard Sankaraas voice he recovered consciousness, and sat 
up in his bed and embraced Sankara. He then exhorted him to undertake a Oigvijaya-Yatra throughout 
India and propagate his philosophy and instructed his disciples to follow Sankara as their master. 
He then imparted to him the last lesson regarding duties of a sannyasin (Turiyasrama Dharmopadesa) 
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blessed Sankara again and with Om as the last syllable of his lips, quietly passed away. It was Kartika 

Purnima, Thursday, 4 9 5 B.C. When Emperor Harsa Vikramaditya of Ujjain heard of his fatheras 

death, he repaired to the place where his fatheras body was interred by his disciples and in memory of 

the last word Om uttered by him, caused to be built the temple of Omkaranatha over his Samadhi. 

Immediately afterGovindamunUis passing away, Sankara, as previously promsied, initiated 

Sanandana into the order of Sannyasins and taught him the essence of philosphy by composing 

Atmabodha for the purpose. Sanadana wrote a commentary Vedantasara on this Atmabodha. From 

this place, Sankara started on his triumphant tour. 

With Chitsukha, Sananda and others, Sankara came to Prayaga, where on Maghi-Amavasya 
day, he bathed at Triveni and gave offering to his mother and Guru. Then visiting some sacred spots, 

he came and settled down at Bharadvajaas asarama. At this time, he composed hymns like 
prayagastaka, yamunastaka etc. At this place, Sankara started propounding his philosophy contained 

in his various commentaries. He soon became famed for his Vedantic learning and srudents from 

different parts of India began to come to him for instuction.ln the morning he went with his disciples 

for bath at Triveni. After the morning duties, he went back to the asrama and propounded his 

philosophy. In the afternoon, he held discussions with his disciples, answering their questions and 

clearing their doubts. 

One day, Sankara, with his disciples, went to see the Aksaya-Vata, when he saw a young 

Brahimn, affected by leprosy all over his body, trying to end his life. On seeing Sankara, he appealed 

to him for mercy. Sankara was moved by his sight and by touching him, cured him completely. He 

turned Into a hansomeyoung man and people exclaimed aUdakaa (mnzr% vl:'ld% ;L; 1%) free from 

marks of leprosy) which was the name he was called by thenceforward. Then Sankara at his instance, 

initiated him into the mystereies of Vedanta philosophy and made him a Sannyasin and his disciple. 

Another day, Sankara had been to Pratlsthana-puri (modern Jhansi) where lived the famous 
Mimamasaka, Prabhakara. Hearing of Sankaraas arrival, he wentto see him and to convert him to his 

7 Sanandana was the son of a brahmin pair Madhava and Lakshmi, belonging to a learned and a rich family 
and living at Ahobila, famous for the temple of Lord Narimha. The parents died early and he was brought up 

by his maternal uncle Divakaradhvarin, a disciple of the famous Mimamsaka, Prabhakarabhatta. He was 

married to his uncle's daughter but could not get on with either and set out in search of a Guru. He came to 

prayaga where he came across Prabhakarahimselfwho could not, however, satisfy him. Then Lord Narsimha 

directed him to Shri Shankaracharya. He, therefore, went to Badarikashrama to see him, only to learn from 

Shri Govindamuni that he had gone to Kalati. He then came to Kalati alone to see Shri Shankaracharya, who 

on learning his history, promised to teach him Vedanta philosophy and to initiate him into Sannyasa after he 
had seen Shri Govindamuni. 

'This is Chitsukha's version of the famous Omkaresvara Mandir on the banks of the Narmada, which is, at 
present, regarded as one of the 12 Jyotiriingas. The actual spot, as at present visible to the eyes, appears more 
like a samadhi than like a Lingam. 
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own view, according to which, performance of Karmans Viz. sacrifices, was the sole objective of 

human life. Sankara, however, argued with him calmly for a few hours and convinced him of the 

superiority of spiritual knowledge and that performanceof Karmans brought about purification of 

the mind, which gave rise to Para-bhakti, which in its turn resulted in the realisation of the identity of 

the self with Brahman and that that alone was the way to liberation. With Prabhakaraas conversion, 
the entire agrahara, consisting of about 2 0 0 0 followers of prabhakara, was conerted to Sankaraas 

faith. 

This Prabhakara had a son called Prithvidhava (or adharaal who had suddenly stopped 

talking from his fifth year, and would neither eat nor play. Prabhakara had tried all methods to cure 

him but without success. He now fell at Sankaraas feet and requested him to cure his boy. When the 

boy was brought to him, Sankara by his very first glance at him realised that he was a self-realised 

person-a-born Siddha. Sankara placed his hand on his head and asked him who he was. To the 

surprise of all present, he answered the question in 1 2 stanzas, which since then, have become 

immortal as Hastamalaka stotra. The boy then got himself Initiated into Sannyasa by Sankara who 

named him Hastamalaka. Prabhakara, who was witnessing all this, requested Sankara to make him 

also a Sannyasin and initiate him into the mysteries of Vedanta philosophy. Sankara composed 

rRoks insak (Tattvopadesa) and taught it to Prabhakara, who renounced the world and destroying 

all his works on Purvamimamsa of which he now felt ashamed, followed Sankara as his disciple. 

After his conversion, only one disciple of Prabhakara, called Salikantha stuck to the Gurumata and 
wrote a work called prakaran-panchika. Sankara, after this incident, went back to his asrama, with his 

old and new disciples. 

Yet another day, Sankara was going to Kausambi, when he saw a pair of old brahmin 

parents, mourning over their dead son, kept in front of them. Sankara pitied them and wished to help 

them out og their misery. Just then, an aerial voice broke out saying that compassion, whcih did not 

have the power to remove misery was useless. Sankara immediately replied that God alone could 
show such compassion and If He but willed, the boy would arise. To the surprise of the parents the 

boy arose as from sleep. All the people who witnessed It were full of happiness and soon the whole 
city Kausambi became a scene of bliss. 

Sometime after this Incident, just as Sankara was resting, In the morning one day, with his 
disciples on the holy banks of Triveni, under the shade of a Tamala-tree, news was brought to him 

that Kumarila, the great champion of purva-Mimamsa was about to commit himself to flames In 

secluded part of a village near Ruddhapur, probably one of the suburbs attached to Prayaga. Sankara 

hastened to the spot but only to find him already lying on a funeral pyre, made up of heaps of chaff 

(Tusanala) surrounded by Brahmins, chanting vedic Mantras appropriate for a Vedic prayachitta 

which Bhatia Kumarila was bent upon carrying out at any cost. Then, perhaps in reply to Sankaraas 
query, Bhatia gave him the following account of him self. 
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After the training in the Gurukula along with other brahmin boys he came out with all the 

Sastric knowledge and Vedic culture available at the then seats oflearning. Further, he made a special 

study of the science of Purva Mimamasa-Sutra and wrote an exhaustive gloss on Sanaraas commentary, 

advicating therein the path of sacrificial rites, to the exclusion of the path of knowledge. 

The Jains, at the time, who were highly critical of the Vedic religion were growing from 

strength to strength. He wanted to check their success but could not. 

They admitted no brahmin into their fold. Hence, he disguised himself as a jain monk and 
got himself enrolled as a disciple ofVardamana Mahavira, the new leader of the jains. Under Mahavlra, 

he learnt all their religion and philosophy and was treated by Maha. with special favour. The other 

disciples therefore hated him. One day, Mahavir ridiculed the Vedic religion and Vedic Gods a little 

too much with the result that Kumarila shed tears. His colleagues noticed this and cautiously brought 

i tto the notice of Maha., who now suspected him to be a brahmin heretic. He then conspired wi•h his 

disciples to make short work of Kumarila, to prevent him going out with their secrets. One day, 

therefore, as Kumarila was resting in the moonlight the disciples took him to their Guruas terrace, 

whe~e Maha. was enjoying rest. The disciples kept chit-chatting and playing for some time and then 
getting a hint from their Guru, managed to throw Kumarila out of the terrace. Kumarila remembered 

his Vedas and just said to himself: all the Vedas are true revelations, they will save me from death. 
aHe came down unhurt except some injury to his eyes, due to their coming Into contact with some 

hard object. Anyhow he escaped and ever since, became an uncompromising opponent of Maha. he 

launched a regular crusade against the Jains and drove them from court to court, with the help of 

kings like Sudhanvan of Dvaraka, whom he converted to the to the country to the Vedic religion, 

which he preached from one end of the country to the other. During the contests with the jains, he 

managed to have the heads of jalns cut off by their own oaths. 

At the end of all his career, however, he began to feel very strongly that he had been guilty of 

the great sin of Guru-droha and considering that self-immolation in fire was the only way to alone for 
it, he was doing the same now. 
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THE PLACE Of SANKARA'S FINAL DISAPPEARANCE 

W.R. ANTARKAR 

The place where exactly Sailkara (san.> laid down his body is a very controversial point 

and is still not finally decided, in the biography of Sail, It has also a peculiar bearing upon 

another very controversial topic, viz. the establishment or otherwise of a fifth matha by Sail at 

Kanci, presumably for himself, the other four mathas being for his four principal disciples, who 

are said to have been placed in charge of the same. 

Three places have been put forward as the venue of San's final resting place and they are 

1) Vr~acala in Kerala 2) Kaiici and 3) Himalayas or the Himalayan region or Kedaranatha. 

Out of these, the first I. e. Kerala (Vr~acala) has been favoured by two biographies only, viz. 

Sankaracarya Carll a (S.Ca.) of Govindanatha (Gov.) and Ku~manc;!a Sailkara Vijaya (Kus. S. V.l 

of Puru~ottama Bharati Wuru. Bha.) out of the 1 7 biographies of Sankaracarya (I. e. S. V.' s) 

available and with me today. Except for just one or two stanzas 1 giving this version in the second 

of the two works, this is almost a solitary version and no biographer, not even Gov. or Puru. Bha. 

refers to Sailkaracarya's visit to Vr~acala at any time. Gov. was a Keralite and his work also is 

alternatively, called K. S. V.lt has been remarked thatthis has prompted him to bring Sailkaracarya 

to Kerala for his final exit from this world. 2 In the absence of any personal information about 

Puru. Bha. nothing can be said about his sudden preference in one stanza only. 

There is also an internal contradiction in Gov.'s version. All antecedents of Sailkara as 

described in his work are Saivite, Vr~acala also being a Salva Shrine and yet Sankaracarya is said 

to praise Vi~t:JU on Vr~acala and then to become one with Vi~t:~u's bliss. Puru. Bha. otherwise 

agrees with Gov.'s version but aftor saying that Sankaracarya composed Haristuti, he says thai 

he went to the abode of Siva, 3• All these points lender this version untenable. The contest, 

therefore lies between Kaiici and the Himalayan region or Kedaranatha. 

Out of the remaining 15 Sankara Vijayas, three works, viz. Sankarabhyudaya -Sankara 

Day a) ofTirumala Dixit (Tiru. D.>, Sankaracarya (Sailkara ya.) Mahima of BaJa Gopala Yati and 

Acarya Vijaya or Acarya Vijayakhyana of Paramesvara Kavi Kanthlrava (Param. Kavi) are 

incomplete and do not contain the account of Sankara's passing away. Sailkara Vijaya of 

Vyasacala (Vya.l, as at present available In print, Is doubtful on this point as it does not say 
anything clearly about. Sailkara's end. More aboutthisSailkaraVijaya of Vya. will be sa;d a little 

later. 

About4 works, viz. Sailkara Vijaya of Anantanandagiri (Anania), Brhat Sailkara Vijaya 

(Br. S. VJ of Brahmananda Sarasvati (Brahma, SarasJ, Sa11kara Daya of Rajaciidamanl Dixit 
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(Raja. D.), and presumably Acarya Digvijaya Campti ofValli-sahaya (Valli) describe Sankara's 
end at Kaiici. Valli Is not explicit about Kaiici but he generally follows Anania's San.V. and all his 
description In the 5th and the final chapters. of his work refers to Kaiici and hence he can be 
Inferred to have placed Sankara's end at Kai\ci only. In addition to this, Su$ama, a commentary 
on Guru-ratna-malika (G. R. M.) quotes from Br. S. V. of Citsukha (Cit.> and Pracina Sankara 
Vijaya Wr. S. V.) of Anandaglri (Ananda) to the same effect and Mr. T. S. Narayana (Nara.) 
Sastri, on the basis of the same works, which he says were in his possession, confirms Su$ama. 

Lastly, seven works, viz. Sank~epa Sankara Jay a (S.S. Jaya) of Madhava (Mad.), Sankara 
Digvijaya Sara (San. Dig. sara) ofSadananda (Sada.), Sankara Vijaya Vilasa (S. V.V.) ofCidvilasa 
(Cid.), Bhagavat padabhyudaya (Bhag. Dayal of Lak>mana Sastrl Guru VarhSa Kavya (G.V.K.) 
of Kavi Lak$mana Surin and Sankara Mandara Saurabha (S.M.S.) and Sankara Daya, both by 
Nilakat:1lha (Nila.) describe Sankara's passing away In the Himalayan region at Kedara or Kailasa 
or the cave or hermitage of Dattatreya (Datta.) 

Generally, Sankara' send is described after the incident of Sankara' s ascending the Sarvajiia 
Pitha but while in the Kaiici version, hardly any major incident takes place between the two, in 
the Himalaya version, the two are separated by Sankara's visit to a number of places right upto 
Ramesvara, Kaiici and so on, before he reaches the Himalaya and passes away there only. G. V. 
K. is the only biography to describe his visit to Nepal before his passing away. After Pitharohana 
and before going to Nepai,4 Sankara Is said by G. V. K. to have gone from Kasmira to Srngeri, 
Kaiici, Badarivana, Kasi and Badarlvana again. Cid. only describes the Pitharohana much earlier 
In Sankara's life, to be followed by Sankara'sgolng to a number of places thereafter, establishing 
the mathas, the Kapallka incident and finally the establishment of a matha in the Badarivana, 
with Totaka In charge of the same. Br. Saras also describes Sankara's triumphant tour 
(Digvijayayatra) between his Sarvaji\a pitharohat:la and passing away, both these incidents being 
located at Kaiici only. 

Regarding the Himalaya version, we find that it falls Into two groups viz. 1) G. V. K. and S 
V. Vilas a of Cid., who connect Sankara's passing away with the cave or hermitage of Datta trey a 
In the Himalayas and 2) the works of Mad. (S.,S. Jaya),Sada (S.D. Sara), Nila. (S.M. S. and 
Sankara Dayal and Lak•mana Sastrl (Bhg. Day a) connect it with Kailasa.ln both these groups, 
there are Internal variations each, in addition to the variation between the two groups themselves. 
All these variations can be stated as follows: 

According to G. V. K., Sankara desired to see Dattatreya and hence went to his Asrama. 
There, he gave up his Danc;la and Kamat:lc;lalu, which were transformed into a tree and a tlrtha. 
Then, he entered the Asrama, where he stayed with Datta for a long lime I. e. never to return. 
Sankara had given up his house, all his disciples and books already and Datta gave blessings to 
Visvarupa (Visva.) and others. 
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According to Cid, Dattatreya came to see Sankara who showed him his own Bha~yas. 
Dattatreya was pleased with the Bha~yas and then asked him to leave his body. Then, both 
Dattatreya and Sankara entered the former's cave and then, in c;lue course, went to Kailasa, 
along with parvati and son Kartikeya. 

The difference between G. V.K. and Cid. with regard to the Interval between Sankara's 
Pltharohana and his passing away and then the actual end of Sankara's life, is quite obvious and 
does not need to be pointed out specifically. Cid. can be said to agree partially with the second 

group, that Sankara finally went back to Kailasa as Lord Siva. 

According to Mad. and others, Sankara went to the Pitharohana (Sad a. takes him from 

Kasmira to Srngerl and Badarivana before actually coming to the Himalayas), where gods came 

to him and urged, him to return to his divine abode as he had finished his work on earth. Sankara 
agreed and assuming his divine form alongwith the third eye, mounted his ox and alongwlth the 
gods, went, back to his abode Kailasa. According to Nlla., who belongs to this group Sankara 

actually passed away at Kedara K~etra only. 

Once again, it Is clear that a par from the two points of internal difference, viz. the Interval 

between Sankara' s Pitharohana and the actual end as per Sad a and the actual place of Sankara' s 
laying down his body as per Nila., the difference between the accounts of the two groups also in 
the Himalaya version Is quite obvious. The difference between the accounts of G.V.K and S-S. 

Jay a of Mad. Is particularly noticeable in that both the works are avowedly pro-Srngerl (SrnJ 
and hence were expected to be in agreement mutually. 

A few words nee! to be said about Kedaranatha in the Himalayas as the exact place where 
Sankara laid down his body or from where he disappeared finally. 

Nila.'s statement in this regard has been noted already. Mr. Sarma quotes views of Atkinson 
Gazetter ( 188 2-83 A.D.) and DwarakaSwamiji I. e. Sankaracarya (San.ya), to the effect that 

the disappearance of Sankara at Kedaranatha itself beyond doubt. 5 It has also been said that 
people there show the place of Sankara's disappearance and visitors are asked to offer worship 

there. 

Vidyananda Sarasvati, (Gita Satsang, Kedaranatha K~etra), says that he has made special 

research into the history of Uttarakhar:Jc;la from 8th Cent. onwards and that all sources like Govt. 

records and other authentic sources corroborate admirably to establish that Sankara shed his 
mortal coil and attained immortality at Kedaranatha itself. The Govt. records and folk songs 

reiterate the incident as a hallowed and cherished memory and history establishes the position 

of Kedaranatha as the place where Sankara attained final beatitude. The most convincing and 
unchanllengeable fact according to Vidyananda Sarasvati (Vidyaa Saras.) is that at Kedaranatha 
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itself, there is an old structure, which has been there for centuries and to the present day is 

regarded as the samadhi of Adi Sankara.' 

Mr. Sarma quotes extensively from a speech of Dr. Sampurnananda (In 19 5 6) 7 who in 

effect, maintains the above view that Sankara passed away at Kedaranatha itself and that the 

samadhi structure should either be renovated replaced by a new one. Mr. R. K. lyer, however, 

quotes the same person to say that the structure shown at Kedaranatha is not a samadhi of 

Sankara but only a memorial. 8 

Moreover, the idea of a samadhi at Kedaranatha runs counter to Mr.lyer's statementthat 

'true devotees of Sankara are reluctant to admit that he left his physical body behind for any 

ceremonies being performed for it. 9 Perhaps, that Is why he himself does not favour the idea of 

a samadhi at Kedaranatha and hence also the second statement of Dr. Sampurnananda above, 

quoted by him. He has not specified who, beside himself, these 'true devotees' are. Similarly, the 

reluctance of Sankara's devotees Is utterly Incomprehensible when it is a very natural thing in 

the case of great persons like Sankara. 

Thus, we find that there Is no unanimity at all about the place or mode of Sankara's 

passing away in the Himalaya. version. If some people say that Kedaranatha Is the exact place 

where Sankara passed away, others say that he went to Kallasa In his human form, 10 still others 

hold that he assumed his signs of Lord Siva and mounting the Bull, went to his own abode, viz. 

Kailasa while yet others say either that he entered the cave of Dattatreya. never to return therefrom 

or after entering the cave, went to Kallasa in due course. Even G. V. K. and S. S. Jaya of Mad., 

both authoritative books of !he Srn. Matha give altogether different accounts mutually. Even Mr. 

R. G. Sarma admits the existence of such a variety ofviews. 11 All this shows utter lack of reliable 

or definite information and uncertainty about the exact place and/ or mode of Sankara' s passing 

away. 

Secondly, we find that the accounts of Sankara's passing away in this version are very 

much overlaid with the element of the supernatural and as such, sound unrealistic while those of 

his end at Kaiici are much more natural and hence more believable and acceptable comparatively. 

Thirdly, Swami Sakhyananda from Trichur says very clearly that It was AbhinavaSankara, 
the 37th head of the Kaiici Matha, who disappeared in the Datta trey a cave in the Himalayas and 
he has also written to me to say that he has gleaned this and some other information also about 
him from a book called 'Sankarendra Vilasa' by. Vakpati Bhatia, which was seen and read by him 
about 40 years ago 12 (he wrote to me to this effectln 19 8 8), 

By elimination, Kanci alone remains as the possible/probable place where Sankara passed 
away. l have indicated already which of the S.V. s support this view. Before dealing with them, it 
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is necessary to examine certain stanzas quoted as from the S. V. s. of Govindanatha and Vyasiicala, 
In support of this same view and then to examine the criticism of persons like Mr, R, G. Sarma 

and Mr. R. K.lyer 13 and some passages which are claimed to support the Kaiicl version. 

1) Su~ama, a commentary on G. R. M .. one ofthe authorities ofthe Kaiici matha, quotes 
certain stanzas as from Gov's S. ca. or K. S. V.14 which say clearly that Sankara placed 
Sarvajiiiitman in charge of Sri Sarada Matha at Kaiici and himself passed away at Kaiici 
only, in the vicinity of Goddess Kamaksi. 

This passage is open to the following objections:, 

a) This statememnt contradicts the version of Gov.'s work that Sankara passed away 

atTrichur. 

b) This work of Gov. makes no mention of the. establishment of any Matha by Sankara 
at any place In India. The reference to sarada Matha at Kaiici only sounds out of 

place. 

c) None of the stanzas quoted In Su~ama as from Gov:s S. ca, is to be found In any of 
the seven copies of this work I have gone through so far and which are in my 

possession. 15 

For these reasons, this reference to Kaiici as the place of Sankara's passing away does not 

appear to be genuine. 

2) Secondly, we have the stanza from Vya.'s S-V. viz. Evarh nlruttara-padarh 
ruciradesamayarh jagama (XII: 8 2).1t tells us that after asendlng the Sarvajiia pith a 
and being honoured by all the people there, Sankara went to some pleasant region. 

The oditor ofVya.'swork notes in the Introduction (p, XV) thereto 5 additional stanzas 

supplied to hlmasfrom the sameS. V. ofVya. The first only of these 5 stanzas has been 

printed in the book and is the same as XII-8 2 except for two variants. viz. Mathe Svak!pte 

in place of nananda sabhya In the second line and Kama pi kiilamuviisa Kaiicyam In 

place of rucira-desamayarh jagama In the 4th line. The stanza then means that 'having 
... ascended the sarvajiiapitha in his own Matha (at Kaiici) ... he stayed at Kaiici for 

some time: The third out of 5 additional stanzas says clearly that Sankara laid down 
his body at Kaiici only. 

These 5 stanzas also are open td the following objections: 

a) This S.V. of Vyii. contains no reference whatsoever, earlier or later, to the 

establishment by Sankara of any Math a at any place in India, Including Kaiici. The 

words Mathe sva-k!pte are, therefore, left hanging and out of place and do not 

sound genuine. 
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b) This S.V. otherwise describes the Incident of Pitharohana as having taken place at 
Kashmir and that, immediately thereafter, Sankara should be said to have ascended 
the sarvajiia-pitha in his own Matha (of course, at Kanci) and then to have spent 
sometime at Kanci is quite Inconsistent with the earlier version. The words kama pi 
kalam seem to presume that Sankara was in Kanci prior to that, which Is not true, as 
per the earlier version. 

It is sadly significant that these additional stanzas as also the ones attributed to Gov.'s 

work, discussed earlier, should emanate from Susama of the Kanci Matha and that all these 
stanzas, almost without an exception, should not be traceable to 7 and 6 mss. respectively of the 
two works, available for inspection today. 

Once again, theref.ore San.'s passing away at Kanci cannot be accepted on the basis of 
vya'sS.V. 

Now about the other passages which seem to support the Kanci version and their criticism 
by the opponents of the same. 

·I) Firstly, Siva Rahasya, an old Puranic work, while giving in one chapter (Amsa 9, ch. 
16) a kind of a summary of Sankara's life, says In the last stanza (St. 46) thereof that 

after overcoming in debate the various scholars, Sankara attained siddhi in Kanci in 
his own Asrama16 i.e. he laid down his body there. 

Mr. K. Sundaramaih objects to this interpretation on the following grounds: 

a) According to him, the stanza has been misquoted by Susama deliberately by altering 

sa kamam to svakasrame and Tato naijamavapa lokam to sa kaiicyamatha 
siddhimapa . 'Because the (Kanci) Matha wanted to create an impression in the 

popular mind that 'He' (i.e. Sailkara) passed away at Kanci Itself.' 17 According to 

him, naijamavapa lokam does not refer to Sailkara's passing away. He, however, 

says that 'even adopting the reading as siddh! scholars would not give the narrow 

meaning to that word.' He quotes Bhatta Sri Narayana Sastry , who says that the 

word siddhi does not denote moksa for want of authority but accomplishment of 
desires only (by Sankara) Even Mr. Sarma argues similarly that the word siddhi 
means tapasslddhi and not tanutyaga (laying down of the body). 19 

b) Secondly, according to Mr. Sundaramaih and Mr. Sarma also, the 16th chapter 
under consideration of Siva Rahasya does not end with St. 46 only but contains 13 
stanzas more, beginning with kaiicyarh tapah-siddh!mavapya dandi (st. 4 7) and 
ending with prananama mahesvaram (st. 59). These stanzas contain the main 
incidents In Sailkara' s life like his writing the Bhasyas, meeting with Vyasa, Sailkara 
Ma(l<;lana encounter and so on, without a mention of which no account of Sankara's 

' 
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life would be complete and hence the critics maintain that this is the correct version 
of ch. 16 of Siva Rahasya. If so, St. 4 6 cannot be taken to refer to Sarikara's final 
departure, which according to St. 57 took place at Kailasa. Their contention is that 
the supporters of the Kaiici version have deliberately omitted these 13 stanzas for 

obvious reasons. 

It is not possible to agree with the critics on any point of their criticism. 

My reasons are: 

Regarding the me.aning of the word Siddhi as tapassiddhi, Sarikara Is not said by any 
work (Including Siva Rahasya) anywhere to have practised any kind of penance (tapas) 
at any time, of which any siddhi could have been expected and hence it is quite out of 
place to argue that even if the Su!ama reading in the second half of the stanza were 
accepted, Siddhi means Tapassiddhi and not tanutyaga. Moreover, to maintain, asS. 

Rah. does and as even these critics do, that Sarikara was Lord Siva Incarnate and yet to 
say that his attaining siddhi only means that he attained tapassiddhi (just like a mortal 
being) is at least to my mind, self contradictory. I, therefore, feel that if this reading is 
accepted as the correct one, the conclusion Is Inescapable that Sarikara passed away at 
Kaiici only, at least according to S. Rah. 

Regarding the number of stanzas, we have to note the following points: 

a) Even if we accept the reading naijamavapa lokam of Kaiicyamatha siddhimapa no 
one, Sundaramiah, Mr. Sarma or Mr. lyer, says (clearly) what the expression, actually 

and or really means, possibly because It Is Inconvenient for them to do so. It, 
however, seems to refer clearly to Sarikara's final passing away because Salikara 

has been equated by S. Rah. with Lord Siva himself and as such, his own Loka 
obviously means his own divine abode. Mr. lyer and Mr. Sarma note a still variant 

reading viz. Lokamavapa Saivam which is still clearer about the meaning of the 
same. 20 

All this shows that whichever reading is accepted, the conclusion is Inescapable thatS. 
Rah. wants to convey the idea of Sarikara's passing away only. His going back to his own abode, 
i.e. Siva-loka has, of course, to be taken symbolically.lf this is so, the account of Salikara's life 

must be taken to have concluded with St. 4 6 (or 4 7) only. 

A description of other incidents in Sarikara's life, however relevant or necessary they may 
seem otherwise, is inconsistent with the text of the S. Rah. The subsequent 13 stanzas must, 
therefore, be taken to have been addad afterwards by some person. Curiously enough, that 
person chose to begin the very first out of the ( 13) additional stanzas with the expression~ 
il'l:Ri~'ll"' whereby he tried to insert his own interpretation of the word 'siddhi' as tapassiddhi 
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but in the process, lnadvertantly left evidence behind of how the immodiately preceding stanza 

(No.4 6) must have ended, i.e. with the words (flNFr) if~~. And with the meaning of 

this expression shown to be what itis, at leastS. Rah. must be taken to support the Kafici version 
only of Sailkara's passing away. 

Moreover, even while mentioning the other incidents, the 13 additional staznas describe 

Sankara's encounter with Bhatta Bhaskara, Nilakal)tha and others (which is a historic;!. 

anachronism) and at the same time, they omit very important events in Sankara's life like his 
meeting with Kumarila, Gauc;lapada, Govinda Muni, the crocodile incident, his mother's passing 

away, his acquisition of his main disciples and their writing their own works and any explicit 

reference to the establishment of the principal Math as except the one atSrt'lgeri and a very casual 

reference to the Mat has in the 4 directions ( calurdiksu math~u) while addressing his disciples at 

the time of laying down his body.lfSat'lkara's life-accountis not complete without a mention of 

the incidents described in the additional stanzas, how is it complete without those that have been 

omitted therein? 

Then, again, these 13 stanzas contain a repetition ofSankara's encounter with Vani-wife 

ofMal)c;lana (w. 48 & 4 9) once after the latter's defeatbySankara and then again at the time of 

Sat'lkara 's ascending the sarvajnapitha. All the S. Vs describe this encounter betweenSat'lkara 

and Vani varyingly on either of the two occasions omy and never on both the occasions. Mr. lyer 

points out this fact as a kind of a speciality of these 13 stanzas21 but the repetition only serves to 

show that the genuineness of the stanzas is obviously suspect. 

Lastly, Achyutaraya Modak, while commenting (In his commentary Advalta-Rajya-Lak~mi 

on S.S. Jaya of Mad. XVI. 1 03) quotes this chapter in full !romS. Rah. butuptoSt. 46 only and 

that also ending with the reading Sa kaficyamatha siddhimapa which shows that according to 

him also, Siva Rahasya shows Sankara's end at Kafici only. ltfurther shows how and where the 

chapter ends and does not favour the idea of 13 additional stanzas after St. 4 6 as part of the 

same chapter. It is really surprising that Modak quotes from S. Rah. favouring the Kafici version 

while commenting on a work which explicitly favours the Himalaya version. Modak also remarks 

that all this story (kathajala) should be studied from the Br. S. V. of Anand a, 22 by which he again 

suggests that that work also favours the Kafici version only. 

Mr. Sarma's criticism of both these points (the number of stanzas and the ending of Ch. 

XV[) is not at all convincing. He complains that, the commentary (i.e. Modak) does not try to 

reconcile the two conflicting statements of S. S. Jaya, which clea!ly points to Kailasa or Kedar a 
as the place of Sankara's passing away and S. Rah. which, he aqmlts, shows Kafici as the place 
of his passing away nor does he say clearly that Kafici that place.23 lt can, however, be said with 
good justification that by quoting the Siva Rahasya passage which, according to Mr. Sarma also 
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points to Kaiici as the place of passing away, Modak has shown his inclination towards the Kaiici 
version though he may not have said so In so many words. 

Secondly, Mr. Sarma argues that Modak's quoting the chapter up to St. 4 6 only does not 
justify the Inference that he also held that the chapter cont~ed no more stanzas after St. 4 6 
bec.ause he has quoted these stanzas In the course of supporting the view that Sankara was an 
Amsa !Pard of God. Modak' s object was only to bring these stanzas to light and not to prove the 
validity of their contents. 24 All this criticism is simply Incomprehensible. If there were In Modak' s 
mind any element of doubt about the validity of the contents of these additional stanzas, how can 
they be said to have been cited by him to support any view? 

Thirdly, Mr. Sarma's very idea of reconciliation presupposes that according to Modak, 
the word siddhl meanttanutyuga only and not tapassiddhl and Mr. Sarma himself also says In so 
many words, that the expression Kaiici 'Imatha siddhimapa denotes Kaiici as the place of 
Sankara' s passing away and thereby contradicts his own stand elsewhere In the same book that 
siddhi means tapassiddhl and not tanutyuga. 

Fourthly, if the above expression meant, according to Modak, Sankara's passing away at 
Kaiici, he would have contradicted himself by quoting the additional stanzas which describe 
clearly Sankara' send In the Himalayas. It Is, therefore, obvious that he did not give those additional 
stanzas only because they did not exist there, at least according to him and not for any other 
reason, as Imagined by Mr. Sarma. 

Lastly, if st. 4 6 ends with Sari.'s passing away, there Is no propriety In recounting thereafter 
only some of the many Incidents In his life. The same argument applies even with much greater 
force to the other two variant readings lokamavapa salvam and naijamavapa lokam which 
unmistakably point to Sankara's passing away. 

Mr Sarma has cited 12 copies of the above chapter XVI from Siva Rahasya from different 
places. Six out of these contain 44 to 46 stanzas while the other six contain 59 or 6 0 stanzas. 2 5 
Out of the latter, three are from the Govardhan Matha of Sankaraat Purl and appear to represent 
one source only.! have personally seen at Kumbakonam. 8 copies of the same chapter and all of 
them ended with 4 6 stanzas only and with the words sa Kaiicyamatha slddhlmapa. 

Mr. Sarma has quoted one chapter (no.6) as from one work Mal)ikya VIjaya2 6 In support 
of Ch.XVI of S.Rah. with 60 stanzas at the end. The chapter from Mal)ikya-VIjaya Is just a 
reproduction of Ch.XVI from S. Rah. with slight variants In the Intervening portion thereof. 

I, therefore, feel that there Is no justification for Mr. Sarma's trying to show by some devious 
reasoning that the total number of stanzas In the chapter (XVI) from Sm. Rah. was 6 0 and not 6 4 
only and that slddhl means tapasiddhl ad not tanutyaga. At least according to S.Rah. and Ach, 
Modak, the total number of stanzas was 4 6 only and the word s!ddhi and the expression Kancyam 
siddhimapa denote Sankara's passing away at Kaiici. 
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I have discussed at length this point pertaining to S.Rah. not because I attach any kind of 

supreme or conclusive Importance to S.Rah., but firstly because it has been seriously debated by 

the critics and unjustifiably so, at least according to me and secondly because It provides one 

more pointer in a particular dirc~on. 

2) Raja D., in the last stanza and partlcularlly the second half27 of his workS. Day a, 

tells us that while worshipping daily goddess Kamesvari on the bank of the river Kampa, Sankara 
attained the bliss of Brahman. Mr. Sarma has made a lot of fuss about the meaning of the expression 

Brahmanandamavindata in the last quarter of the stanza, saying that It does not mean that Sankara 

passed away at Kaiici (tanutyaga). 28 Now, such expressions as per H.H. Sankara Swamiji, the 

late Mahasannidhanam (he had citted the expression Kailasamagamat) have necessarily to be 

understood symbolically to mean the passing away of the person concerned and no one but a 

prejudiced person will refuse to accord to the expression brahmananda etc., the sense of 

tauntyaga. 

Mr. Sarma goes on to say that even if this sense were conceded, It definitely does not mean 

that Sankara stayed at Kaiici or that he established an Amnaya Math a at Kaiici. 2 9 It appears that 
all the efforts of critics like Mr. Sarma in denying or refutlngSankara's passing away at Kaiici are 

aimed at avoiding a necessary Inference that Sankara established such a mutt also at that place. 

If only the establishment of a Matha there eas not contingent Upon his tanutyaga there. Mr. 

Sarma (and others) would not have so insistently resisted Sankara's passing away at Kaiici. It 

might at least have been conceded as being plausible. While, however, the work of Raja D. is not 

at all intended to suggest or to bearoutthe establishment by Sankara of Matha at Kaiici, because 

there Is no such reference In the whole work, it Is simply not understood how his stay at Kaiici 
during the final days of his life could reasonably be precluded or denied while his passing away 

at Kaiici Is accepted or conceded as being possible. 

With regard to this same stanza Mr. R.K. lyer affirms that it only says that Sankara enjoyed 

the bliss of Brahman In worshiping the Goddess Kamesvarl everyday there. 3 0 The third and the 

fourth quarters i.e. the second half of the stanza. "Kampafira ... Sankarab" can, however, be 

understood in a much better way and more correctly also to mean that. while worshipping daily 

the Goddess Kamesvarl, Sankara attained the bliss of Brahman. 'In simple language, the line 

means that Sankara passed his last days in worshipping the Goddess Kamesvarl and while doing 

so, he passed away there only. Particularly when we find that this is the concluding stanza of the 

work, which at no other place mentions Sankara passing away and because the stanza comes 

after the description of all the major incidents in his life, this interpretation becomes more 

pertinent and plausible. It Is to be noted that beyond asserting that the stanza in question cannot 

mean that Sat\kara passed away at K~iici Mr. lyer has advnaced no argument to support his 
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assertion. On the contrary, he has, in his translation of the same, reversed the order of the two 

points, viz. worshipping the goddess and attaining the bliss of Brahman. 

3) The last stanza of Patai\jali-Carita by Ram a. D. (VIIl: 91) ends with the line 

Kai\clpure sthitimavapa sa Sailkarayah. While Interpreting this line In particular, Mr. Sarma says 

that' It seems that Sailkara stayed at Kaiicl and not that he passed away at Kai\cl. 31 when the 

context seems to favour the second meaning. The words sthitimavapa clearly suggest permanent 

.stay at Kai\cl and this Is also the last stanza, bearing on the life account of Sailkara'. 

It has been seen a little earlier that this same Mr. Sarma while interpreting the words 

brahmanandamavindata was just not prepared to concede Sarikara' s stay at Kaiici though he 

might concede his passing away there. This work also does not claim that Sailkara established 

any Matha at Kai\cl. All this shows the manner of Mr. Sarma's general attitude towards the 

subject and the manner of his criticism. It Is left to scholars to decide how far he is dependable as 

an objective and fair critic. 

Mr. R. K. Iyer concedes Sailkara's stay at Kai\ci after writing the Bha~yas and a successful 

tour. His only objection is thatthe stanza seems to mean that Gov. Muni had passed away before 

the Bha~yas were written and in that case, Sailkara could not have met him In the Himalayas 

after completing his own life's mission. 32 

In the first place, no other w)lter, except perhaps Citsukha and possibly Anandagiri as per 

T. S. Narayana Sastrl, refers to the passing away of Govinda Munl. And, then, he has passed 

away long before Sailkara completed the mission of his life. There Is therefore, no way to find out 

as to when exactly in the course of Sankara's life he passed away.ln fact, even when biographers 

(S. V.s) describe at some length, incidents like his mother's passing away or parakayapravesa, 
they differ widely as to the exact stage inSailkara's life at which they tD<;>k place. As suc,h, it is not 
useful to discuss the priority or otherwise of Sailkara's writing the Bha~yas and the passing away 
of Gov. Munl. Lastly, what logical difficulty or contingency Is involved In Gov. Muni's passing 
away before Sankara had written the Bha~yas, even in Sailkara' s not meeting him in the Himalayas 
and how all this bears on the meaning of the line in question is not at all clear. 

Mr.lyer refers to Mr. Ramesam's remark thatSarikara had darsana of Gov. Muni & Gaud a. 
at Kedaranatha. 33 This particular detail however, does not affect the Import of the last line In the 
stanza, viz. thatSankara passed away at Kai\ci and not that he simply stayed there. The Important 
point Is what the stanza means and not what other persons say about other things. Both Mr. 
Sarma and Mr.lyer appear to try to resist the meaning which the stanza appears to convey even 
to themselves and in the process, contradict each other. 

4) Another piece of evidence In favour if the Kai\cl version Is what Is known as the Hultzsch 
Ms. and the Kudali Srngerl Guruparampara-Stotra both of which seem to say very clearly that 
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Sarikara passed away at Kaiici. Dr. Hultzsch obtained the ms. from a Maratha Brahmin at Tanjore. 
Mr. Sarma discusses the ms. at length In respect of its validity as such and then with regard to its 
contents. 34• His position with regard to the first Is: 

Mr. Sarma tells us that he had procured vlvaralla of another ms., many stanzas from which 
were found In the ms. of Dr. Hultzsch. Mr. Sarma, however, does not give any particulars ofthis 
other ms., which he wants In the case of other mss. Yet according to him, this other ms. was the 
original of Dr. Hultzsch ms. which however, contains many more stanzas,notfound In the original 
ms. According to a research scholar, these stanzas must, for the same reason, have been added 
to the original ms. quite recently (to constitute the Hultzsch ms.) 

Though Mr. Sarma complains that the time of the Hultzsch ms. is not known, he relies 
upon a ms. about which he has only heard but which he has not seen and upon what the other 
people say about it. And all this is based upon the hypothesis that the other ms. Is the original of 
the Hultzsch ms. He gives not the slightest evidence nor does he advance any argument for his 
view except that certain stanzas are common to the two and that the Hultzsch ms. contains some 
more stanzas than the other ms. 

Mr. Sarma says further that another copy of Hultzsch ms. was available with Mr. (Govinda 
Bhatta) H!rlekar (the correct name is Yerlekar) of Belgaum. This copy, has says, was found to be 
ancient (pracina) and appeared to be the source of the stanzas quoted by Dr. Hultzsch. Mr. 
Sarma feels that possibly, the Maratha brahmin from Tanjore, who supplied the ms. to Dr.Hultzsch, 

had procured a copy of the work from Mr. Yerlekar. 

Mr. K. B. Pathak, who has seen the ms. from Mr. Yerlekar and who brought! !to light for the 

first time, makes no comment about Its being ancient. How Mr. Sarma could say so is not clear. 

Secondly, why this Belgaum ms. is said by Mr. Sarma to be a copy of the H. ms. is also not 

clear. If, again, the Belgaum ms. is the source of the H. ms., what about the other ms. referred to 

earlier, of which Mr. Sarma had obtained a vivarana being the original of the H. ms.? Also, what 

are Mr. Sarma's grounds for saying thatthe Maratha brahmin from Tanjore, who had supplied 

the ms. to Dr. Hultzsch had procured his copy from Mr. Yerlekar? He gives none. That both viz. 

the ms. which Mr. Sarma had procured a vlvarana and the one from Mr. Yerlekar, wer.e original 

I. e. the source of the H. ms. means that the two mss. were one and the same. But Mr. Sarma does 

not say so. 

The foregoing discussion will make it clear that all these as also the previous comments of 

Mr. Sarma are nothing better than guesswork, at least as far as his book Is concerned, with no 

basis for them except some stanzas common to the two. Mr. Yerlekar' s ms. has not been seen by 

anyone except Mr K. B. Pathak, who also gives no particulars about It except the name of its 

owner being Mr. Yerlekar from Belgaum. Pursuing the assumption that, this ms. Is the basis of 
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the H. ms., he has tried to belittle the Importance of the H. ms. by pointing out how the Belgaum 

ms. contains statements like Sankara being born from a Ku~man9a and so on. 

Now we come to the contents of the stanzas In I) H. ms. il) Kudali Sp'lgeri Guruparampar 

Stotra-mala and ill) Mr. Yerlekar's ms. 35 as far as Sankara's passing away at Kane! is concerned. 

Mr.lyer cuts across all considerations about the validity of the H. ms. as such and though he 

attaches no historical importance to the same, he assumes that it Is a genuine document and 

then discusses Its contents. I shall first deal with Mr. Iyer's arguments and then with those of Mr. 

Sarma, where they are in addition. I am working on I) two pages of H.'s ms. from AdauSivastuto 

Vi~l)uh etc. up to tatah Sankara Bharati iil a complete copy of Kiidali Srngerl Guru mala stotra 

published by that matha and !ill the article by Mr. K. B. Pathak, which mentions and quotes from 

Mr. Yerlekar's 3-page ms. certain stanzas relevantto the presentinqulry. 36 

According to Mr. Iyer, 'the passage quoted (from the H. ms.l only mentions thatSankara 

established Goddess Karnak~! at Kanciand not that he passed away at Kane! " 3 7 Thereafter he 

quotes the rendering of the 5 stanzas from the H. ms. by Mr. Ramesan (who according to Mr. 

lyer, seems to suggest thatthe word Svakasrame therein means Kancimathel followed by the 

stanzas themselves, then he gives his own rendering of these stanzas and finally, he tries to show 

how Ramesan's rendering is defective. 

It is true that Ramesan's interpretation of the word svakasrame as kaiicimathe is wrong. 

Actually, it means the matha at (Kii9alil Sp'tgeri only, referred to very clearly in the very first of 
the 5 stanzas.lt!s also clearfrom the two lines thatfollow that Sankara stayed at that Matha only 

for 1 2 years and then, appointing Prthvi9hara as the Vidyapithadhipa there, gave him the title 

Bharati 38
• After this, Sankara is said to have gone on his own (Svecchaya) to Kaiici, where he 

established Goddess Kamaksi and (then) attained the highest state- Jagama paramam padam. 

These are the contents of the first 2 1/2 stanzas out of the 5 from the H. ms. 

The remaining 2 112 stanzas from the H. ms. tell us that on hearing that news ( tad 

vrttantarh sarhakamya,) Prthvidhara Bharati, after appointing Visvarupa for the propagation of 

his Asrama ( Svasramasya Pracarane) i.e. the mutt at Kii9ali Srn. himself went quickly to Kanci 
for the perfection of his penance. Now, what could be the news except of Sankara's passing away 

at Kanci that could have motivated Prthvidhara to hasten to Kane!, after making almost final 
arrangements at K. Srn. ? 

The Guru-Mala puts just the above substance in 3 or 31/2 stanzas only, with the difference 

that Visva was appointed by Prthvi. at Kii9ali Srngeri for the propagation of Brahmavidya and 

the addition that after coming to Kaiici he attained the state of Brahman I. e. passed away there 

only. 
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We have just one stanza from Mr. Yerlekar's ms. pertaining to the point at Issue, agatya 

svecchaya kaiiclm elc. which is then said by Mr. Pathak to be followed by the names of Sankara's 

successors. Prior to his coming to Kaiici, Sankara is said In the ms. to have established his mutt 

on the banks of the Tungabhadra river, appointed Prthv!dhara as its head and conferred upon 

him the title Bharati. 39 

I have quoted at some length from all the three works, only to show that there is one stanza 

pertaining to Srn's going from Ku<;lali Srn. to Kaiici, where he established Goddess Kamak~i and 

then attained the - highest state I. e. laid down his body there only, which is common almost 

verbatim to all the three Works and that it mentions beyond any doubtthatSankara passed away 

at Kaiici only. While charging Mr. Ramesan with suppressing the preceding and succeeding 

slokas and then to try to give a twisted meaning of svakasrame39'. Mr.lyer has himself suppressed 

altogether two very material parts of H. ms. Firstly, while giving his own rendering of the 5 

stanzas from H. ms., he has translated wrongly the word svecchaya as 'casually', which to me at 

least has been done deliberately. Secondly- and this is very serious indeed -he has omitted the 

rendering of two quarters of two lines, viz. jagama paramarh padam and tad vrttantam 

samakar~ya. It Is very significant that even while discussing the place of Sankara's final 

disapearance, he should omit just those expressions, one of which says clearly and the other 

equally clearly suggests/indicates that Sankar passed away at Kaiici. What Is still worse, he 

denies altogether such a mention in the passage quoted from the H. ms. 40 If, again, the words 

jagama paramarh padam do not mean that he passed away at Kanci, Mr, lyer should have said 

what they mean. Similarly if the words tad vrttantam samakaraya do not refer to tidings about 
Sankara's passing away, what do they convey? When he has interpreted the remaining parts of 
the passage, why should he not !interpret these parts also? Obviously because they do not suit 

his own theory. All his other comments are misleading and Irrelevant to the point at issue, I have 

shown already how he has interpreted the passage in the same context from Sankarabhyudaya of 

Raja D. (Vlll- 7 1 ). How far all these works are reliable is quite a different matter but once we set 
out to discuss them, what they say must be presented fairly, honestly and accurately, as far as we 

can, particularly when they pertain to very important issues. 

Lastly, regarding the passage from Ananta'sSankara-Vijaya once again it says clearly that 
Sankara laid down his body in front of the Kamak~i image at Kaiicl. Whatever the validity of the 
work, the statement aboutSankara's passing away at Kanci Is clear beyond any doubt. Secondly, 

this statement is uniformly common to all the copies of the work. Critics of this work and of the 

Kaiici version, who have found fault. with It for some different particulars about the birth place 
and parents of San. found In a few mss/ editions of the same have not given It due cr!dit for this 

uniformity. The process of dissolution of the physical body of Sankara as described by the 
author, may be wrong or defective but that does not affect the statement about Sankara' s passing 
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away. One Is a statement offact, the other a question of philosophy. 

To be able to say thatSailkara passed away at Kafici, possibly in front ofthe Kama~i image, 

it is not necessary to insist that the Image In the corner of a compound of the Kamak~i temple is 

that of Sailkara himself or even that his body was interred there only and that, therefore, it is a 

sa mad hi structure builtin honour of Sailkara. It has been contended thatthe image was originally 

one of Buddha, which was later converted into that of a Hindu Sannyasin, who was still later 

Indentified with Sailkara. 41 It has also been contended that it is against the Hindu scriptures to 
have a samadhi structure Inside the compound of a temple of a Devayoni Goddess, which 
Kamak~I is said to be. 42 All this may be true and yet It does not follow from this thatSailkara did 
not pass away at Kafici. 

That no remnants of any samadhi-like structure or a memorial which, is very likely to 

have been built to Sailkara at some place in Kafici are to be found today can also be no argument 

because even assuming the latest date viz. A. D. 7 8 8-8 2 0 for Sankara nearly 12 0 0 years have 

elapsed since he passed away and even if any structure were built, it is very likely to have been 

wiped out of existence. Structures or places, which were reliably reported to have existed just 

about 50 years prior to their search at the beginning of the present century, could not be found 
even after strenuous efforts. 43 Many instances can be cited' e. g. the city of Troy in Asia Minor, 

the tomb of King Solomon of Biblical fame. 44 The palace of Knossuss on the Cretan Island 

(hinterland of Greece) 45 where real history lay burled underground for centuries and even 

millennia had become turned Into legend. The questions therefore, as to where the pit is at 

Kafici, where the body of Sailkara was Interred and why the place of interment has not secured 

the fame and sanctity as the last resting place ot the great Teacher46 need not be dubbed as 

inconvenient, with the adverse Implication it is intended to convey. They cannot be answered 

satisfactorily tor obvious reasons, a !least In the present state of our knowledge. 

A couple of points made out by Prof. N. K. Venkatesan4 7 deserve to be noted in this same 

connection . . 

a) Most of the S. V. s refer to a lot of "town-planning and town-founding work got done by 

Sailkara with the help of King Rajasena of Kafici." When he had already established 

his great math a at Srilgeri where he is said to have stayed for 12 years why should he 

take so much trouble about Kaiici therafter, unless he had certainly. more permanent 

interest in the place for himself? He not only established Sri Cakra there, but also 

planned the whole town In the form of a Sri Cakra and placed Goddess Kamak~I at the 

centre of the Cakra (Bindu Sthana). Prof. Venkatesan's conclusion is that all these facts 

go to show that as Sailkara had already finished all his preaching work, he considered 

Kaiici the best place for his final stay. 
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II) Prof. Venkatesan further points out (and so do many others) thatthere Is inexistence 
In Kaiici even today one Man<; 1 ana Mlsra-agraharam. This has however, been 
objected to on the following grounds: 

a) Mr. Sarma and Mr. lyer deny altogether the existence of such an Agrahara at 
Kaiici .48 On enquiry at Kaiici however, In 19 9 2 ,I was told that there did exist 
in Kaiici a street named after MaJJ<:Iana and that It was so named because a matha 
only is named after a Sannyasl and not a street. Mr. T. S. Narayana Sastry tells us 
that Suresvara passed away at the age of 7 0 years In a neighbouring village 
Pul)yarasa which was also named MaJJ<:Iana Misra Agrahara. 

b) The Agrahara must have been so named only after he (MaJJ<:Iana) came to Kaiici, 
when he must have becomeSuresvara already and as such, the Agrahara should 
have been named after Suresvara and not MaJJ<:Iana. 

Whether sue! an Agrahara exists or not and how It Is named does not materially affect 
Sankara's passing away at Kaiici.lf, therefore, the evidence of the written word has any value, it 
can be said with good reason that Sankara passed away at Kaiici only. This view Is eminently 
borne out by the sculptural evidence available In and around Kaiici even today.lt Is as follows: 

I) Sankara's seated statue with six standing disciples below, Inside the premises of the 
Kaiici temple. A similar seated statue of Sankara with three standing disciples each on 
his right and left sides has been found very recently Inside the presentSankara's matha 
In Siva-Kaiici, Salai street. 

II) A stone Image of a Sannyasln, standing, just Inside the main entrance of the temple. 
The image Is to the left. 

Ill) ASannyasln's Image In the wall, In a sitting posture, where the Golden Image of Kamak~i 
was formerly kept. 

lv) ASannyaslns seated Image just where the ulsava-murtl of Karnak~! has been installed. 

v) lnfront of the GoddessAnnapurnii, there are three Images ofSubramana, Vyasa and a 
Sannyasln In a standing posture. 

vi) A Sannyasln' s standing Image, near Annapurna Man tap, at the bottom of the pillar 

Besides these, the following Images are found In the two cities of Kaiici: 

vii) A Sannyasln, standing with danda In hand before the seated image of Vyasa, on one of 
the pillars In the Varadaraja temple In Vi~JJu-Kaiici. 

viii) The figure of a standing Sannyasln, with dan<:la kamandalu, d!pa, Candramaull, Bha~ya-
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book etc., in a pose of penance, on each ofthe two pillars a !the. entrance of Vaikuntha 
Peru mula temple In Siva Kaiici. 

lx) A Sannyasin's figure with dan <;Ia and dan<;lasatra In Sirsasana posture In the Ekamresvara 
temple In Siva-Kaiici. 

x) On the Inner wall of the garbhagrha In a temple called Sivasthanam, about a mile from 
Kaiici, we find figure of a Sannyasln. 49 

Except No. ix and x, I have personally seen all. There may be a doubt about one or two of 
them. It is however, a fact that throughout my travel in India, covering most of the Sankara 
centres, I have not seen sculptures In such abundance anywhere, showing the images of 
Sannyasins, all of whom have been identified as Sankara of Kala !I. 

The crux of the problem, particularly from the standpoint of the opponents of the Kaiici 
version, seems to be that If Kaiici is conceded as the place ofSankara's passing away, his stay 
there during the last days of his life will also have to be conceded. In that case the possibility of 
his having established at Kaiici a marha-not necessarily an Amnaya matha for himself will be 
difficult to resist and certain consequential implications like that marha being the Guru Marha 
and so on, were also likely to follow and it would be difficult to resist them. If only the establishment 
of a marha at Kancl were not contingent upon Sankara's passing away there, the opponents 
might even have conceded that honour to Kaiici. This Is only a hypothesis but well worth 
consideration. 50 

Kaiici has all. along been regarded as one of the seven mok~a-puris In India. It has also 
been, particularly in the past, a place of great religious, cultural and academic importance and 
the centre of great religious and academic activity. It is therefore, quite natural thatSankara may 
have thought of closing the last chapter of his life at such a sacred place, after he had finished all 
his other work elsewhere, particularly in the north, and though the exact place at Kaiici of his 
passing away cannot be pin-pointed today with certainty, he possibly gave up his body In front of 
the Goddess Kamak~l. whom he must have held In very high reverence. The. sculptural evidence 
also shows the very close nexus between Kaiici and Sankara and seems to bear out the same 
conclusion. Till such time therefore as more conclusive evidence becomes available otherwise, 
It seems quite reasonable to endorse the view that most probably. Sankara passed away at Kaiici 
only and not anywhere In the North In the Himalayan regions. 
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ABBREVIATIONS: 

AI San I Sanya- Sankara ISankaracarya 

Gov Muni -Govinda Muni 

Gauda -Gau<;lapada 

Sure -Suresvara 

Visva -Visvarupa 

Prthvi -Prthvidhavalra 

Abhi San -Abhinava Sankara 

Datta -Dattatreya 

Kama -Kamaksi 

Srn-Srngeri 

Ach Modak -Achyutaraya Modak 

Nara -Narayana 

Vidya -Vidyananda (Sarasvatil 

Puru Bha -Purusottama BharatL 

Gov -Govindanatha 

Vya -Vyasacala 

Mad -Madhava 

Cid -Cidvilasa 

Tiru D-Tirumala Dixit 

G V K -Guru Vamsa Kavya 

San Vilasa - Srankarendra V!lasa 

G R M - Guru Raina Mal!ka, 

Guru Mala -Guruparampara 

Stotra/Nama Mala 

Pat Ca -Patailjall Carita 

S. Rah -Siva Rahasya 
H Ms -Hultzsch Manuscript 

Bel Ms -elgaum Manuscript 

Raja. D -Rajacudamani Diksit 

Anand -Anandagiri 

Anania -Anantanandagiri 

Br Saras -Brahmananda Sarasvati 

Sada -Sadananda 

Cit. -Citsukha 

Rama D.- Ramabhadra Diksit 

Bl Ko. S. V. -KOsmanda Sankara Vijaya 

Br. S. V -Brhat Sankara Vijaya 

Pr. S. V. -Pracina Sankara Vijaya 

S. S. Jaya -Sanksepa Sankara Jaya 

San. Dig Sara -Sankara Digvijaya Sara 

San Daya -Sankarabhyudaya 

S V -Sarikara Vijaya 

Shag Daya -Bhagavat-padabhyudaya 

S. Ca. - Sankaracarya Carita 

K S V -Keraliya Sankara Vijaya 

S. V Vilasa - Sarikara Vijaya vil~sa, 

S. M S -Sankara Mandara Saurabha 

MS I MSS -Manuscript I Manuscripts 

Truth - The truth about the Kumbakonam 
mutt by Sri R. K. lyer (pt, II) and 

Sri KR Vektaraman (Pt.lll 

JSMV - 'Jagadguru' Sankara Matha 

Vimarsa by Mr. Raja Gopala Sarma 

Agra- Agraharam 

Myth -'Kanci Kamakoti Mutt
A Myth' by Sri R. G. Sarma. 

I. A -Indian Antiquary. 
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15. the seven editions I copies are 

1) Sea by Gov, Published by Citrasala Press, Poona, 1 9 31. 

2) S Ca by Gov, Printed and Published/by Mangalodayam Press, Trichur 

3) sea by Gov.,edited by Sri Dlwakaran Nambudirl, Tripunathara, Oct 19 6 6. 

4J sea byGov, MsNo.84 7 4518 4208 SarasvatiMahal Ubrary, Thanjavur. 

k---··.· ' ~ 
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5) S Ca by Gov, Ms NoD 12171, Govt Ori. Mss. Library, Madras. 

6) SCa by Gov, Ms NoR 3 79 0, Govt Ori. Mss Library, Madras. 

7) S Ca attributed 1 0 Anantakavi butthe same asS Ca by Gov, Ms. from Palace Bhandaram 
or Library, My sore In addition to these, I have with me one text of this same work, the 

source of which cannot be given; perhaps it is the same as No 4 above 

16) Read ~.fi•l'l<;l!Riil!4'i'll"'l'lf.>l'tl"if11~1a"'q: ~I mTWfl 

ilRAA<'fiffilf~~~ll 

1 7) Vide his booklet Sri Srrigeri Sarada Mutt. p 3 0 

18) Read ~~ll~ 'f ~: I Jn: ~ 1 ... "1<1: m>.:r-wt: m.:rffi ~~~'llqi<l>.f: I 

From l!fm11\lq'llll&l Vimarsa 8- p. 2 6, quoted by Mr. Sundaramlah on p. 3 0. 

19) Vide -JSMV. Mr. Sarma. p. 131 

20) VIde JSMV-Mr.Sarma-p.129&'Truth'-Mr.Iyer-p.124 

21) Vide 'Truth' -Mr. Iyer. p. 12 9. 

2 2) Read '«<«ti<il"'l<ii ~t\~"'q u;<r'li'I~"J1~~111<.'"111~~1ftMii!~ AA«ift!RI ~ 1 

23) VIde JSMV. Mr. Sarma. p. 12 7. 

24) Ibid -p. 12 7 

25) Ibid-pp.123/124 

26) Ibid ·PP 644 to 64 7 

2 7) Read MI~·Rf.i'lii~H·I~jf4;1 m~1 

ii\\111~Q~"'.i\~~: ~:I VIII III 

2 8) Vide JSMV ·Mr. Sarma -p. 2 3 9. 

2 9 l Ibid - p. 2 3 9 

30) 'Truth'-Mr.Iyer,pp157/158 

3 1) Vide JSMV. Mr. Sarma -p. 2 3 3 

3 2) Vide 'Truth'. p. 15 7 

3 3) Ibid -p. 15 7 Mr. Iyer also refers to Mr. Ramesan citing the opinion of two Vai~nava 

research scholars that Sarikara settled and passed away at Kaiici though the place where 
he resided, preached. and attained sJddhi is still shrouded In mystery p. 15 9 

3 4) For Mr. Sarma's remarks and his discussion ofthe topic, vide hisJSMV -pp. 2 24-2 2 6 
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3 5) The 'relevant parts of the three works are, 

a) Dr. Hultzsch Ms (H Ms) from Sarasvati 'Mahal Library, Tanjore, Report of Sanskrit 

Mss in South India, Vol. lii ( 19 0 5) 

Ms No 214 6 entitled Guruparampara stotra, p. 13 3 The Guruparampara from 

Siva to Suresvara is given first and then the 5 stanzas are. 

~~~~lil'f~~%t~ll 
~<ll'ililif'.f't~l11«il~~~l ~:I 'lf('dlr)'l"'i.lct<\"'i.l~l W'l'iq~ II 
il'f~~;;rwr'l\lt~l ~~Blf'>{~lffRot II 

m~~~~~il'm=~<Rrll 
~'!1{0:'1~i•~;;:J'illll ~'!:~ 'fK<fT I ffi~ II 

b) ~W"'1\1+<1'1'1~1<'ll - published by ~'!Z~~lJ~~~il

The relevant stanzas are 

"ll'11<i'~·lill'f.~~~'111'f"'fi11 ~'li"41Jl'iiWfS~II 
il'f~ll:l~ll"">l"lftl ~I ~<11Y.Iillf4't~l11\<fl<.i~~l ~:II 

~'l'fq~~~~: I il'f~~;;rwr'l\lt~ll 
~wrtif, 1ffl ~i'ii1~<~1~'1t.ftl 1 ~m~~ ~i'iii'l~la~l'f.ll 

~~~ffi~ll 

C) 'The Date of Sankaracarya' by Sri K B. Pathak, I. A. Vol. XI, June 18 8 2, pp. -

1 7 4/ 1 7 5 Mr. Pathak, after giving Sankara's Guruparampara, writes as follows 

The ms. next says that Sankara established his Matha on the banks of the 

Tungabhadra, appointed Prthvidhara to be the head of it, conferred upon him the 

title Bharat and ~~'l'!"4t'l'iq11>.1~11101 il'f~~;;rwr'l\lt~ll Then 

follow the names of his successors. p 1 7 5 

36) Vide! A. June 1882,pp.174-175. 

3 7) Vide 'Truth'- Mr. lyer, p. 16 0. 

38) lbid-p. 16 1. 

3 9) Vide lA, June 188 2 above. 

3 9a) Vide -'Truth'- Mr. lyer. p. 161. 

40) Vide 'Truth'- Mr. lyer, p. 16 0. 

41) VideJSMV- Mr.Sarma- p. 505,' Myth'- Mr. Sarma, pp. 49 & 50. 

42) VideJSMV- pp. 130.490-495 & 'Myth'- p. 49; both by MrSarma 
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43) Read 1. 'The search for thegirlwlth the blue eyes' by Jess Stearn 

2. 'Search for Bridey -Murphy' by Morey Burnstein. 

44) Read: 'Wonders ofthe world' (series). Hamlyn Publishing Co., London 

45) 'The Palace ofKnossus' by Sir Arthur Evans 

46) Vide 'Truth' -Mr.lyer •. p. 39. 

4 7) Vide JOR- Madras, Vol. I pp. 3 3 0-3 3 5 

48) Vide 

llJSMV- by Mr. Sarma- pp. 516-517. 

2) 'Truth'- by Mr.lyer!Pt.ll pp. 8 6, 8 7. 

4 9) Vide his' Age of Sarlkara,' p. 1 7 7. 

50) In this connection, also read 'Truth'- Mr.lyer, p. 144. 
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